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D I R E C T 0 R Y 
T E N N E S S E E· M U N I C I P A L  
O FFI C IA L S 
Geraldine R. Ellison, Editor 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
In cooperation with the 
TENNESSEE MJNICIPAL LEAGUE 
August 1961 
F O R E W O R D  
This 1961-62 Direc tory of Tennessee Municipal Officials is the 17th iss ue 
of the direc tory series. It has been compiled, for the most  part, from 
ques tionnaires sent to �11 cities .  Although every effort has been made to 
make the information for each city comple te and correct, for 30 cities that 
did not return the questionnaires it was necessary to re+y upon latest  
information available in our file s .  
To �11 city rec OTders and other officials who have contribute d 
information we are deeply grateful. Without the willing and prompt co­
operation· of these officials� pub lication of the direc tory would have been 
difficult, if not impossible .  
Comments and s uggestions as to how future issues of the direc tory can 
be further improved will be appreciated. They may be sent to either of the 
following : 
Herbert J. Bingham 
Executive Secre tary 
Tennessee Municipal League 
226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 
Victor C .  Hobday 
Executive Direc tor 
Municipal Technical 
Advisory Service 
Box 8500, University Station 
Knoxville , Tennessee 
ADDRESSES OF INTEREST TO MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS 
MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICE 
Victor C. ·Hobday, Executive Director 
The University of Tennessee 
Box 85oo;University Station 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Phope: 524-2981 Ext. 284 
NASHVILLE OFFICE, MUNICIPAL TECHNICAL 
ADVISORY SERVICE 
E w. Meisenhelder, III . . . 
consultant on Municipal Management 
226 Capitol·Boulevard, Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: ALpine 6-3447 
BUREAU OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 
Lee S. Greene, Director 
Ayres Hall, Room 320 
The University of Tennessee 
Knoxville, Tennessee 
Phone: 524-2981 Ext. 597 
DEPARl'MENT OF OLD AGE AND 
SURVIVORS INSURANCE 
H. Gordon Nichol, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 239 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2311 
DEPAR'l'MENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH 
Julian R. Fleming, Director 
Division of Sanitary Engineering 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2281-2282 
STATE PLANNING COMMISSION 
Harold v. Miller 
Administrator, Planning Services 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 91-121 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 3426 
STATE BOARD OF EQUALIZATION 
Marshall E. Duggin 
.Executive Secretary 
810 Broadway, Room 504 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2451 
TENNESSEE TAXPAYERS ASSOCIATION 
Donald W. Jackson, Executive Secretary 
Commerce Union Annex, Rooms 504-508 
Fourth Avenue, North 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-1854 
STREAM POLLUTION CONTROL BOARD 
S. Leary Jones, Director 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 602 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2281 
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION 
Homer S. Elkins 
Instructor-Coordinator 
Fire Service Training 
215 Chestnut Street 
Chattanooga, Tennessee 
Phone: AMhurst 6-8163 
COMMERCE DIVISION 
DEPT. OF CONSERVATION & COMMERCE 
George L. Benedict, Jr. 
Asst. Commissioner -- Commerce 
Cordell Hull Building, Room 236 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2540 
TENNESSEE INSPECTION BUREAU 
John F. Lee, State Manager 
1000 Stahlman Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-1781 
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS 
D. W. Moulton, Commissioner 
Highway Building, Room 817 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 3611 
TENNESSEE COUNTY SERVICES ASSN. 
James Tipton, Executive Secretary 
106 YMCA Building 
Nashville, Tennessee 
Phone: CRapel 2-5591 
DIVISION OF WATER RESOURCES 
DEPT. OF CONSERVATION & COMMERCE 
Raleigh W. Robinson, Director 
Cordell Rull Building, Room 201 
Nashville 3, Tennessee 
Phone: CHapel 2-8311 Ext. 2572 
J 
T E N N E S S E E MUN I C I P A L L E A GUE 
Earl Smith 
Mayor, Greeneville 
W. Paul Crumley 
1961-62 OFFICE .RS 
PRESIDENT 








T. C .  Chapman 
Mayor, Browns ville 
City Manager,  Elizabethton 




Mayor,  Knoxville 




W. w. Barks dale 
Mayor, Clarksville 






Claude A. Armour 
Vice-Mayor, Memphis 
E XECUTIVE SECRETARY 
Herbert J. Bingham 
(Past Pres ident ) 
Jesse Coe 
S upt. of Gas System 
Lebanon 
President, TPWA 
R. B. McConnell 
Administrative Ass istant 
Oak Ridge 
President, TMFOA 










226 Capitol Boulevard 
Room 306 
Nashville 3, Tennesse e 
Phone : ALpine 5-6416 
• 
GUIDE TO USE OF THIS DIRECTORY 
After the name of each city is the county name, i� parentheses, in which the 
ity is located. Next is a letter showing in which grand division of the state 
the city is located, �ast, !:!iddle, or !:!_est. The figure following this letter is 
he population (see third paragraph, this page). Next is the fiscal year ending; 
tor example, "F.Yr.5/31" means the fiscal year ends May 31. There follows the 
date of the ·next election; for example, "Elec .5/6211 means the next election will 
be in May 1962� The last entry on this line is the telephone number of the city 
ball or office. 
On the second line is shown the time and place of the meetings of the govern­
ing body. On the �hird line is shown any closing of city offices (other than the 
ueual Saturday afternoon and Sunday)o This information was not obtainable for 
some cities. 
Population data are presented on the following two pages; on one in alpha­
betical order and on the other in descending order according to population. These 
population figures are as of July 1, 1961, as used by the State of Tennessee for 
distributing State-shared taxeso The next page lists cities by counties under the 
three grand divisions of the state. 
Municipal elections in Tennessee are held throughout the year, and changes 
are therefore constantly occurring. Changes are announced each month in Tennessee 
Town & City magazine, the official magazine of the Tennessee Municipal League. 
The magazine is sent free to municipal officials; others desiring to subscribe may 































Civil Defense Director 
Commissioner of Education 
Commissioner of Fire 
Commissioner of Finance 
Commissioner of Health 
Commissioner of Police 




Chief of Police 
City Recorder 
Housing Board Chairman 
Director of Finance 
Director of Housing Authority 
Director of Public Safety 
Director of Public Works 
Director of Planning & Zoning 
Electric System Manager 
City Engineer . 
Fire Chief 
HI Housing Inspector 
HO ff Health Officer 
Jg City Judge 
Lib Librarian 
Mar City Marshal 
Mgr City Manager 
MgrA Assistant City Manager 
PA Purchasing Agent 
PBCh Power Board Chairman 
PC Ch Planning Commission Chm. 
PI Plumbing Inspector 
RBCh Recreation Board Chairman 
RD Recreation Director 
ScS City School Superintendent 
Sec Secretary 
SG Superintendent of Gas .system 
SP Superintendent of Parks 
SS Superintendent of Streets' 
SSP Supt. of Sewage Plant 
SU Supto of Utilities 
sww Supt. of Water Works � ;f'i �J- Assessor � c ye�;..._ ili ties Board Chairman 
V-May Vice Mayor 
WBCh Water Board Chairman 
POPULATIONS OF TENNESSEE MUNICIPALITIES 
as used for distributing State-shared taxe s ,  ·1 961-62 
Adair 53 Clifton 708 Garland 168 
Adamsville 1,046 Clinton 4,943 Gates ·291 
Alamo 1,665 Coalmont 458 Gatlinburg 1;764 
Alcoa 6,395 Collierville 2,020 Germantown 1,104 
Alexand ria 599 Collinwood 596 Gibson 297 
Algood 886 Columbia 17,984 Gleason 900 
Altamont 552 Cookeville 7,805 Goodlettsville 3,163 
Ardmore 195 Copperhill 631 Gordonsville 249 
Arlington 620 Cornersville 314 Grand Junction 446 
Ashland City 1,400 Cottage Grove 130 Graysville 838 
Athens 12,103 Covington 5,298 Greenback ·285 
Atoka 357 Cowan 1,979 Greenbrier 1,238 
Atwood 461 Crossville 4,668 Greeneville 11,759 
Auburntown 256 Cumberland City 314 Greenfield 1,779 
Baileyton 206 Cumberland Gap 291 Halls 1;890 
Bartil.ett 508 Dandridge 829 Harriman 6;104 
Baxter 853 Dayton 3,500 Hartsville 1�712 
Beersheba Springs 577 Decatur 681 Henderson 2,691 
Bell Buckle 318 Decaturville 571 Henning 466 
Belle Meade 3,082 Decherd 1,704 Henry 178 
Bells 1,232 Denmark 58 Hickory Valley 179 
Benton 638 Dickson 5,028 Hohenwald 2,804 
Berry Hill 1,551 Dover 736 Hollow Rock 592 
BethEll Springs 533 Dowelltown 279 Hornbeak 307 
Big Sandy 492 Dresden 1,510 Hornsby ·228 
Bluff City 948 Ducktown 741 Humboldt 8;482 
Bolivar 3,338 Dunlap 1,618 Huntingdon 2,119 
Bradford 763 Dyer 1,909 Huntland 500 
BrigJ::iton 652 Dyersburg 12 ,499 CJackson 34;376 Bristol 19,476 Eagleville 363 Jamestown 1,727 °£Y'iJ't\ c J+y 
Brownsville 5,424 East Ridge 19,570 Jasper 1,450 
Bruceton 1,158 Elizabethton 10,896 Jefferson City 4,550 
Bulls Gap 682 Elkton 199 Jellico 2,210 
Burns 386 Englewood 1,574 .Johnson City 32,275 
Byrdstown 613 Enville 250 Jonesboro 1,148 
Calhoun 706 Erin 1,097 Kenton 1,095 
Camden 2,774 Erwin 3,210 Kingsport 26,314 
Carthage 2,021 Estill Springs 734 Kingston 4,319 
Celina 1,228 Etowah 3,223 Knoxville 111,827 
Centertown ' 169 Fairview .1,017 Lafayette ·1,900 
Centerville 1,678 Fayetteville 7,170 LaFollette 7,130 
Chapel Hill 630 Forest Hills 2,101 LaGrange 217 
Charleston 764 Franklin 6,977 Lake City 1,914 
Charlotte 551 Friend ship 399 Lakewood 1,896 
Chattanooga 130 ;009· Friendsville 606 Lawrenceburg 8,042 
Church Hill 1,535 Gadsden 281 Lebanon 10 ,512 
Clarksville 22,021 Gainesboro 1,021 Lenoir City 4,979 
Cleveland 17,429 Gallatin 7,901 Lewisburg 6,338 
470 South Fulton 2;512 TEN�lESSEE·CITIES BY POPULATION RANK Lexington 3,943 Oakdale 
306 South Pittsburg 4;130 as used for di�tributing State-shared taxes, 1961-62 293 Oakland Liberty 
1,086 Obion 1,097 Sparta 4,510 Linden 
Oliver Springs 1,163 Spencer . 870 Livingston 2,817 
2,480 Spring City 1,800 ...... Memphis 497 ,.524 Clinton 4,943 Lakewood 1,896 LobelVille 449 Oneida 689 Nashville 250,887 Winchester 4,760 Halls 1,890 Lookout Mountain 1,817 Orme 171 Spring Hill ...... Chattanooga 130,009 Martin 4,750 Parsons 1,859 l,069 Springfield 9,221 Knoxville 111,827 Crossville 4 668 Whitwell 1:,857 Palmer ) Loretto 929 Paris 9,325 . St.  Joseph 547 ,....,Jackson 34,376 Jefferson City 4,550 Somerville 1:,820 Loudon 3,812 Parrottsville 91. Stanton 458 Johnson City 32,275 Sparta 4,510 Lookout Mountain 1,817 Lync hburg 396 Parsons 1,859 S urgoinsville ljl32 Lynnville 362 
Petersburg 423 Sweetwater 4;145 Oak Ridge 27,169 Oak Hill 4,490 Madisonville 1,812 McEwen 979 Pigeon Forge 917 Tazewell l,264 Kingsport 26,314 Kingston 4 ,319 Tusculum 1,804 McKenzie 3,780 Clarksville 22,021 Trenton 47225 Spring City 1,800 Tellico Plains 794 Morristown 21,267 Sweetwater 4,145 Greenfield 1,779 McLemoresville 285 Pikeville 951 Tennessee Ridge 324 East Ridge 19,570 South Pittsburg 4,130 Gatlinburg 1,764 Mc Minnville 9,013 Pleasant Hill 267 Tiptonville 2,068 /Bristol 19,476 Lexington 3,943 Jamestown 1,727 Madisonville l,812 Portland 2,424 Toone 202 
Manchester 3,930 Pulaski 6,616 Townsend 283 Murfreesboro 18,991 Manchester 3,930 Hartsville 1, 712 Martin 4,750 Puryear 408 ·Tracy City l,577 Columbia 17,984 Loudon 3,812 Decherd 1,704 Maryville l0,348 Ramer 358 ,..-Cleveland 17 ,429 Ripley 3,782 Newbern 1,695 
Oak 10,777 Trenton 4,225 Dyersburg 12,499 McKenzie 3,780 Centerville 1,678 Mason 407 Re d Bank-White Trezevant 944 Tullahoma 12,242 Smyrna 3,612 Alamo 1,665 Maury City 624 Re d Boiling Springs 597 581 Athens 12,103 Dayton 3,500 Dunlap 1,618 224 Trimble Maynardville 620 Ric hard City 1,464 Troy 587 Medina 722 Ridgely 
448 Tullahoma 12,242 Greeneville 11,759 Signal Mountain 3 ,1�13 Tracy City l,577 M�don 97 Ridges ide 372 Tusc ulum l,804 Elizabethton 10,896 Bolivar 3,338 Englewood 1,574 Memphis 497,524 Ridgetop 
Red Bank-White Oak 10,777 Etowah 3,223 Woodbury 1,562 Ripley 3,782 Union City 8,837 Lebanon 10 ,512 Erwin 3,210 Ber:cy Hill 1,551, Mic hie 330 291 Vanleer 234 Shelbyville l0,466 Goodlettsville 3,163 Church Hill 1,535 Middleton 461 Rives 5 ,345 . Viola 206 .- Maryville io ,31�8 Rogersville 3,121 Dresden 1,510 5,208 Rockwood 545 Milan Rogersville 3,121 Wartrace Milledgeville 350 
Rossville 183 Watauga 370 Paris 9,325 Belle Meade 3,082 Ridgely 1,464 Millington 6,059 983 Watertown 919 ..-Springfield 9,221 Mount Pleasant 2,921 �Tasper 1,450 1 fj Mitc hellville 184 Rutherford McMinnville 9,013 Waverly 2,891 Ashland City 1,400 jl\1onfu9le.. Rutledge 793 Waverly 2,891 Union City 8,837 Sevierville 2,890 Norris 1,389 Monte re 2,069 397 Waynesboro l,343 Humboldt 8,482 Livingston 2,817 Mountain City 1,379 Morrison 294 Saltillo 451 Westmoreland 865 -Lawrenceburg 8,042 Hohenwald 21804 Waynesboro 1,343 Morristown 21,267 Samburg 274 White Bluff 486 ' 368 Sardis 
2,774 Tazewell 1,264 
Moscow 
Saulsbury 141 White Pine 1,035 Gallatin 7,901 Camden Mount Pleasant 2,921 
5,530 W hiteville 757 Cookeville 7,805 Henderson 2,691 Greenb:cier 1,238 Mountain City 1,379 Savannah Fayetteville 7 ,170 South Fulton 2,512 Bells 1,232 Mot-< 'rli- tb.. 'f W\ c.. I 
Scotts Hill 298 Whitwell l,857 LaFollette 7,130 Oneida 2.480 Celina 1,228 Munford 1,014 1,897 Winc hester 4,760 Franklin 6,977 Portland 2 :42L� Oliver Springs 1,163 Murfreesboro 18,991 Selmer 1,562 6,616 Smithville 2,31.i.8 Bruceton 1,158 Sevierville 2,890 Woodb ury Pulaski Nas hville 250,887 Sharon 966 New Johnsonville 559 
S helbyville l0,466 Newport 6,448 Jellico 2,210 ._Tonesboro 1,148 New Tazewell 808 Signal Mountain 3,413 Alcoa 6,395 Huntingdon 2,119 Surgoinsville 1,132 Newbern 1,695 
Lewisburg 6,338. Forest Hills 2,101 Germantown 1,104 Silerton 84 TOTAL 1,800,447 Harriman 6,104 Monterey 2,069 Erin 1,097 Newport 6,448 Slayden 101 Millington 6,059 Tiptonville 2,068 Obion 1,097 Niota 679 Smithville 2,348 Savannah 5,530 Carthage 2,021 Kenton l,095 Normandy 119 3,612 Norris 1,389 Smyrna 
799 Brownsville 5,424 Collierville 2,020 J.;inden 1,086 4,490 Sneedville 
1,069 
Oak Hill 
Somerville l,820 -Rockwood 5,345 Cowan 1,979 Palmer Oak Ridge 27,169 
Covington 5,298 Lake City 1,914 Adamsville 1,046 
Milan 5,208 Dyer 1,909 White Pine 1,035 
Dickson 5,028 Lafayette 1,900 Gainesboro 1,021 
Lenoir City 4,979 Selmer 1,897 F&irview 1,017 
�� �� � lt���q·� � � · -ff� 
470 South Fulton 2;512 TEN�lESSEE·CITIES BY POPULATION RANK Lexington 3,943 Oakdale 
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Lewisburg 6,338. Forest Hills 2,101 Germantown 1,104 Silerton 84 TOTAL 1,800,447 Harriman 6,104 Monterey 2,069 Erin 1,097 Newport 6,448 Slayden 101 Millington 6,059 Tiptonville 2,068 Obion 1,097 Niota 679 Smithville 2,348 Savannah 5,530 Carthage 2,021 Kenton l,095 Normandy 119 3,612 Norris 1,389 Smyrna 
799 Brownsville 5,424 Collierville 2,020 J.;inden 1,086 4,490 Sneedville 
1,069 
Oak Hill 
Somerville l,820 -Rockwood 5,345 Cowan 1,979 Palmer Oak Ridge 27,169 
Covington 5,298 Lake City 1,914 Adamsville 1,046 
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Dickson 5,028 Lafayette 1,900 Gainesboro 1,021 
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�� �� � lt���q·� � � · -ff� 
- - - - -
581 Liberty 293 Munford 1,014 Trimble 
291 983 Beersheba Springs 5.77 Gates Rutherford 
McEwen 979 Decaturville 571 Rives 291 
New Johnsonville 559 Cumberland Gap 291 Sharon 966 
285 EAST TENNESSEE Pikeville 951 Altamont 552 Mc Lemoresville 
285 Bluff City 948 Charlotte 551 Greenback 
Anderson Countl 
547 Townsend 283 Clinton....: Trezevant 944 St. Joseph 
545 Gadsden 281 Lake City Loretto 929 Wartrace 
279 Norris 919 Bethel Springs 533 Dowelltovm 
274 Oak Ridge Watertown 508 Sardis 917 Bartlett 
267 Bledsoe Countl 
Pigeon Forge 
Huntland 500 Pleasant Hill Gleason 900 
492 Auburntown 256 Pikeville Algood 886 Big Sandy 
Blount Countl .. 
486 Enville 250 Alcoa Spencer 870 White Bluff 
470 Gordonsville 249 Friendsville Westmoreland 865 Oakdale 
466 Vanleer 234 Maryville Baxter 853 Henning 
461 Hornsby 228 Townsend Graysville 838 Atwood 
461 Richard City 224 Bradlel Countl Dand ridge 829 Middleton 
l�58 LaGrange 217 Charleston New Tazewell 808 Coalmont 
Cleveland 
Stanton 458 Baileyton 206 Cam�bell Countl Sneedville 799 
451 V iola 206 Jellico Tellico Plains 794 Samburg 
449 Toone 202 La.Follette Rutledge 793 Lobelville 
448 Elkton 199 'Carter Count:l Charleston 764 Ridgeside 
446 Ardmore 195 Elizabethton Bradford 763 Grand Junction 
423 Mitc hellville 184 Watauga Whiteville 757 Petersburg 
Cocke Countl 
408 Rossville 183 _ 1-lewport · Ducktown 741 Puryear 
407 Hickory Valley 179 P rrottsville 736 Mason 
178 Claiborne. Countl 
Dover 
734 Friendship 399 Henry Estill Springs 
171 _._,Cµmberland Gap 397 Orme Medina 722 Saltillo 
396 Centertown 169 New Tazewell Clifton 708 Lynchburg 
Garland 168 Tazewell Calhoun 706 Burns 386 
urnberland Countl 
Saulsbury 141 Crossville Spring Hill 689 Ridgetop 372 
Cottage Grove 130 Pleasant Hill Bulls Gap 682 Watauga 370 
Normandy 119 Grainser Countl Decatur 681 Moscow 368 
Slayden 101 Rutledge 363 Niota 679 Eagleville 
362 Med on 97 Greene Countl B righton 652 Lynnville 
358 Parrottsville 91 Baileyt�m Benton 638 Ramer 
Greeneville 
Silerton 84 Tusculum Copperhill 631 Atoka 357 
Denmark 58 Hamblen Count;y: Chapel Hill 630 Milledgeville 350 
53 �� Mq;r;-ristown 624 330 Adair Maury City Michie 
Hamilton Countl Arlington 620 Tennessee Ridge 324 
__ .. Ghattanooga Maynardville 620 Bell Buckle 318 
East Ridge· , Byrdstown 613 Cumberland City 314 
Lookout Mountain 
Friendsville 606 Cornersville 3i4 TOTAL 1,800,447 Re9 Bank-White Oak 
Ridgeside Alexandria 599 Hornbeak 307 
Signal Mountain Red Boiling Springs 597 Oakland 306 
_!!ancock Countl C ollinwood 596 Scotts Hill 298 
· Sneedvill� : Hollow Rock 592 Gibson 297 
Hawkins Courit;t Troy 587 Morrison 294 
Bulls Gap 
Church ij:ill 0Rogersvil1e 
Surgoinsville 
k\ o "'I'\ t- C.c..'r" rn.� I 
TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 

























































































































Coffee Count;y: Lawrence Countl 
Manchester j:.Y� Cit"{"TLawrenceburg 
Tullahoma Loretto 
Davidson Countl Sto Joseph 
B�_lle Meade Lewis Countl 
Be;rry .. Hill Hohenwald 
Forest Hills Lincoln Countl 
Good lettsvil.le Fayetteville Lakewood Petersburg 
Nashville Macon Countl; 
Oak Hill Lafayette 
DeK&lb Countl Red Boiling Springs 
Alexandria Marshall Countl 
Dowelltown Chapel Hill 
Liberty Cornersville 
Smithville Lewisburg �mJ/4�� 
- - - - -
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446 Ardmore 195 Elizabethton Bradford 763 Grand Junction 
423 Mitc hellville 184 Watauga Whiteville 757 Petersburg 
Cocke Countl 
408 Rossville 183 _ 1-lewport · Ducktown 741 Puryear 
407 Hickory Valley 179 P rrottsville 736 Mason 
178 Claiborne. Countl 
Dover 
734 Friendship 399 Henry Estill Springs 
171 _._,Cµmberland Gap 397 Orme Medina 722 Saltillo 
396 Centertown 169 New Tazewell Clifton 708 Lynchburg 
Garland 168 Tazewell Calhoun 706 Burns 386 
urnberland Countl 
Saulsbury 141 Crossville Spring Hill 689 Ridgetop 372 
Cottage Grove 130 Pleasant Hill Bulls Gap 682 Watauga 370 
Normandy 119 Grainser Countl Decatur 681 Moscow 368 
Slayden 101 Rutledge 363 Niota 679 Eagleville 
362 Med on 97 Greene Countl B righton 652 Lynnville 
358 Parrottsville 91 Baileyt�m Benton 638 Ramer 
Greeneville 
Silerton 84 Tusculum Copperhill 631 Atoka 357 
Denmark 58 Hamblen Count;y: Chapel Hill 630 Milledgeville 350 
53 �� Mq;r;-ristown 624 330 Adair Maury City Michie 
Hamilton Countl Arlington 620 Tennessee Ridge 324 
__ .. Ghattanooga Maynardville 620 Bell Buckle 318 
East Ridge· , Byrdstown 613 Cumberland City 314 
Lookout Mountain 
Friendsville 606 Cornersville 3i4 TOTAL 1,800,447 Re9 Bank-White Oak 
Ridgeside Alexandria 599 Hornbeak 307 
Signal Mountain Red Boiling Springs 597 Oakland 306 
_!!ancock Countl C ollinwood 596 Scotts Hill 298 
· Sneedvill� : Hollow Rock 592 Gibson 297 
Hawkins Courit;t Troy 587 Morrison 294 
Bulls Gap 
Church ij:ill 0Rogersvil1e 
Surgoinsville 
k\ o "'I'\ t- C.c..'r" rn.� I 
TENNESSEE CITIES AND TOWNS 

























































































































Coffee Count;y: Lawrence Countl 
Manchester j:.Y� Cit"{"TLawrenceburg 
Tullahoma Loretto 
Davidson Countl Sto Joseph 
B�_lle Meade Lewis Countl 
Be;rry .. Hill Hohenwald 
Forest Hills Lincoln Countl 
Good lettsvil.le Fayetteville Lakewood Petersburg 
Nashville Macon Countl; 
Oak Hill Lafayette 
DeK&lb Countl Red Boiling Springs 
Alexandria Marshall Countl 
Dowelltown Chapel Hill 
Liberty Cornersville 
Smithville Lewisburg �mJ/4�� 
MIDDLE TENNESSEE MIPDLE TENNESSEE WF.ST TENNESSEE 
Mau;!· Countl . Wil,son Cou�ty Gibson Countl Bradford Co umbia Lebanon 
Mto Pleasant Watertown Dyer 
Spring. Hill Gibson 
Montsome!:l Countl Humboldt 
Clarksville Medina 
Moore Countl Milan 
Lynchburg Rutherford 
Overton Count;)'.; Trenton 
Livingston Hardeman Countl 
Pickett' Countl Bolivar 
-BYX'd.stown 9 Grand Junction Putnam Countl Hickory Valley 'Algood Hornsby 
Baxter Middleton 
Cookeville Saulsbury 
. Monterey Silerton 
Rob�rtson Countl Toone 
Greenbrier Whiteville 
Ridgetop WEST TENNESSEE Hardin Countl 
Springfi�ld Saltillo 
Rutherford Count;:t Benton Cogntl Savannah 
Eaglevi1.l� Big sanay Haywood Count;)'.; 
. Murfreesboro � Camden Brownsville 
Smyrn� Carroll Count;)'.; Stanton 
Smith Coun l · Atwood, Henderson Count;:t 
c<.�arthage Bruceton Lexington 
Gordonsville Hollow: Rock Sardis 
S:tewart Count;i:: Huntingdon Sco.tts Hill· 
Cumbe�l�d City McKenz.ie Heney Count;)'.; 
Dover Mc�moresville Cottage Grove 
Sumner Count;)'.; Trezevant. Henry 
. Galla:tin. Chester Count;)'.; Paris 
Mitchellville Enville Puryear 
Portland Henderson. Lake County 
WestlJ!()reland Crockett co\Jntl . Ridgely 
. Trousdale Count;:t AJ.amo Tiptony�lie 
Hartsville Bells Lauderdale Count;)'.; 
Van Buren Count;:t Friendship Gates 
Spencer Gadsden Halls 
Warren Count;:t Maury City ; Henning 
Centertown Decatur Count;)'.; ·Ripley_ ... 
McMinnville Decaturville Madison Co�tl 
Morri_son Parsons Adair 
Viola Dyer countz Denmar� .. 
W r:yne Gountl Dyera'b�i:ig: Jackson 
Clifton Newbern Medon 
Collinwood. Trimble McNai!:l count;)'.; 
Waynesboro Fazette Counti'.:- Adamsville 
White Count;:t LaGrange Bethel_�12r+ngs 
Sparta Moscow Michie 
Williamson Count;)'.; Oakland Milledgeville 
Fairview Rossville Ramer 


































CITY OF *ADAIR (Madison) 
Meetings on call 
�w- 53 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec.10/62 Phone JA 7-1095 
• 
Mayor T. J. Williams CR Clint O. Williams V-May Owen Williams Mgr Vanden Griffin Comm M. R. Williams Atty Jack Manhein 
*Address: Jackson, Tennessee 
TOWN OF ADAMSVILLE (McNairy) -W- 1,046 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.10/61 Phone ME 2-2790 First Friday each month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June thru August 
Mayor 
Comm 
� J.. A.� \�.,..._'\-oY\ 
J. r. FlatP.\). A�o..�n�'\ In 1 
�e Yeung Grt. �rs� E. \I, d we.\\ 
"1-a Mo-�. /ray /-ld.iY' 
Jamie D. Perkins 
� 2>-Y-o \ >.. .\$ , C. 06'> � v+o "\ 







Perry s.. Smith 
J. D. (Bill) Pickens 
W. B. Ledbetter 
James Butler 
TOWN OF ALAMO (Crockett) . -W- 1,665 F.Yr . 5/31 Elec.5/63 Fir�t Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall Offices close Saturday all day, all year 







11 <�.:ri'a .. � Da�--s. C ullipher 
H. C. Colvett 
Mack Goode 
Bill Richardson 
R. A .  Byra 












F. M • . Porter 
TOWN OF AIJ::,OA (Blount ) -E- 6,395 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone YU 2-4190 Sec ond and fourth Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m . ,  at Municipal Building Offices c lose Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor , O. W .' Brumfiel BI-Eng David W .  Switzer V-May A. G. Chambers FC Fred .L. Griffitts Comm Paul R. Hicks HO ff Dr. Trent Vandergriff Mgr Ross F. Walker PC Ch c. M. Herr CR James C lodfelter ScS R. M. Robinson CoP Robert L. Carroll RD w. Bailey *Atty Joe c. Gamble 
*Addre$s: Bank of Maryville Blag., Maryville, Tennessee 
-1-
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-1-
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA DeKalb -M- F.Yr.6 30 E
lec. 










w. V. Odum 
Billy Corley 
James E. Simpson 
W� R� Curtis 
H. A. Caplinger 






*Address: Smithville, Tennessee 




J. P. Huffman 
TOWN OF ALGOOD Putnam) -M- 886 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6
 63 Phone 526-2642 
Fourth Friday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hal
l 





















TOWN OF ALT.Af.K>NT Grund 2 F.Yr.6 30 Elec
.5 62 Phone OX 2-2263 




Lewis F. Fults 
J. B. Killian 
George Lockhart 




John w. Greeter 
H. B. Williams 
c. B. Lockhart 
TOWN OF ARDMORE Giles -M- · l  F.yr.12 31 Elec.11 6 1  P
h. Ardmore Ala. 






C. P. Forbes 
Elzie L. Bailey 
George Hickey 
A. c. Austin, Jr. 





*Address: Pulaski, Tennessee 




TOWN OF ARLINGTON Shelb -W- 620 F.Yr.12 31 Elec.1
2 61 Phone UN 7-3333 
First Monday each month, :00 p.m., at City Hall 







c. w. Bond 
M. S. Wilson 
w. N. Caruthers 
Stanley D. Osborne 
Sam Wilson 







L. T. Hughes 
P. J. Henry 
Mrs. w. N. Caruthers 
Frank Shepard 
E. s .  Wells 
TOWN OF:AS� CITY-(Cheathain) .:.M-·1,400 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.12/61 Phone _SW · 2-4211 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 








Vallie Eo Harris CR 
Jo Co Balthrop CoP 
�rl Baltiu·op f. c:. • .S tY"o..m"" w FC 
S. Oo Henley SWW 
�'W'beR Sfiea.iaea {f>c_v. \ F9Y-d. SS 
Ao Jo G>r<:>:ve-s.r)Q..,.-o\d. ISY"ocl.\E..y CD 
�E>�fittf'ff \-\�wti.vd Y.h .. \k'!.."f' RD 
Emma Sanders 
Howard Walker 
T. D. Hudgens 
Vo R. Harris 
Eugene Simpkins 
Ralph Spangler 
CITY OF ATHENS (McMinn) -E- 12 10 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 63 Phone SH 5-3140 





FYo.,.,. \'. B\,\. tt-ro..VY\ ��Il€l'1W�·P'i 
Roy Nankivell, Jr. 
Ray Johnson 
Bill Knox 
Wallace Do Hitch 











Leroy Bo Anderson 
Roy Linger:felt 
Felix Harrod 
Robert Co Mildram 
Richard A,. Wall 
William Jo Garrett 
Kenneth Higgins 







Wo G. Thomas �Ro).t. E.M�\vQ..y 
HO ff 
SSP 





J. o .. Cagle 
Bill Knox 
William B. Cate 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 357 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/63 Phone TE 7-3411 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.mo, at Walker's Store 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Jolm McLaughlin Ald Carroll Fite 
Ald Paul Bell Ald Charles Gragg 
Ald Vino Forbess CR James Blaydes 
Ald Pete Forbes Mar Jo A. Billings 
. Ald Charles Lo Walker 
TOWN OF A'IWOOD (Carroll) -W- 461 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. Phone 




TOWN OF AUBURl.'frOWN Cannon 
First Saturday each month, 
Mayor c.  s. Hawkins 
Ald J. M. Summars 
Ald w. B. Kennedy 
Ald R. R. O'Neal 







W. G. Bele� 
Joe T. Mays 
Eleoo Phone 
J. H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
J. M. Summars 
G. W. Kennedy 
• 
TOWN OF ALEXANDRIA DeKalb -M- F.Yr.6 30 E
lec. 










w. V. Odum 
Billy Corley 
James E. Simpson 
W� R� Curtis 
H. A. Caplinger 
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Ralph Spangler 
CITY OF ATHENS (McMinn) -E- 12 10 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 63 Phone SH 5-3140 





FYo.,.,. \'. B\,\. tt-ro..VY\ ��Il€l'1W�·P'i 
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Bill Knox 
Wallace Do Hitch 











Leroy Bo Anderson 
Roy Linger:felt 
Felix Harrod 
Robert Co Mildram 
Richard A,. Wall 
William Jo Garrett 
Kenneth Higgins 







Wo G. Thomas �Ro).t. E.M�\vQ..y 
HO ff 
SSP 





J. o .. Cagle 
Bill Knox 
William B. Cate 
TOWN OF ATOKA (Tipton) -W- 357 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.6/63 Phone TE 7-3411 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.mo, at Walker's Store 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor Jolm McLaughlin Ald Carroll Fite 
Ald Paul Bell Ald Charles Gragg 
Ald Vino Forbess CR James Blaydes 
Ald Pete Forbes Mar Jo A. Billings 
. Ald Charles Lo Walker 
TOWN OF A'IWOOD (Carroll) -W- 461 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. Phone 




TOWN OF AUBURl.'frOWN Cannon 
First Saturday each month, 
Mayor c.  s. Hawkins 
Ald J. M. Summars 
Ald w. B. Kennedy 
Ald R. R. O'Neal 







W. G. Bele� 
Joe T. Mays 
Eleoo Phone 
J. H. Jones 
I. B. Gaither 
J. M. Summars 
G. W. Kennedy 
• 
TOWN OF BAILEYTON (Greene) -E- 206 F.Yr.5/31 Elec. 

















J. R. Mottern 
Lyle Pierce 
T. H. Kilday 
Robert H. Bailey 
Mrs. Anna Lee Pierce 
TOWN OF BARTLETT Shelb -W- 508 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.11 62 Phon
e FN 6-1414 
First Thursday each month, :00 p.m., at Town Hall 










'B=;=Wit1e�J: C. E. �'d.Y-V"I 11:\-t" 
D. E. McPherson 
Hugh Huffman 
Joe Freeman 
D. H. Gotten 
Ald l)ea lh 8aze' J"'h"' \;-), G-e.p.,.-i <i)J''t'. 
Clk Catherine P. Warner 
Mar-FC T. E. Warr 
sww A. G. Warner, Jr. 
Eng J. C. Paine 
TOWN OF BAXTER (Putnam) -M- 853 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/63 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close after 10th day of each month 
Mayor James E. Austin CoP 
Ald J. M. Phillips SWW-CD 
Ald Robert Elmore WBCh 
Ald Harold Bartlet.t CR-SS 
Ald Troy Phillips 
Lawrence Maxwell 
Luke C • .  Hensley 
Birch Williams 
Robert Starnes 
TOWN OF BEERSHEBA SPRINGS(Grundy)-M- 577 F.Yr. 6/30 Eleq.7/61 Ph.McMinnville OX 2-2221 








James F. Brown 
TOWN OF BELL BUCKLE (Bedford) -M- 318 F.Yr.10/31 Elec.l0/
6i Phone BR 5-4221 
Last Friday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor J. A. Joyce Ald Clarence Talley 
Ald w. F. Harris Ald w. A. 
Haskins, Jr. 
Ald June Harrell FC-SSP James Elkins 
Ald Clay Alexander CR-SWW Marvin Whitaker 
Ald Orman Harrell 
-4-
CITY OF *BELLE. MEADE (Davidson) -M-3.082 F. Yr.12/31 Elec.12/62 Phone CY 7-6041 





Sam Davis Bell 
John H. Teas 
Marion G. Smith 




M. B. Howell, Jr. 
Robert c. Webster 
James R. Sutton 
*Address: 
**Address: 
4705 Harding Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
4408 Sheppard Place, Nashville 5, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BELLS (Crockett) -W- 1,232 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec. 5/63 Phone NO 3-'2334 
First Monday each month, 3:30 p. m., at City Hall · 
Mayor Eddie Barnes CoP Ewell Marlowe 
Ald W. M. Cobb FC-CD C. Rex Mehr, Jr. 
Ald c. Rex Mehr, Jr. ScS Basil J. Crider 
Ald Richard Freeman sww Bennie Yearwood 
Ald Hugh Lewis CR Hiram Henderson 
Ald Hiram Henderson 
TOWN OF BENTON Polk) -E- 638 F .Yr. 6 30 Elec :6 62 Phone ED 8-5261 
First Friday each month, :OO p.m., at City Hall 




H. C. Wilson 
Cas Rogers 






J. H. Hammons 
CITY OF *BERRY HILL (Davidson) -M- 1.551 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. 3/62 Phone CY 7-4521 
First and third Wednesday each month, 7:00 p. m. , at City Hall 





Ralph P. Rosa 
Dr. L. w. Noel, Jr. 
Clarence w .  Watson 
Bryan H. Alsup 
Clk Artie Blanke 
Atty Elvin Woodroof 
PCCh Carl E. Jones 
CoP �b. g.,.-�J��se.:a­K� \..c rf- .K. \\\11;.Tv. 
*Address: 698 Thompson Lane, Nashville, Tennessee 
TOWN OF BETHEL SPRINGS (McNairy) -W- 533 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec .5/63 . Phone 
Monday after first Wednesday each month, 7:00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Jimmy Walker Ald H� H. Ellis 
_V-May Waldemar Williams Ald J. s. Powers 
Ald c. L. Hendrix Ald J. W. Cheshier 
Ald Willie Hugh Clayton CR Waldemar Williams 
Ald J. A. Hines CoP.- F. E. Walker 
.$ s Vi c...+q.,.- &i\c.hYl st 
-5-
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Ald Willie Hugh Clayton CR Waldemar Williams 
Ald J. A. Hines CoP.- F. E. Walker 
.$ s Vi c...+q.,.- &i\c.hYl st 
-5-
4 F .Yr.4/25 Elec .3/63 Phone LU 4-3866 TOWN OF BIG- SANDY (Benton) -W- 92 -
















Q.  B.  Dowdy 
Bradley Frazier 
William Mikel 
Fi St and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , y r 







John s .  Mottern 
Joe Paul Morrell 
Dewey Hodge 
Coy McClellan 







John S .  Mottern 
o. w. Burdine · 
D. K. Galloway 
H. c .  Jessee 
CITY OF BOLIVAR Hardeman -W- 3 33 8 F .Yr. 31 Elec .5  6
3 Phone 5101 














A. B .  Fortune 
Hall Brooks 
John V o  Anderson, Jr. 
F_rank Dorris 
c .  w .  Vaughan 
Gene Howell 
w. W. Hodge 
James Stevens 











M. w. Fulghum 
R. N. Mitchell 
Otis Holmes 





;Y)�yiol""I C·n e..K 'l'\'l .:> -Ye. -
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 763 F .Yr.5/31 Elec . 5/63 
h 7 • 30 m at City Hall 
Phone 
First Saturday each mont '  P • .. , 








B .  M. Patterson 
Bill Pierce 
R. F .  Green 
H. O .  Cash 
Knox Smith 
Thomas Taylor 






















Ro W. Wells 
Ye."f'f\CY\ Me.. I t  1?11 
W u  C .  Tipton 
S°a.Y�e\ V{� \ Sit?""'" 











Stacy J. Grayson (CP) HOff 
Edward F.  Musick (CFin) PCCh 
Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh 
Craig H. Caldwell PI 
'$811;1111"h&e Q u \18l!ft�iS$�v.� )��ScS 
Mark Kline SSP 
W .  A. Walker SWW 
E .  O .  Olson TA 
c .  F.  Henley Lib 
Wesley Davis 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE (Haywood) -W- 5,424 F.Yr .6/30 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wedn�sday all day, May thru August 
Mayor Dre T. C .  Chapman EMgr 
Ald Adrian Stoots PC Ch 
Ald A. w. Ferguson PBCh 
Ald Fred T. Jones PI 
Ald - Dr. Julian K. Welch SP 
Clk-SWW s .  M. Duckworth ScS 
CoP Charles Reed SS 
FC C .  Battle Shaw TA 
Atty Joe w. Norris HO ff 
H. K. Elmore 
Carl R. Moore 
J. E .  Fulwider 
John Leonard 
D .  F .  Adkisson 
W .  Jo Bricker 
Odell W .  Gray 
c .  E .  Vance 
Mrs . Earl Coalson 
Elec . 12/61 . Phone 
F.  T. Edmonds 
Dr. T. c .  Chapman 
A,.  S.  Rose 
C .  R. McKay, Sr. 
Fred T. Jones 





TOWN OF BRUCETON (Carroll) -W- 1,158 F.Yr.8/31 Elec .8/62 Phone _FN 5-2401 Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Sam Siegel 
Ald Fred Fowler 
Ald J. H. Vestal 
Ald w. B. Keeton, Jr. 








F .  w. Turner 
J. c .  Caplinger 
w. H. Lassiter 
J.  c .  Caplinger 
4 F .Yr.4/25 Elec .3/63 Phone LU 4-3866 TOWN OF BIG- SANDY (Benton) -W- 92 -
















Q.  B.  Dowdy 
Bradley Frazier 
William Mikel 
Fi St and third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , y r 







John s .  Mottern 
Joe Paul Morrell 
Dewey Hodge 
Coy McClellan 







John S .  Mottern 
o. w. Burdine · 
D. K. Galloway 
H. c .  Jessee 
CITY OF BOLIVAR Hardeman -W- 3 33 8 F .Yr. 31 Elec .5  6
3 Phone 5101 














A. B .  Fortune 
Hall Brooks 
John V o  Anderson, Jr. 
F_rank Dorris 
c .  w .  Vaughan 
Gene Howell 
w. W. Hodge 
James Stevens 











M. w. Fulghum 
R. N. Mitchell 
Otis Holmes 





;Y)�yiol""I C·n e..K 'l'\'l .:> -Ye. -
TOWN OF BRADFORD (Gibson) -W- 763 F .Yr.5/31 Elec . 5/63 
h 7 • 30 m at City Hall 
Phone 
First Saturday each mont '  P • .. , 








B .  M. Patterson 
Bill Pierce 
R. F .  Green 
H. O .  Cash 
Knox Smith 
Thomas Taylor 






















Ro W. Wells 
Ye."f'f\CY\ Me.. I t  1?11 
W u  C .  Tipton 
S°a.Y�e\ V{� \ Sit?""'" 











Stacy J. Grayson (CP) HOff 
Edward F.  Musick (CFin) PCCh 
Maurice Conn (CPW) PBCh 
Craig H. Caldwell PI 
'$811;1111"h&e Q u \18l!ft�iS$�v.� )��ScS 
Mark Kline SSP 
W .  A. Walker SWW 
E .  O .  Olson TA 
c .  F.  Henley Lib 
Wesley Davis 
CITY OF BROWNSVILLE (Haywood) -W- 5,424 F.Yr .6/30 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wedn�sday all day, May thru August 
Mayor Dre T. C .  Chapman EMgr 
Ald Adrian Stoots PC Ch 
Ald A. w. Ferguson PBCh 
Ald Fred T. Jones PI 
Ald - Dr. Julian K. Welch SP 
Clk-SWW s .  M. Duckworth ScS 
CoP Charles Reed SS 
FC C .  Battle Shaw TA 
Atty Joe w. Norris HO ff 
H. K. Elmore 
Carl R. Moore 
J. E .  Fulwider 
John Leonard 
D .  F .  Adkisson 
W .  Jo Bricker 
Odell W .  Gray 
c .  E .  Vance 
Mrs . Earl Coalson 
Elec . 12/61 . Phone 
F.  T. Edmonds 
Dr. T. c .  Chapman 
A,.  S.  Rose 
C .  R. McKay, Sr. 
Fred T. Jones 





TOWN OF BRUCETON (Carroll) -W- 1,158 F.Yr.8/31 Elec .8/62 Phone _FN 5-2401 Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Sam Siegel 
Ald Fred Fowler 
Ald J. H. Vestal 
Ald w. B. Keeton, Jr. 








F .  w. Turner 
J. c .  Caplinger 
w. H. Lassiter 
J.  c .  Caplinger 
-E- 682 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/63 Phone 4831 TOWN OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) -





Dr. w .  G. Justis 
Truman Park 






TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 386 F.Yr.5/28 Elec . 










w. c .  Long 
R. D .  Laster 
v. c .  Pendleton 
w .  o .  Grubb 
Phone 
G .  c .  Bishop 
E .  H. Meek, Sr. 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 613 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 
Phone UN 4-4061 











E. J. Cantrell 
Gayron Asbury 
TOWN OF CALHOUN McMinn) -E- 06 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . Phone 










Richard No Ivins 
4 6/30 Elec 6/63 Phone LU 4-5501 TOWN OF CAMDEN (�enton) -W- 2,77 F.Yr. • 








w. c .  Lockhart 
Tom H.  Hardy · 
Weldon Greer 
D. A. Hughes 
Thomas N.  Hale 
Cecil Jordan 









Charles s .  Wyatt 
Elvin Johnson 
B o  D .  Bishop 
Murray Smith 
TOWN OF CARI'HAGE (Smith) -M- 2,021 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec .. 5/62 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 


















Cordell Petty , \ M�C\ e\ \ b--Y'--M-B�©lil8i8 'W • l l • · 
� 
J. H. Ligon 
Ernest R. Hackett 
Tom Mundy 
Walter Moss 






w .  H. Turner 
Walter Malone 
J.  H. Ligon 
Charles Tyree 
Ben H. Thomas 
Miss Francis Hackett 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) -M- 1,228 F·.Yr. 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone CH 3-3380 Third Thursday each month, , 1 :00 p.m. ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Willis Spear HO ff Dr . Champ Clark V-May Charles Bilbrey sww Landon B .  Anderson Ald E .  L. Monroe Mar James T. Brown Ald Argus lfuoten Mar Herbert Strong CR Lawrence Douglas face Mar J. M. Hamilton RBCH Carmon C .  Brown Atty Karl E .  Monroe Jg Willis Spear CD Charles Bilbrey 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN (Warren) -M- 169 F.Yr .4/1 Elec . 3/63 Phone WE 9-2191 First Saturday eacij month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Mayor' s  Home 
Mayor 
Comm 
J. w .  Williamson 
J. A. Jordan 
Comm A. K. P.arsley 
*Address : Box 117 , Route 1, McMinnville , Tennessee 









Emery B o  Gill 
Burnace T. Bates 
Irvan B .  Beale . 
Grady Breece 
Clifford Harber 
C .  P. Bates 
Elton Johnson 









�n&C o ot.eY" 5he'filY'd 
E. H., Duncan 
Al B o  Breece 
w. S o  Lawson 
J. w .  Shouse 
John w .  Springer 
Buford Gill 
K1a��h C oap�.Y 







Ae Ge Bigge? Gz e..�\ Sc.1it'T Ald 
Dougl8S Rogers CR 
-.w. ::Boe HttI �a:r·"f't.tt \-\ , L�wYt\\C:e.Clk 
H. c .  Joyce Atty 
Joe Gabarf CoP 
' .p, F. MaXRei:l Cdw�vd �-z. e\ \ rycD J , 
Harding Chapman 
Mrs . A.  T. Brown 
P .  P. Maxwell 
WY..\�nt..j S' t es a.. I J 
_a.;pw.e'i QQQ;�A;=+>,"'" E l�t>..,.e_ 
Earl Barnes 













Lowry G .  Weeks 
Clifford Helton 
Ray Murray 
-E- 682 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .6/63 Phone 4831 TOWN OF BULLS GAP (Hawkins) -





Dr. w .  G. Justis 
Truman Park 






TOWN OF BURNS (Dickson) -M- 386 F.Yr.5/28 Elec . 










w. c .  Long 
R. D .  Laster 
v. c .  Pendleton 
w .  o .  Grubb 
Phone 
G .  c .  Bishop 
E .  H. Meek, Sr. 
TOWN OF BYRDSTOWN (Pickett) -M- 613 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 
Phone UN 4-4061 











E. J. Cantrell 
Gayron Asbury 
TOWN OF CALHOUN McMinn) -E- 06 F .Yr.6 30 Elec . Phone 










Richard No Ivins 
4 6/30 Elec 6/63 Phone LU 4-5501 TOWN OF CAMDEN (�enton) -W- 2,77 F.Yr. • 








w. c .  Lockhart 
Tom H.  Hardy · 
Weldon Greer 
D. A. Hughes 
Thomas N.  Hale 
Cecil Jordan 









Charles s .  Wyatt 
Elvin Johnson 
B o  D .  Bishop 
Murray Smith 
TOWN OF CARI'HAGE (Smith) -M- 2,021 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec .. 5/62 Phone 8 
Third Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 


















Cordell Petty , \ M�C\ e\ \ b--Y'--M-B�©lil8i8 'W • l l • · 
� 
J. H. Ligon 
Ernest R. Hackett 
Tom Mundy 
Walter Moss 






w .  H. Turner 
Walter Malone 
J.  H. Ligon 
Charles Tyree 
Ben H. Thomas 
Miss Francis Hackett 
TOWN OF CELINA (Clay) -M- 1,228 F·.Yr. 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone CH 3-3380 Third Thursday each month, , 1 :00 p.m. ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Willis Spear HO ff Dr . Champ Clark V-May Charles Bilbrey sww Landon B .  Anderson Ald E .  L. Monroe Mar James T. Brown Ald Argus lfuoten Mar Herbert Strong CR Lawrence Douglas face Mar J. M. Hamilton RBCH Carmon C .  Brown Atty Karl E .  Monroe Jg Willis Spear CD Charles Bilbrey 
TOWN OF *CENTERTOWN (Warren) -M- 169 F.Yr .4/1 Elec . 3/63 Phone WE 9-2191 First Saturday eacij month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Mayor' s  Home 
Mayor 
Comm 
J. w .  Williamson 
J. A. Jordan 
Comm A. K. P.arsley 
*Address : Box 117 , Route 1, McMinnville , Tennessee 









Emery B o  Gill 
Burnace T. Bates 
Irvan B .  Beale . 
Grady Breece 
Clifford Harber 
C .  P. Bates 
Elton Johnson 









�n&C o ot.eY" 5he'filY'd 
E. H., Duncan 
Al B o  Breece 
w. S o  Lawson 
J. w .  Shouse 
John w .  Springer 
Buford Gill 
K1a��h C oap�.Y 







Ae Ge Bigge? Gz e..�\ Sc.1it'T Ald 
Dougl8S Rogers CR 
-.w. ::Boe HttI �a:r·"f't.tt \-\ , L�wYt\\C:e.Clk 
H. c .  Joyce Atty 
Joe Gabarf CoP 
' .p, F. MaXRei:l Cdw�vd �-z. e\ \ rycD J , 
Harding Chapman 
Mrs . A.  T. Brown 
P .  P. Maxwell 
WY..\�nt..j S' t es a.. I J 
_a.;pw.e'i QQQ;�A;=+>,"'" E l�t>..,.e_ 
Earl Barnes 













Lowry G .  Weeks 
Clifford Helton 
Ray Murray 
CITY OF CHARLOTTE Dickson -M- 551 F .Yr.6 30 Elec .5  63 Phone 2311 
Meetings on call, at City Hall 
Mayor Wayne Sensing Coun Douglas Lewis 
Coun John Loggins Clk Elizabeth Davis 
Coun Lawrence Porter CoP James Weems 
Coun Henry Garrett Atty Ray Stuart 
Coun Clyde Buckner Sec Clara McClelland 
Coun Graham Hicks Jg Johnny Frey 
CITY OF CHATTANOOGA Hamilton -E- 130,009 F .Yr .6  30 Elec . 3  63 Phone AM 7-6681 
Tuesday each week, 2 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor P .  R. Olgiati CoP 
V-May George Mcinturff · DPZ 
Comm � (CPW)P, .\. .�4.n�tY'Eng 
Comm H. P .  Dunlap (CP,CF) BI 
Comm S .  D. Petersen (CE) FC 
Coordinator Marble Hensley FM 
HOff Dr. P. M. Golley EMgr 
Clk W .  H. Zachry Jg 
PA Harry Pierce Lib 
PCCh Frank Dowler CD 
RD Mrs . Ruth Hale Bird SSP 
Atty Joe w. Anderson ScS 
PBCh Roy McKenzie 
Ed Brown 
Robert J .  Juster 
Ellis Spencer 
C .  B .  Souders 
Ro R. Gouldy 
Mike Quinn 





w .  S .  Teppenpaw 
Benjamin E .  Carmichael 
Phone EL 7-6161 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Office 












First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
\f1.) 1.' \\ i i!l i!l •. Yl"' Yl"' 1 �s��:t!�'� fJ n sww Mayor -· '� -.. 













Roy Dozier CD 
J • .  D.  Hanley CoP 
Berkley · Clark EMgr 
Frank Cunningham, Jr. Eng-SU 
Bill Crow FC 
B .  E.  Norris HOff 
R. E .  Bradley ScS 
J. T. Hanley SS 
, ..W�i:iMGiEam�aoon:fo�t'°' lvo\..e.rnJg 
Mike Savage BI 
Richard R. Powers RBCh 
Milton Cooley RD 
-10-
Ray Pearson 
Wallace D. Alley 
w .  B. Hale 
31 Elec .J2 62 Phone MI 7-157 
Walter c .  Gray 
Charles V .  Runyon 
-Jehn-Rus.a�� 
Sam A .  Salerno 
J. Fo  Perry 
J. T. Cunningham, Jr. 
Gordon Keel 
M. M.  Green 
T .  M. Oakley 
Garfield Manning 
Collier Goodlett, Jr. 
Carl Sawyer 
Johnny Binkley 
Frank M. Ditmore 










William K. Fillauer Harrison Fair (CP, est ) George R. Taylor (CFin) C .  F .  Kelley (CF) 
Mrs . Virginia Goodner Harlan Painter 
Luther Goodwin 
W . W .  Jacobs 
J.  B. Lambdin 
Eng-SS Oscar L. Giles 
BI w .  H. Shultz 
FC L.  F .  Mc Daris 
ScS T. C .  Bower 
sww Floyd Humphrey 
Jg G .  E .  Westerberg 
Lib Ruth Chambers 
PCCh C .  C .  L.  Ray 
CD Morris W .  Greene 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) M 8 8/ First and third T -d 





J. H. Nicholson 
W .  M. Skinner 
P .  W. Carroll 





R. R. Haggard , Jr. 
Ernest Thacker 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4 4 / First and third Th d ,9 3 F.Yr.l2 31 Elec . J2/61 Phone 27 
Charles D. · May 
H. L. Morrow 
Edgar Webster 
James Wolfe 
�l'aaeie HoollQ .:fe..s.s� BY�d.en L. B. Parker · 
George Margrave 
Richard Mansfield 
J. L. Henniss 





James A. Anderson 
John E. Curtis 




John E.  Curtis 
George w .  Tate 
CITY OF CHARLOTTE Dickson -M- 551 F .Yr.6 30 Elec .5  63 Phone 2311 
Meetings on call, at City Hall 
Mayor Wayne Sensing Coun Douglas Lewis 
Coun John Loggins Clk Elizabeth Davis 
Coun Lawrence Porter CoP James Weems 
Coun Henry Garrett Atty Ray Stuart 
Coun Clyde Buckner Sec Clara McClelland 
Coun Graham Hicks Jg Johnny Frey 
CITY OF CHATTANOOGA Hamilton -E- 130,009 F .Yr .6  30 Elec . 3  63 Phone AM 7-6681 
Tuesday each week, 2 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor P .  R. Olgiati CoP 
V-May George Mcinturff · DPZ 
Comm � (CPW)P, .\. .�4.n�tY'Eng 
Comm H. P .  Dunlap (CP,CF) BI 
Comm S .  D. Petersen (CE) FC 
Coordinator Marble Hensley FM 
HOff Dr. P. M. Golley EMgr 
Clk W .  H. Zachry Jg 
PA Harry Pierce Lib 
PCCh Frank Dowler CD 
RD Mrs . Ruth Hale Bird SSP 
Atty Joe w. Anderson ScS 
PBCh Roy McKenzie 
Ed Brown 
Robert J .  Juster 
Ellis Spencer 
C .  B .  Souders 
Ro R. Gouldy 
Mike Quinn 





w .  S .  Teppenpaw 
Benjamin E .  Carmichael 
Phone EL 7-6161 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Office 












First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
\f1.) 1.' \\ i i!l i!l •. Yl"' Yl"' 1 �s��:t!�'� fJ n sww Mayor -· '� -.. 













Roy Dozier CD 
J • .  D.  Hanley CoP 
Berkley · Clark EMgr 
Frank Cunningham, Jr. Eng-SU 
Bill Crow FC 
B .  E.  Norris HOff 
R. E .  Bradley ScS 
J. T. Hanley SS 
, ..W�i:iMGiEam�aoon:fo�t'°' lvo\..e.rnJg 
Mike Savage BI 
Richard R. Powers RBCh 
Milton Cooley RD 
-10-
Ray Pearson 
Wallace D. Alley 
w .  B. Hale 
31 Elec .J2 62 Phone MI 7-157 
Walter c .  Gray 
Charles V .  Runyon 
-Jehn-Rus.a�� 
Sam A .  Salerno 
J. Fo  Perry 
J. T. Cunningham, Jr. 
Gordon Keel 
M. M.  Green 
T .  M. Oakley 
Garfield Manning 
Collier Goodlett, Jr. 
Carl Sawyer 
Johnny Binkley 
Frank M. Ditmore 










William K. Fillauer Harrison Fair (CP, est ) George R. Taylor (CFin) C .  F .  Kelley (CF) 
Mrs . Virginia Goodner Harlan Painter 
Luther Goodwin 
W . W .  Jacobs 
J.  B. Lambdin 
Eng-SS Oscar L. Giles 
BI w .  H. Shultz 
FC L.  F .  Mc Daris 
ScS T. C .  Bower 
sww Floyd Humphrey 
Jg G .  E .  Westerberg 
Lib Ruth Chambers 
PCCh C .  C .  L.  Ray 
CD Morris W .  Greene 
CITY OF CLIFTON (Wayne) M 8 8/ First and third T -d 





J. H. Nicholson 
W .  M. Skinner 
P .  W. Carroll 





R. R. Haggard , Jr. 
Ernest Thacker 
TOWN OF CLINTON (Anderson) -E- 4 4 / First and third Th d ,9 3 F.Yr.l2 31 Elec . J2/61 Phone 27 
Charles D. · May 
H. L. Morrow 
Edgar Webster 
James Wolfe 
�l'aaeie HoollQ .:fe..s.s� BY�d.en L. B. Parker · 
George Margrave 
Richard Mansfield 
J. L. Henniss 





James A. Anderson 
John E. Curtis 




John E.  Curtis 
George w .  Tate 
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelb ) -W- 2 020 F .Yr.4 30 Elec .5
 63 Phone UL 3-2254 
First Friday after · first Monday each month, :OO p.m.,  at 
City Hall 
Mayor A. G. Neville, Jr. CR Maureen M. Gaither 
FC Ald H. w. Cox, Jr. 
Ald James Russell HO ff Dr. R. F. Kelsey 
Ald Howard Jamison Mar G. R. Dyer 
Ald E. L. Hurdle SWW-BI-SS Clarence House 
Ald Ray Fortune Jg William Allen 
CITY OF COLLINWOOD (Wayne) -M- 596 F.Yro9/30 Elec. Phone 
First and third Tuesday each month, 6:00 p . m.,  at v .  F .  W.  Hall 






T. H. Winford 





First and third Thursday each month, :OO p .m . ,  
���b.Y'r'"\�_., Oow� y CoP 
.&...Ma-y-C '°""''"" �e:mbe rla:ba- Y'{ , C:. . t"Yb.- � t..,.. EMgr 
Comm -Wes-J:ey-Edwa-rfrs �A. L'/ � V'\.. FC 
Comm -Jack-Sew&.h-1 J(;i rn  W .  Cr ow<- TA 
�'h'f-1'" W-o Wu '±'BYl!lllall- \\�YY'f Na(> ;f:.Y-Jg 
Mgr ��'» [;.,S ,1°3�Y"t/e 1t" CD 
Atty ���b; 11. C..Oi.trl'ney Eng 
CR Herman Roach DIW-BI 
E. R. Burns 
Jess Brewer 
W.  C. Smith 
8-4400 
CITY OF COOKEVILLE (Putnam) -M- 7,805 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec. Phone 526-2323 











W. M. Mann DH 
Bethel Newport SG 
Dale Wo Bradshaw 
Mo Lo Mathis 
Wheeler H. Freeman UBCh 
Robert M. King PCCh D. w .  Mattson 
Cecil Montgomery Eng-SSP-SWW Holla Burgess 
Donald F.errell SU W .  R. Holland 
John H .  Poteet Lib Clara Starnes 
Wesley P.  Flatt, Jr. SS H.  J. Childress 
Walter Jared CD w .  K. Crawford 
�lr'\�yiol'l 1'. Wt..rr-tn FC Frank Moss 
�.Met\ :ttrr-ht\d:ey::SJ;: CI{'. IA \slf"ti r>i 
-�--? 7 \o � i '3 i: )- -12-
. � L. 5• 2- Jr ��/0 �� 
/ 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) 
._E- 63l F . Yr.  
Thursday each week, 7:00 p.m.,  at City Hall 







�A. cxeeai.::r; "''I'\ .S h�\:i \ e. y  
Carl Arp 
w .  E.  Tallent 
��Qb \< i \ r �'""" ; '"k 
Norman Derreberry 






Elec. 12/62 Phone 274 · 
Mrs. G.  F .  Henson 
Jappa Lowery 
A.  A .  Mccarter 
Charles Turner 
S. E. Sharp 
T?WN OF CORNEFSVILLE (Marshall) -M- 314 F . Yr. 6/30 Elec . 6/63 














J .  A .  McMahon 
TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 130 F Yr / 
Second Tuesday each month 7 . 00 t 0 •






, • p.m.,  a Rainey & Emerson Store 
Robert N. Trotter 






J.  R. E.  Smith 




CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton) -W- 5 298 F y 3131 16 
Second and fourth Tuesday each m�nth 7 .30r • Elec.3  3 Phone GR 6-9613 











M. D. McLennan 
Oney J .  Naifeh 















William D .  Grugett 
Charles w� Yoakum 
Thomas Shoaf 




C .  D .  McLister 
() $C...Q.'V �"-Ct � V-
TOWN OF COLLIERVILLE (Shelb ) -W- 2 020 F .Yr.4 30 Elec .5
 63 Phone UL 3-2254 
First Friday after · first Monday each month, :OO p.m.,  at 
City Hall 
Mayor A. G. Neville, Jr. CR Maureen M. Gaither 
FC Ald H. w. Cox, Jr. 
Ald James Russell HO ff Dr. R. F. Kelsey 
Ald Howard Jamison Mar G. R. Dyer 
Ald E. L. Hurdle SWW-BI-SS Clarence House 
Ald Ray Fortune Jg William Allen 
CITY OF COLLINWOOD (Wayne) -M- 596 F.Yro9/30 Elec. Phone 
First and third Tuesday each month, 6:00 p . m.,  at v .  F .  W.  Hall 






T. H. Winford 





First and third Thursday each month, :OO p .m . ,  
���b.Y'r'"\�_., Oow� y CoP 
.&...Ma-y-C '°""''"" �e:mbe rla:ba- Y'{ , C:. . t"Yb.- � t..,.. EMgr 
Comm -Wes-J:ey-Edwa-rfrs �A. L'/ � V'\.. FC 
Comm -Jack-Sew&.h-1 J(;i rn  W .  Cr ow<- TA 
�'h'f-1'" W-o Wu '±'BYl!lllall- \\�YY'f Na(> ;f:.Y-Jg 
Mgr ��'» [;.,S ,1°3�Y"t/e 1t" CD 
Atty ���b; 11. C..Oi.trl'ney Eng 
CR Herman Roach DIW-BI 
E. R. Burns 
Jess Brewer 
W.  C. Smith 
8-4400 
CITY OF COOKEVILLE (Putnam) -M- 7,805 F .Yr. 12/31 Elec. Phone 526-2323 











W. M. Mann DH 
Bethel Newport SG 
Dale Wo Bradshaw 
Mo Lo Mathis 
Wheeler H. Freeman UBCh 
Robert M. King PCCh D. w .  Mattson 
Cecil Montgomery Eng-SSP-SWW Holla Burgess 
Donald F.errell SU W .  R. Holland 
John H .  Poteet Lib Clara Starnes 
Wesley P.  Flatt, Jr. SS H.  J. Childress 
Walter Jared CD w .  K. Crawford 
�lr'\�yiol'l 1'. Wt..rr-tn FC Frank Moss 
�.Met\ :ttrr-ht\d:ey::SJ;: CI{'. IA \slf"ti r>i 
-�--? 7 \o � i '3 i: )- -12-
. � L. 5• 2- Jr ��/0 �� 
/ 
CITY OF COPPERHILL (Polk) 
._E- 63l F . Yr.  
Thursday each week, 7:00 p.m.,  at City Hall 







�A. cxeeai.::r; "''I'\ .S h�\:i \ e. y  
Carl Arp 
w .  E.  Tallent 
��Qb \< i \ r �'""" ; '"k 
Norman Derreberry 






Elec. 12/62 Phone 274 · 
Mrs. G.  F .  Henson 
Jappa Lowery 
A.  A .  Mccarter 
Charles Turner 
S. E. Sharp 
T?WN OF CORNEFSVILLE (Marshall) -M- 314 F . Yr. 6/30 Elec . 6/63 














J .  A .  McMahon 
TOWN OF COTTAGE GROVE (Henry) -W- 130 F Yr / 
Second Tuesday each month 7 . 00 t 0 •






, • p.m.,  a Rainey & Emerson Store 
Robert N. Trotter 






J.  R. E.  Smith 




CITY OF COVINGTON (Tipton) -W- 5 298 F y 3131 16 
Second and fourth Tuesday each m�nth 7 .30r • Elec.3  3 Phone GR 6-9613 











M. D. McLennan 
Oney J .  Naifeh 















William D .  Grugett 
Charles w� Yoakum 
Thomas Shoaf 




C .  D .  McLister 
() $C...Q.'V �"-Ct � V-
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. ' at City Hall . 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Kenneth Myers Atty Mayor 
CoP Ald Davie. Prince 5"" ; .,. "' Eng Ald -&::mr�e.�M'* s ;  d.Y-t-t. j 
FC Ald Harvey Garner sww Ald w .  H .  Smith 
Clk Ald J .  N .  Williams 
CR-SS J. c .  Sargent (;\'0 CJ... 
Phone WE 2-7318· 
Howard G.  Betty 
Carl Farmer 
J.  H.  Hawkins 
Charles Abbott 
F •. F. Ferguson 
Dot Davidson 
� j \ \ w : 1 \ ; 11 vvi s  
CITY OF CROSSVILLE (Cumberland) -E- 4,668 F.Yr.12/31 Elec
. Phone 25 









c .  E. Keyes 
J. T. Goodwin 









Dick Brady, Jr. 
Wm. E. Mayberry, Jr. · 
CITY OF CUMBERLAND .CITY (Stewart) -M- 314 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . l/63 
0 t Parchman' s  Barber Shop 
Phop.� 





Go L. ::Land·iss, Sr. 






A.  M. Parchman 
To R. Parchman 
Jim Dowdy 








D. Curtis Hopson 
Hugh Howard . 
Cecil Greene 
J. H. Croushorne 










Joe S .  Robinson 
James Estep 
Maxwe 11 D. Ramsey 
Roger Smith 
Charlie Smith 
- TOWN .OF DANDRIDGE Jefferson -E- 82 F . Yr.6 30 Elec . 5  62 Phone 397-3361 First Tuesday each month, :OO p. m.,  at Jefferson County Bank Building 
Mayor H. B. Jarnigan 
Ald John Goforth 
Ald Robert Baker 
Ald Eugene Fox 
Ald Max Jarvis 
Ald David Swann 










L .  R .  Sherrod 
c .  E. Piatt 
John C. Miller, Jr. 
Jack Pemberton 
CITY OF DAYTON Rhea -E- 3 500 F .Yr.11 30 Elec . Phone 
First and third Monday each month, : 15 p.m. ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor -B���JcgM'a.. EMgr 
V -May ..Ji:m -Ab� [i (Y'c:-)..i ,4 Y''l'l'l { d FC 
Comm Kelso Ballard . SWW 
Mgr ...J-r-floreTt-erewe-3.:l�odne.y �w\t Y'. Atty 
CoP Charles Robinette RBCh 
RD PC Ch 




;Fl"Qgl'J:_ (!al:J-agb Ii il.1 
Dr. Stan Nichols 
John Cary 
J. Robert Crowell 
· - TOWN OF DECATUR Meigs) -E- 681 F.Yr.10 .31 . Elec.4  63 Phone FE 4-5743 First Monday each month, :00 p.m., at City Att�rney ' s  Office . 
'A w . yY\ t ).( Q. h 'Z.. ; e.. Mayor -G'.�n�pt>en'be-:r 
Ald Lige Bogess 
Ald Preston Lewis 
Ala H.  H. Cline 
·· Ald Raymond Gallaher · 
Ala A-. w, Mc!fun�-i:e-







G. H. Parris 
L. B. Massengill 
c. E.  Rockholt 
J. D. Culvahouse 
H. H. Cline 
A. E. Denton 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 571 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec.12/62 Phone UL 2-2482 Second Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m. , . at City. Hall 
Mayor Will T. Rogers 
Ald Guy Butler � 
Ald Freo Alexander 
Ald Hollis Raney 






E .  H. Wylie 
Rube Haney 
Ola Duck 
J. L. · England 
Mrs. Ruth w .  Rogers 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- l ·, 704 F . Yr .  6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone WA 3-5120 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p . m� ,  at City Hall 
Offic�s close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor \ George Neal Bass, Sr.  CoP Roy Roberts 
Ald Moon Mullins FC F. M. Crownover 
Ala B. E. Henley SS Harry Floyd 
Ald Harrison Ikard sww Joe Davidson · 
Ald T. E. Waldrep Lib Mrs. B .  F .  Arnold 
CR-Jg George Partin CD Paul Bratton 
*Atty Walter Haynes 
*Address: Winchester, Tennessee 
-15-
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V -May ..Ji:m -Ab� [i (Y'c:-)..i ,4 Y''l'l'l { d FC 
Comm Kelso Ballard . SWW 
Mgr ...J-r-floreTt-erewe-3.:l�odne.y �w\t Y'. Atty 
CoP Charles Robinette RBCh 
RD PC Ch 




;Fl"Qgl'J:_ (!al:J-agb Ii il.1 
Dr. Stan Nichols 
John Cary 
J. Robert Crowell 
· - TOWN OF DECATUR Meigs) -E- 681 F.Yr.10 .31 . Elec.4  63 Phone FE 4-5743 First Monday each month, :00 p.m., at City Att�rney ' s  Office . 
'A w . yY\ t ).( Q. h 'Z.. ; e.. Mayor -G'.�n�pt>en'be-:r 
Ald Lige Bogess 
Ald Preston Lewis 
Ala H.  H. Cline 
·· Ald Raymond Gallaher · 
Ala A-. w, Mc!fun�-i:e-







G. H. Parris 
L. B. Massengill 
c. E.  Rockholt 
J. D. Culvahouse 
H. H. Cline 
A. E. Denton 
TOWN OF DECATURVILLE (Decatur) -W- 571 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec.12/62 Phone UL 2-2482 Second Tuesday each month, 7:00 p.m. , . at City. Hall 
Mayor Will T. Rogers 
Ald Guy Butler � 
Ald Freo Alexander 
Ald Hollis Raney 






E .  H. Wylie 
Rube Haney 
Ola Duck 
J. L. · England 
Mrs. Ruth w .  Rogers 
TOWN OF DECHERD (Franklin) -M- l ·, 704 F . Yr .  6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone WA 3-5120 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p . m� ,  at City Hall 
Offic�s close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor \ George Neal Bass, Sr.  CoP Roy Roberts 
Ald Moon Mullins FC F. M. Crownover 
Ala B. E. Henley SS Harry Floyd 
Ald Harrison Ikard sww Joe Davidson · 
Ald T. E. Waldrep Lib Mrs. B .  F .  Arnold 
CR-Jg George Partin CD Paul Bratton 
*Atty Walter Haynes 
*Address: Winchester, Tennessee 
-15-
TOWN bF'- DENMARK (Madison) :.w- 58 F .Yr .6/30 Elec. 







s .  A. Carter 
Mi-s. · J. L. Williamson 





c .  E·. Harris 
Will A. Hardee 
J. A .  Tyson 
TOWN OF DICKSON (Dickson) -M- 5,028 F .Yr . 9/30 Elec • Phone 
First Monday each month, 7:QO p.m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor Ref>er4i 9!1.•nrawb-Lt..h.""-� &.!Sh�) Ald Dn. W • A .  Crosby . 
Ald Albert Ray CR-Jg -MJ:t:c:;e..�wi/oy)Q. Lb.v- k i ri s  
Ald �am-Rumtt�bt'j B°Y'c!l.""l.""J.t.\\ EMgr c .  N .  Dunegan 
Ald _i__.;r:;::SJ;ctiliawa, Fciw " "" '<'/� \ \<.�'t' FC Claude Ragan 
Ald Buford Reed SWW-SS Van Corlew 
Ald Maurice Petty · Lib Mrs . A. N.  Hines 
Ald .w.i.·nf:..�e.y=W9"�� /(\E-1?)\... \v.e..y CD :)!:dward Riordan 
Ald .wa.�114.:am=R�i.�'E:� ct'f"t.�. /flo'f'qf tty James A. Weems . 0 � 
Tomr OF DOVER (Stewar.t) ;..M- 736 F .Yr . 1/1 Elec.2/62 Phone CE 2-5907 
Second Monday each month, 7:30 p.m . ,  at City Recorder's Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year · · 
Mayor w .  H . . . Tippit CR 
v.:..May W .  r) • . Howe 11 Mar 
Ala Woodrow pill FC 
•' SS Ald Clay Grov·es 
Ald Roy Vinson sww 




Will . R. Brigham 
TOWN OF DOWELLTOWN 
°
(DeKalb) -M- · .a79 �·'f:r .6/30 . Elec. Phone LE 6-3212 





-W• Pa :sa� w ,  A .  c.�r\.. c ...-�,;..t­
.J�gi!i-�& .p '  « . � '-1,, :18 \ \'\ 








Carl Boyd Banks 
w .  A. Cathcart 
TOWN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,510 F •Yr .6/30 
. Elec .6/63 Phone 270 









A. W .  Gaylord 
Fred Cooper 
William Hunt 
T.  W .  Fisher 
Ralph Wright 
. P .  W. Wilson 
Robert Jeter 









Walter F. ',ruck 
Raymond Smith 
E. C .  McAlister 
Lois Rushing 
A.  J. Strawbridge 
Grooms Herron · 
' 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN (Polk) -E- 741 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .12/61 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m. , at Court House 
Mayor 
Comm (i'"coP 
\. C. omfY'\ 
c. I.  Presswood 
T.  A.  Hughes 
Charlie Runions 







CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 1.618 F.Yr.3/31 Elec.5/63 Phone WI 9-2115 
Third Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 









James s .  Hennessee 
William B.  Standefer, Jr. 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,909 F,.Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 3431 










C .  C .  Berry CR 
Raymond Shankle Atty 
Bob Robinson FC 
Wilford Bond Mar 
Will D. Thomas SS 
E. S. Beasley SWW 
T. Y .  Thomas TA 
.,9i mifh==New�· \-\ V'('o c. -e. M � f we Y\ CD 
Turner Mingle 
C. F. Jackson 
�Pr-A*en�o 'c> t ...,..,_ W 'i \ 1 l?Y\ 
Guy Ing 
Howard Baker 
s .  J .  Barton 
Turner Mingle 
Robert L .  Webb 
CITY OF DYERSBU!n (Pyer) -W- 12,499 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .1/62 Phone AT 5-2642 












..jli.-.,.i.u.-�p� f. F. 'f � tt'3 
R. S • e.J:l'e!'s .. 
Paul Bradshaw A .a; jz:.J.Qlmsen 8i ��1 oQ.. a-Y-.>v rv 
Nap Brigham 
Dr. Russell Moore 
Ed-wl\il:ght- !{r; ), \ � 0 �vi> 
Marshall Wallace 
Melvin Weakley 



















J. c .  Maddox 
J. P.  Crawford 
W.  Stanley Yarbro 
Mrs. Frank B.  Craddock 
Herbert Holland 
Danal Hotaling 
TOWN bF'- DENMARK (Madison) :.w- 58 F .Yr .6/30 Elec. 







s .  A. Carter 
Mi-s. · J. L. Williamson 





c .  E·. Harris 
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Ald _i__.;r:;::SJ;ctiliawa, Fciw " "" '<'/� \ \<.�'t' FC Claude Ragan 
Ald Buford Reed SWW-SS Van Corlew 
Ald Maurice Petty · Lib Mrs . A. N.  Hines 
Ald .w.i.·nf:..�e.y=W9"�� /(\E-1?)\... \v.e..y CD :)!:dward Riordan 
Ald .wa.�114.:am=R�i.�'E:� ct'f"t.�. /flo'f'qf tty James A. Weems . 0 � 
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Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year · · 
Mayor w .  H . . . Tippit CR 
v.:..May W .  r) • . Howe 11 Mar 
Ala Woodrow pill FC 
•' SS Ald Clay Grov·es 
Ald Roy Vinson sww 




Will . R. Brigham 
TOWN OF DOWELLTOWN 
°
(DeKalb) -M- · .a79 �·'f:r .6/30 . Elec. Phone LE 6-3212 





-W• Pa :sa� w ,  A .  c.�r\.. c ...-�,;..t­
.J�gi!i-�& .p '  « . � '-1,, :18 \ \'\ 








Carl Boyd Banks 
w .  A. Cathcart 
TOWN OF DRESDEN (Weakley) -W- 1,510 F •Yr .6/30 
. Elec .6/63 Phone 270 









A. W .  Gaylord 
Fred Cooper 
William Hunt 
T.  W .  Fisher 
Ralph Wright 
. P .  W. Wilson 
Robert Jeter 









Walter F. ',ruck 
Raymond Smith 
E. C .  McAlister 
Lois Rushing 
A.  J. Strawbridge 
Grooms Herron · 
' 
CITY OF DUCKTOWN (Polk) -E- 741 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .12/61 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7:00 p.m. , at Court House 
Mayor 
Comm (i'"coP 
\. C. omfY'\ 
c. I.  Presswood 
T.  A.  Hughes 
Charlie Runions 







CITY OF DUNLAP (Sequatchie) -E- 1.618 F.Yr.3/31 Elec.5/63 Phone WI 9-2115 
Third Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 









James s .  Hennessee 
William B.  Standefer, Jr. 
CITY OF DYER (Gibson) -W- 1,909 F,.Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 3431 










C .  C .  Berry CR 
Raymond Shankle Atty 
Bob Robinson FC 
Wilford Bond Mar 
Will D. Thomas SS 
E. S. Beasley SWW 
T. Y .  Thomas TA 
.,9i mifh==New�· \-\ V'('o c. -e. M � f we Y\ CD 
Turner Mingle 
C. F. Jackson 
�Pr-A*en�o 'c> t ...,..,_ W 'i \ 1 l?Y\ 
Guy Ing 
Howard Baker 
s .  J .  Barton 
Turner Mingle 
Robert L .  Webb 
CITY OF DYERSBU!n (Pyer) -W- 12,499 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .1/62 Phone AT 5-2642 












..jli.-.,.i.u.-�p� f. F. 'f � tt'3 
R. S • e.J:l'e!'s .. 
Paul Bradshaw A .a; jz:.J.Qlmsen 8i ��1 oQ.. a-Y-.>v rv 
Nap Brigham 
Dr. Russell Moore 
Ed-wl\il:ght- !{r; ), \ � 0 �vi> 
Marshall Wallace 
Melvin Weakley 



















J. c .  Maddox 
J. P.  Crawford 
W.  Stanley Yarbro 
Mrs. Frank B.  Craddock 
Herbert Holland 
Danal Hotaling 
TOWN OF E.AGLEVIL;LE _ Rutherford ) -:M- · 363 F .Y};' . 6  30 Elec . 12· 61 Phone 





w. H. Dyer 
Fred Smithson (CF) 







E. L.  Williams 
TOWN OF EAST RIDGE (Hamilton) -E- 1 F.Yr.4 30 Elec . 4  63 Phone OX 8-1514 
S�cond Thursday. each month,- 7 : 30 p . m  •. , at ToW!l llall 








Tom Shaver *Atty 
W. R. ·Brunson, Jr. CD 
W. · Alex Watt RBCh 
Mrs. Ethel C rabtree 1. SSP 
QP2rles Isa g}�it'.#�@�\t..y' RD 
Gfia�J.es..:Jil� �� .l .rhrai lktn 
..QAaPl96 be �Pailki:l� 
Joseph B.  Roberts 
Ed Hufft · 
W illard Morgan 
Dallas M. Peavy 
Joe w .  Esch 
M. L. Smith 
/(\-yJ. E"1h� \ l ...... b 'o '\-y� � 
*Address : Volunteer Building, Chattanooga, Tennessee 
TOWN OF ELIZABETHTON (Carter) -E- l0,896 F .Y r . 5/31 Elec .7/64 Phone LI 2-4331 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor ·William- G .  -Frost CoP Claude Glover 
V-May James W • . Hunnicutt EMgr John Neagher 
Comm Bert Johnson ScS T.  A. Dugger, Jr. 
Comm c .  J. Wagner FC DE;!nnis Younce 
Comm Dick Bain Eng Fred Baker 
Comm Dr. D. M. Sholes SS Henry Manning 
Comm Vince Jessee sww C .  · B .  Allen 
Mgr-RBCh w .  Paul Crumley Jg Peter W .  Hampton 
CR G., J. Holly TA Bemis Tatem 
Atty Robert Banks DPW Jim C lear, Jr. 
B I  Joe C rumley Lib Mrs . Ethel Nance 
CD Henry Johnson SSP John R. Campbell 
PC Ch C lay M. Rose 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles ) -M- 1 F.Y r . 6  30 Elec . 7  62 Phone 468-2265 





Ald . .  
J.  s • . Rainey, Sr.  
Hoover· Hughes · 
Vernon Park 
George Whitfield 
V .  L. Rodgers 
Ald 
C R  
*Atty 
Mar 
*Address : Pulaski , Tennessee 
. - 18-
Hubert Blade 
Robert E .  Grigsby 
David Wade 
Grady Birdsong 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn) -E- 1,574 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .12/62 Phone 4000 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Bill Wampler CoP 
Comm B.  E.  Brown CR 
Comm Earl B .  Miller sww 
Comm Fred Hicks Lib 
Comm A. N .  Nation 
TOWN OF ENVILLE Chester) F .Yr .6 30· Elec . 
First Friday each month, at City Hall 
Mayor J.  H .  Frazier Ald 
V-May R .,  B •. Johnson ·cR 
Ald Sam Oneal Mar 
Ald w .  V. Johnson Atty 
Ald H .  L .  Ozier 
Easley Miller 
Bill Price 
J.  B .  Carroll 
Mrs . w .  R.  Webb 
Phone 
E.  E .  Jackson 
E .  H .  Clenney 
w .  A.  Cash 
John J. Ross 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,097 F .Yr .9/4 Elec.8/62 Phone AT 9-2951 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City Hall 














C .,  B .  Forrest 
Frank Vinson 
Edd Simpkins 
Charles E .  P�rchman 










/{�\ 'M � )) <�'1 Mrs. J�eie Qa 
w .  c .  Knot� Jr. 
e 1 h IL yJ- (\JU.. '() \') b."" "'-f A� B .  Elliott 
L .  F .  Stone 
John Barber 
B .  R .  Cleghern 
T. D .  Spencer 
. Dr . o. s .  Luton 
TOWN OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 3,210 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone PI 3-6231 
Second and third TUesday each month, 5 :00 p .. m. , at Mayor ' s  Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon ,  all year 
Mayor R .  Wo- McNabb Atty DeWitt Tucker 
V-May E. E .  Woodruff CoP L .  T .  Guinn 
Ald Roland Mccurry EMgr H .  L .  Reeves 
Ald Earl Hendren Eng-BI J. A .  Goforth 
Ald H.  E .  Campbell SS Eugene Ervip. 
Ald Eugene Ervin FC G. H .  Thomas 
CR-Jg J. R.  Dunbar , Sr. CD George Logan 
SU E .  E·. Woodruff HI H .  E. Campbell 
-19-
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..QAaPl96 be �Pailki:l� 
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Second and fourth Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor ·William- G .  -Frost CoP Claude Glover 
V-May James W • . Hunnicutt EMgr John Neagher 
Comm Bert Johnson ScS T.  A. Dugger, Jr. 
Comm c .  J. Wagner FC DE;!nnis Younce 
Comm Dick Bain Eng Fred Baker 
Comm Dr. D. M. Sholes SS Henry Manning 
Comm Vince Jessee sww C .  · B .  Allen 
Mgr-RBCh w .  Paul Crumley Jg Peter W .  Hampton 
CR G., J. Holly TA Bemis Tatem 
Atty Robert Banks DPW Jim C lear, Jr. 
B I  Joe C rumley Lib Mrs . Ethel Nance 
CD Henry Johnson SSP John R. Campbell 
PC Ch C lay M. Rose 
TOWN OF ELKTON (Giles ) -M- 1 F.Y r . 6  30 Elec . 7  62 Phone 468-2265 





Ald . .  
J.  s • . Rainey, Sr.  
Hoover· Hughes · 
Vernon Park 
George Whitfield 
V .  L. Rodgers 
Ald 
C R  
*Atty 
Mar 
*Address : Pulaski , Tennessee 
. - 18-
Hubert Blade 
Robert E .  Grigsby 
David Wade 
Grady Birdsong 
TOWN OF ENGLEWOOD (McMinn) -E- 1,574 F .Yr .12/31 Elec .12/62 Phone 4000 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Bill Wampler CoP 
Comm B.  E.  Brown CR 
Comm Earl B .  Miller sww 
Comm Fred Hicks Lib 
Comm A. N .  Nation 
TOWN OF ENVILLE Chester) F .Yr .6 30· Elec . 
First Friday each month, at City Hall 
Mayor J.  H .  Frazier Ald 
V-May R .,  B •. Johnson ·cR 
Ald Sam Oneal Mar 
Ald w .  V. Johnson Atty 
Ald H .  L .  Ozier 
Easley Miller 
Bill Price 
J.  B .  Carroll 
Mrs . w .  R.  Webb 
Phone 
E.  E .  Jackson 
E .  H .  Clenney 
w .  A.  Cash 
John J. Ross 
CITY OF ERIN (Houston) -M- 1,097 F .Yr .9/4 Elec.8/62 Phone AT 9-2951 
First Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City Hall 














C .,  B .  Forrest 
Frank Vinson 
Edd Simpkins 
Charles E .  P�rchman 










/{�\ 'M � )) <�'1 Mrs. J�eie Qa 
w .  c .  Knot� Jr. 
e 1 h IL yJ- (\JU.. '() \') b."" "'-f A� B .  Elliott 
L .  F .  Stone 
John Barber 
B .  R .  Cleghern 
T. D .  Spencer 
. Dr . o. s .  Luton 
TOWN OF ERWIN (Unicoi) -E- 3,210 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone PI 3-6231 
Second and third TUesday each month, 5 :00 p .. m. , at Mayor ' s  Office 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon ,  all year 
Mayor R .  Wo- McNabb Atty DeWitt Tucker 
V-May E. E .  Woodruff CoP L .  T .  Guinn 
Ald Roland Mccurry EMgr H .  L .  Reeves 
Ald Earl Hendren Eng-BI J. A .  Goforth 
Ald H.  E .  Campbell SS Eugene Ervip. 
Ald Eugene Ervin FC G. H .  Thomas 
CR-Jg J. R.  Dunbar , Sr. CD George Logan 
SU E .  E·. Woodruff HI H .  E. Campbell 
-19-
TOWN OF ESTILL SPRINGS (Franklin) -M- 734 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.10/61 Phone MI 9-4120 
First Thursday each· month, 7:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 





John Gaul CR 
C. L. Knight CD 
��&-l!&fle YIY°'j '(. -rh� �..n>nsww 
Parker Ake FC 
Paul T. Shasteen 
P. A. Kirby 
E. P. Elder 
Jess Moore 
Bob Holland 
CITY OF ETOWAH (McMinn) -E- 3 ,223 F .Yr.11/30 Elec .12/62 Phone AM 3-2023 
Second and fourth Wednesday each month, 9:30 a.m., at Recorder's Office 








M. Cecil Miller 
Allen P. Swayne 
Goldman Frase 










f°Yo- .S  e.. 
E. E. Hamby 
Clyde T. Dale 
Allen P. Swayne 
Max Ellis 
William Huddleston 
E. c. Williams 
CITY OF FAIRVIEW (Williamson) -M- 1,017 F.Yr.6/30 Elec • . . .L-_..;;;.P_; h..:..; on:.:;..e_.;,;;.SU..:...-:9=--_;2_ 4:::..31_ 
First and third Thursday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 





·M. T. Taylor, Jr. Mgr 
Harding Daugherty CR 
.W::4:1He:m-Be"1li&Aeaud.cwi. \ \ *A tty 




*Address : Life and Casualty Building, Nashville, Tennessee 
TOWN OF FAYETTEVILLE (Lincoln) -M- 7,170 F.Yr.9/30 Elec.10/62 Phone HE 3-4501 
Fifth of each month, 7:30 p.m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Fred I. Womack sww Charles Talley 
Ald Jim Davidson, Jr. Atty Tom o. Bagley 
Ald Charles Vance CoP-HOff Ottis Dye 
Ald M. D. Crabtree EMgr J. B. Markham 
Ald Bob Finley FC w. c. Foster 
Ald D. T. Buchanan ScS Ralph Askins 
Ald Paul Badenhop RBCh-RD Ralph Askins 
CR-BI Freeman Towry PBCh D. T. Buchanan 
SG Lester Simms CD William E. Barnes 
CITY OF *FOREST HILI.S Davidson -M- 101 F .Yr.12 31 Elec. Phone CY 1-8447 
Second and.fourth Wednesday each mon , ·7:00 p.m., at City Office 





Charles E. Byron 
Robert Chilton 
Richard Norvell 




Mrs. Julia Baker 
Charles A. Yancey 
Charles N. Longhurst 
*Address: Morehead Center, 4012 Hillsboro Road, Nashville, Tennessee 
-20-










kanI=Q-�I) so,. Tl2.w"-\ \ 
Frank Murrey 




R. N. Moore 
Fuller Arnold 










R. M. Liggett 
...cEM"'l�"lrl.-ey.L' IQ, f r.f,s. /(\EV( ; 11 i <\ � .s 
Harris D. Irwin 
John L .. Smith 
Morton Fisher 
John L. Smith 
Miss Mary Kate Shea 
Robert H. King 





Dr. L. A. White 
R. A. Dedmon 








J. B. Avery 
R. G. Craig 





W. H. Endsley . 




Archie M. Prince 
Fred Franklin 
TOWN OF GADSDEN (Crockett) -W- 281 F.Yr.12/31 Elec.3/63 Phone Humboldt SU 4-1379 Fourth Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Bank of Gadsden Building 
Mayor Merlin Leggett CoP James A. Wallis Ald Gayle Allen FC J. L� Antwine Ald Char le s Loyd ScS Frank Latham Ald Theo Mitchell SP Claude J. Bolton 
Ald Fred James SS A. Lo Ferguson 
CR A. L. Kincaid --. CD Fred James 
TOWN OF GAINESBORO (Jackson) -M- 1,021 F.Yr.8/3 Elec. Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, April thru August 
s; lt1 . 5 JO�v kmol'\-Mayor ���'!l'fllnn ·· CoP-SWW-SS 
Ald Roger Quarles FC 
Ald Charles Cassetty Atty 
Ald Dot Archer RBCh 
CR Grant Hawkins CD 
-21-
Be'�e:e-e n- tJrt dj C 14....,. k 
�-eme�Jt\ 'oel"t �c:..)'l!e.y 
.Gali'le:nJ::::/mdc?een R..L. Jo\.\'r\ s P.­
Charles Settle 
Robert Fox 
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Richard Norvell 




Mrs. Julia Baker 
Charles A. Yancey 
Charles N. Longhurst 
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Frank Murrey 
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Fuller Arnold 










R. M. Liggett 
...cEM"'l�"lrl.-ey.L' IQ, f r.f,s. /(\EV( ; 11 i <\ � .s 
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Fred Franklin 
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CR Grant Hawkins CD 
-21-
Be'�e:e-e n- tJrt dj C 14....,. k 
�-eme�Jt\ 'oel"t �c:..)'l!e.y 
.Gali'le:nJ::::/mdc?een R..L. Jo\.\'r\ s P.­
Charles Settle 
Robert Fox 
CITY OF GALLATIN (Sumner) -M- 7,901 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. Phone 452-3162, · 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m,, at City Hall 
� d. 1r1;f-O\\� \d. Mayor '�W·::..: .. q;th@mp� ii':!. 
V;May-�\d Joon-F'>Il&�flo� VQCL.. J.SV'�qi J.l.t 




Ald ����gi\\ C�..,."'.,_)..��.r EMgr 
Ald Jimmy Ditty PBCh 
T)lpgi�f>- 'j3oyers 
� �oberts 
Joe St_. CharJ,.es. 
W. M. Parker . 
f '• ) 
Ald tl%trl-eege-K��C,. DV'te.-r. r PYd SG-SWW 
Ald -�au�·JO'H'l\Q.� �\..'v'.Jor- HOff 
Ald .. EQ-Mcl1ene:.fdK\rs, Bej ry e. .Jc.� t'I Lib 
A. B • .Perkins 
Tommy Withe,;spoon 
fY\ 1 s s Ov- l> r Ii!,,�"' M"' oy--e. 
Mrs. R. c. Bradford 
CR-Jg �W.i'.'YoV'lo\.\o RBCh 
BI Leslie Montgomery RD 
HBCh Woodall Murrey, Jr. 
TOWN OF *GA RLAND (Tipton) -W- 168 








J. L. Hensley 
c. B. Pickard 
Ivo Shankle 












Mrs • Elizabeth Shankle 
*Address: Route 11 Covington, Tennessee 
TOWN OF GATES Lauderdale) -W- 2 l F .Yr.6 30 Elec .6 63 Phone 






E. S, Gates 
Vernon Gilliland 




• • I 
Vernon Gilliland 
c. L. Lents 
c. J. Baker 
CITY OF GATLINBUIG Sevier -E- 1 764 F.Yr.6 30 Elec.6 62 Phone 436-4 2 
First Tuesday after first of month, and first Tuesday after 15th of month, :00 p.m. 








W. L. Mills 
Harlan Reagan 
Lewis P. Reagan 
Stuart Reagan 
Jack Huff 
Walter W. Mynatt 








Harve M. Duggins 
Brownlee Reaga.n 
Ralph Shilling 
M. M. Whittle 
Joe Manley 
Richard Johnston 
CITY OF GE.RMANTOvlN (Sh�..:.1.hl.-W- 1,104 .l!'.Yr . 6/30 �lec.11/62 Phone TU 4�7222 First Thursday each monthp 8:00 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Bruce Law At·t;y Bruce Law 
V-May Boyd Arthur FC Robert Lanier 
Ald G. P .. F1�ieae1 Mar W. E. Bigbee 
Ald W. F. Bowld HO ff Dr. E. To Yancey 
Ald J'ordan. C. Phillips CD Revo W. A. Nance 
Ald Dr o John Carter PCCh Co Oo Franklin 
Admr Hugh So Ford BI David McGeehee 
RD Mrs. Linda Finerson 
TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 29'7 F.Yro12/31 ��;t.163 Phone ST 7-6211 
Meetings on call only, 7:00 p�mo, at Bank of Gibson ·��----
Offices close Wednesday all aay3 all year 
Mayor Max Parker Ala So Ro Bass 
Ald Go Wo ,Jackson Ald Carthel Hassel 
Ald Ro Ao Bennett Ald Roger Hinch 
Ald Joe E. Cooper CoP Fo C. li'ly 
TOWN OF {}LEASON (Weakl�,J) -W- 900 F oYro.�L3�-=-=
E_l_ec _ _ •...:;.5.._/ 63:::..· _P_ h_ on_ .e __ MI_8_-. .::.5_42_6 __ First Thursday each month, 7:00 pom., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Frank G. Margrave CR To Eo Poyner 
Ald Lo L. Bennett CoP Douglas Doster 
Ald Paul Brundige FC Coy Black 
Ald Woodford Tilley RD Dudley Sanders 
Ald Tommy Sawyers *Atty Allen Strawbridge 
SS-SWW Jim Dunning 
*Addressg Dresden., Tennes see 
CITY OF GOODLETI'SVILLE _(Davids2_'.'.1) �M-'i,161._ F;J�/30 Eleco Phone UL 9-5560 
Thi:r;d Monday es.ch mo!!th, 7:30 p.m.i at City Offices ---------�-"-"-­Offices close Wednesaay all day3 a 1 year 
Mayor Ho S. Moss Mgr 
V-May J. E. Galbreath CH 
Comm Go R. McMurty CoP 
FC Edward MayeB PCCh 
Oscar Do Brooks 
Edd Bo Young 
Jo B. (Jack) Hunnicutt 
Claude Bo Garrison 
TOWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith.) -M- 24.2. F .Yr.9}j. Elec . 8/62 Phone 














Ivy Agee, Jre 
Jo Wo Gibbs 
Ivy Agee, Jro 
Jimmy Ray 
CITY OF GALLATIN (Sumner) -M- 7,901 F.Yr.12/31 Elec. Phone 452-3162, · 
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Mayor Bruce Law At·t;y Bruce Law 
V-May Boyd Arthur FC Robert Lanier 
Ald G. P .. F1�ieae1 Mar W. E. Bigbee 
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Ald Dr o John Carter PCCh Co Oo Franklin 
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TOWN OF GIBSON (Gibson) -W- 29'7 F.Yro12/31 ��;t.163 Phone ST 7-6211 
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TOWN OF {}LEASON (Weakl�,J) -W- 900 F oYro.�L3�-=-=
E_l_ec _ _ •...:;.5.._/ 63:::..· _P_ h_ on_ .e __ MI_8_-. .::.5_42_6 __ First Thursday each month, 7:00 pom., at City Hall 
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TOWN OF GORDONSVILLE (Smith.) -M- 24.2. F .Yr.9}j. Elec . 8/62 Phone 














Ivy Agee, Jre 
Jo Wo Gibbs 
Ivy Agee, Jro 
Jimmy Ray 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardet!$.n) -W- 446 F.Yr.1/31 Elec. 12/61 Phone 








� S imem-Smi..1;h- Ald 
J� H� Richardson · FC 
H. w. Clarke SWW 
Roy L. King WBCh 
A. L. Bruce CR 
W. C. Smith 
H. L. Hess, Jr. 
Eddie Dickson 
Frank Sutton 
J. H. Richardson 
Roy L. King 
TOWN.OF GRAYSVILLE (Rhea) -E- 838 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/65 Phone Dayton 510 















TOWN OF GREENBACK (Loudon) -E- 285 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 
Fourth Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Civic Hall 
Mayor 
Ald 





W. L. Crawley 
Joe Powell · 
Alvin Y. Bell 
Phone 
Sam King, Sr. 
Ira Hodge 
\ 
TOWN OF GREENBRIER (Robertson) -M- 1.238 F.Yr.8/31 Elec.8/62 Phone 643-4531 
First Monday each month, 7':00 p .• m., at City Hall 










Jake L. Justice 








J. H. Suter 
L. P. Faires 
w. P. Bryant 
Hugh L. Fisher 
Maurice Hackney 
Jerry Williams 
TOWN OF GREENEVILLE (Greene) -E- 11,759 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone ME 8-3138 












George T. Bitner 
Wm. c. Masengill 
Jack D. Pierce 
Joe Susong 





Guinn C � l � nv\. n 
Armitage 
















w. c. Masengill 
Archie R. Dykes 
Wm. R. McAmis 
A,, L. Shepherd 
E. D. Fry 
Robert c. Austin 
Don Williamson 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 1,779 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone AD 5- 3131 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Samuel Williams 
V -May '>-.::-�GaTey Swain 
Coun _..... -:?Joseph Barton 
Coun c. T. Rawls 
Coun Harold Mosley 
Coun Dale Wright 
Coun Dr. Ira Porter 










w. M. Stout 






TOWN OF HALLS (Lauderdale) -W- 1,890 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/63 Phone AD 4-7031 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May thru August 
Mayor Jerre Jordan CR Mrs. Charles Alsobrook 
Ald D. E. Walker Mar Frank Moore 
Ald Lynn Vaden Mar J. K. Goodson 
Ald P. H. Henderson, Jr. FC w. H. Woodly 
Ald E. O. Dew, Jr. SS-SU J. C. Escue 
Ald Grover Smith RD Jim Gibbons 
Ald L. E. Crihfield, Jr .• RD Dale Overton 
CD Carl Britt 
CITY OF HARRIMAN {Roanel -E- 61104 F .Yr.6L30 Elec.6L63 Phone 164 
First and Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Council Room in Utility Bldg. 
Mayor A. B. Foster CoP Dave Mee 
Ald James C. Long EMgr L. P. Geasland, Jr. 
Ald Joe T. Stanley FC James D. Mathis 
Ald Glenn Elmore ScS C. Ro Black 
Ald D. A. Robinson Clk Margaret Turbyville 
Ald Bob L. Miller Jg Glen E. Langley 
Ald Ben B. Hamilton RBCh A. B. Foster 
sww A. G. Stuehser RD C. Bo Flora 
SS Carl Pierce PCCh Bennie F. Hamilton 
Atty George Lockett 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- 1,712 F.Yr.6L30 Elec.10L61 Phone DR 4-2576 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 







C. D. Harper 
Gayle Gregory 
Paul Porter 










Grover T. Lentz 
E. D. Freedle 
Cancel L. Dixon 
Dr. Io No Kelly 
TOWN OF GRAND JUNCTION (Hardet!$.n) -W- 446 F.Yr.1/31 Elec. 12/61 Phone 
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Jack D. Pierce 
Joe Susong 





Guinn C � l � nv\. n 
Armitage 
















w. c. Masengill 
Archie R. Dykes 
Wm. R. McAmis 
A,, L. Shepherd 
E. D. Fry 
Robert c. Austin 
Don Williamson 
TOWN OF GREENFIELD (Weakley) -W- 1,779 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. Phone AD 5- 3131 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Mayor Samuel Williams 
V -May '>-.::-�GaTey Swain 
Coun _..... -:?Joseph Barton 
Coun c. T. Rawls 
Coun Harold Mosley 
Coun Dale Wright 
Coun Dr. Ira Porter 










w. M. Stout 






TOWN OF HALLS (Lauderdale) -W- 1,890 F.Yr.5/31 Elec.5/63 Phone AD 4-7031 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, May thru August 
Mayor Jerre Jordan CR Mrs. Charles Alsobrook 
Ald D. E. Walker Mar Frank Moore 
Ald Lynn Vaden Mar J. K. Goodson 
Ald P. H. Henderson, Jr. FC w. H. Woodly 
Ald E. O. Dew, Jr. SS-SU J. C. Escue 
Ald Grover Smith RD Jim Gibbons 
Ald L. E. Crihfield, Jr .• RD Dale Overton 
CD Carl Britt 
CITY OF HARRIMAN {Roanel -E- 61104 F .Yr.6L30 Elec.6L63 Phone 164 
First and Second Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at Council Room in Utility Bldg. 
Mayor A. B. Foster CoP Dave Mee 
Ald James C. Long EMgr L. P. Geasland, Jr. 
Ald Joe T. Stanley FC James D. Mathis 
Ald Glenn Elmore ScS C. Ro Black 
Ald D. A. Robinson Clk Margaret Turbyville 
Ald Bob L. Miller Jg Glen E. Langley 
Ald Ben B. Hamilton RBCh A. B. Foster 
sww A. G. Stuehser RD C. Bo Flora 
SS Carl Pierce PCCh Bennie F. Hamilton 
Atty George Lockett 
TOWN OF HARTSVILLE (Trousdale) -M- 1,712 F.Yr.6L30 Elec.10L61 Phone DR 4-2576 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p.m., at City Hall 







C. D. Harper 
Gayle Gregory 
Paul Porter 










Grover T. Lentz 
E. D. Freedle 
Cancel L. Dixon 
Dr. Io No Kelly 
I 
TOWN . OF HENDERSON (Chester) -W- 2 , 691 F .Yr.7/1 Elec .9/62 Phone YU 9-2201 · 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 

























Willard E.  Smith 
Luther Scott 
Lynn Priddy 
1'-•. e 1 Be&e< 
A. R. Orr 
Paul McAdams 
Robert F .  Casey 
TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale) -W- 466 F .Yr.4/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone RE 8-2952 
First Monday each month ,  7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Robert H. Scates Ald 
Ald George Nash CR 
Ald John Caldwell Mar 
Ald H. P. Brandon SS 
Ald Tommy Burns sww 
Ald Herbert Robbins Atty 













W .  D. Barfield 
Mrs . Thomas E.  Burns 
Leroy Sellers 
Thomas E. Burns 
W. H. Bradford 
Joe H. Walker 
C.  N .  Wright 
R. M. Dillahunty 
Marvin Wright 
James R. C rews 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 179 F .Yr . Elec • Phone 










B. T. Lake 
Jimmie Chambers 






*Address : Bolivar, Tennessee 
W. O. Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Emanuel Kelley 
E.  G.  Harris 
James B .  Martin 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewis) -M- 2 ,804 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/64 Phone SW 6-3131 









W. C .  Keaton 
Dol Willis 
Paul Burklow 
Dr. I .  G .  Hurt 
Clyde Black 
R •. C .  Spann 
D .  D.  Humphrey, Jr. 









w .  G. Darden 
c .  A. Ricketts 
Dr. w .  E.  Boyce 
W .  A. Bates 
R. c .  Spann 
Hubert C .  Milan 
�' Adto!t--f,vi/, \9q\A\�j Y\..---
T0WN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592 F.Yr,,6/30 Elec .8/62 Phone EV 5-3921 
Second Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , 
/!\. . �. �\ ..ow tr..t 













*Address :  McLemoresville , Tennessee 
R. M. Dodd 
Maurice Flowers 
Billie Blow 





c. H.  Reavis 
D. L. Blackley 










TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 228 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec .1/62 Phone 7535 . 
Third Saturday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor w .  E .  Marshall Ald H. s .  Mcclintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald W .  Ao Hodge 
Ala Jimmie Baker Ald Joe Jolmson 
Ald R. H. Hodge CR Buford Kirk 
Ald George ,Johnson CoP W. E. McClintock 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- 8,482 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .12/61 Phone SU 4-2511 First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p�m. , at City Hall 














�ek=&e-llug-ss7"� � ha.Y\ };, ( 0 \A.C \.i 
Barthel Gray 
Miss Annie Lou Cox 











TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 2 ,119 F .Yro3/31 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p omo 1 at City Hall 








Cyc;o , /<e.�  vYc.t.si:,.,,_ 
--E:-11ne8"'-ViefteP& Ald � Be�as-l/Pt{8 ) �s R��d.\"\ d CR 
-DPs m B-o-w+.l:eGn-5 ° M. � r J.< e y· A tty -:W-;-lt=M03enne3±(3'; \ \ � J, vY'ti $ CoP 
E� Eo Pace, Jro FC 
Halbert Carter SU -H9B� 'tffi�en- ei J e. I ) Wp. t-t-
-27-
:r;� ('�t\t�� m&,1..Jr. 
Joe Ridings f\ 
Ro I o  Grace 
William Sadler 




Charles R. Lewis 
Elec .3/62 Phone YU 6-5212 
Kenneth Martin 
R .. C .  Mulliniks 





TOWN . OF HENDERSON (Chester) -W- 2 , 691 F .Yr.7/1 Elec .9/62 Phone YU 9-2201 · 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 

























Willard E.  Smith 
Luther Scott 
Lynn Priddy 
1'-•. e 1 Be&e< 
A. R. Orr 
Paul McAdams 
Robert F .  Casey 
TOWN OF HENNING (Lauderdale) -W- 466 F .Yr.4/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone RE 8-2952 
First Monday each month ,  7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, all year 
Mayor Robert H. Scates Ald 
Ald George Nash CR 
Ald John Caldwell Mar 
Ald H. P. Brandon SS 
Ald Tommy Burns sww 
Ald Herbert Robbins Atty 













W .  D. Barfield 
Mrs . Thomas E.  Burns 
Leroy Sellers 
Thomas E. Burns 
W. H. Bradford 
Joe H. Walker 
C.  N .  Wright 
R. M. Dillahunty 
Marvin Wright 
James R. C rews 
TOWN OF HICKORY VALLEY (Hardeman) -W- 179 F .Yr . Elec • Phone 










B. T. Lake 
Jimmie Chambers 






*Address : Bolivar, Tennessee 
W. O. Davis 
Robert Haralson 
Emanuel Kelley 
E.  G.  Harris 
James B .  Martin 
CITY OF HOHENWALD (Lewis) -M- 2 ,804 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 5/64 Phone SW 6-3131 









W. C .  Keaton 
Dol Willis 
Paul Burklow 
Dr. I .  G .  Hurt 
Clyde Black 
R •. C .  Spann 
D .  D.  Humphrey, Jr. 









w .  G. Darden 
c .  A. Ricketts 
Dr. w .  E.  Boyce 
W .  A. Bates 
R. c .  Spann 
Hubert C .  Milan 
�' Adto!t--f,vi/, \9q\A\�j Y\..---
T0WN OF HOLLOW ROCK (Carroll) -W- 592 F.Yr,,6/30 Elec .8/62 Phone EV 5-3921 
Second Wednesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , 
/!\. . �. �\ ..ow tr..t 













*Address :  McLemoresville , Tennessee 
R. M. Dodd 
Maurice Flowers 
Billie Blow 





c. H.  Reavis 
D. L. Blackley 










TOWN OF HORNSBY (Hardeman) -W- 228 F.Yr. 6/30 Elec .1/62 Phone 7535 . 
Third Saturday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor w .  E .  Marshall Ald H. s .  Mcclintock 
Ald Buford Kirk Ald W .  Ao Hodge 
Ala Jimmie Baker Ald Joe Jolmson 
Ald R. H. Hodge CR Buford Kirk 
Ald George ,Johnson CoP W. E. McClintock 
CITY OF HUMBOLDT (Gibson) -W- 8,482 F.Yr.12/31 Elec .12/61 Phone SU 4-2511 First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p�m. , at City Hall 














�ek=&e-llug-ss7"� � ha.Y\ };, ( 0 \A.C \.i 
Barthel Gray 
Miss Annie Lou Cox 











TOWN OF HUNTINGDON (Carroll) -W- 2 ,119 F .Yro3/31 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p omo 1 at City Hall 








Cyc;o , /<e.�  vYc.t.si:,.,,_ 
--E:-11ne8"'-ViefteP& Ald � Be�as-l/Pt{8 ) �s R��d.\"\ d CR 
-DPs m B-o-w+.l:eGn-5 ° M. � r J.< e y· A tty -:W-;-lt=M03enne3±(3'; \ \ � J, vY'ti $ CoP 
E� Eo Pace, Jro FC 
Halbert Carter SU -H9B� 'tffi�en- ei J e. I ) Wp. t-t-
-27-
:r;� ('�t\t�� m&,1..Jr. 
Joe Ridings f\ 
Ro I o  Grace 
William Sadler 




Charles R. Lewis 
Elec .3/62 Phone YU 6-5212 
Kenneth Martin 
R .. C .  Mulliniks 




TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 500 F.Yr.12/31 Elec . Phone 2711 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Ray M. Johnson Ald Gordon Pogue 
Ald c .  R .  Jones CR Lindsay Donaldson 
Ald Ernest Stovall CD W .  P. Greene 
Ald Lindsay Donaldson CoP Floyd Jones · 1 
Ald D .  G.  Lee I .\ -r iLvJ�l--�� -� t)wtJ 't)f fA<!Zll e tTY l�wveh. �t;,; .rric "f ' .,, ·v �  1 ).. � -r:v J ')_� OiiiQ �\"t\ -- �.bh I t.<C) 1 6 6 7 511 l.. �" � Joe.<,\ CITY OF JACKSON Madison) -W- 4 6 (/F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3 Phone - y 











Quinton Edmonds (CF,CFin,CP) 
R. L. Patey (CH,CE) 
R. E. Bailey (CPW) 
B.  F .  Graves 
w .  T. Diamond , Jr. 















D. w .  Allen 
Ben L. Warlich 




W. H. Hearn 
Otto Melsa _ C f ..n0na:1:d::!l.:. II"V'.-in..J aw1 1s W. IA.\" >"1
.\. 1'\.  
Harry Thomas 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN Fentress -M- 1 2 F .Yr.6 30 Elec .11 62 Phone TR 9-43
15 








� /(\AY"'i-OY\ f"fC.�'Mb\'\ 












J. D. Wright 
David Hancock 
Joe Fowler 
Bob G .  Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
Henry South 
TOWN OF JASPER Marion -E- 1 4 0 F.Yr. Elec.12 61 Phone 
First and third Monday each month, 7 ;30 p .m. , at Town Office 










A.  c .  Condra, Jr . 
Mrs . Jo Ann Jones 
Ralph w .  Piercy 
TOWN OF JEFFERSON CITY Jefferson -E- 4 O F .Yr.5  31 Elec .5  63 Phone 475-3155 






Lloyd E.  May 












CITY OF JELLICO . (Campbell) ,,..E- 2.210 · F .. Yrol2/31 Elec .;·l/61 Phone 424-6351 
First Thursday each month, 7 :'30 p .. m .. , at City Hall 










HB.rold Moon Atty 
Cecil Brow CoP 
Rogan Teague FC 
Maurice Reeves · PBCh 
MaM11!ee .PrMtme� £)'WIC1Yc!. tfY�il"f\SU ��l'&Redal. t.�Y� 8'. flv< �ws.1(J"<. SS 
Floyd Sharp CD 




w .  c .  Duel 
J.  w .  Bealle 




CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 32.275 F.Yr  .. 6/30 Elec .,5/63 Phone WA 6-3142 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 :30 Pomo , at City Hall 















Mrs.  May �oss McDowell 
Dr. Carr.ell Ho  Long 
Ben M. Crumley 
Ross H. Spears, Jro 
David H. Walker 
D .  Ao Burkhalter 
.if �e RtefteorHa-rot � �. \-)o lt-i.. 
Calvin Guthrie 
Walter Lee Price 
Col., Clarence W • .  Taylor 
David M. Guinn 
Howard Johnson 
Bobby D.  Jobe 
















C .. E .. Mullenix 
Ivan Wo  Ward 
Ao E.,  Cornett 
Charles F. Stine 
I:.., L .,  Geisler 
Ho B., Cupp 
Carl A. Jones 
Frank Lamons 
Raymond. Huff 
C .  Ho Mccorkle 
Robert L.  Jobe 
·p. · B� . Therrell 
J'\<.k \3 . .5 1v"i c ).> ! """ j 
TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- i-.148 F .. Yr .. 4/30 Elec .. 4/62 Phone PL 3-33ll 






Robert M .. May \ f.-P ��etm'ln!p/1\ 'itc�l\ rJtP'j �fop 
Lyle T .,  Haws SS-SWW 
��a:hei+ '/i. �. !YI j 1 1  e Y" FC 
W o C "  Allison CR 
' 
Clarence W o  Taylor 
Scott Vines 
Hugh H o  Campbell 
Grady Smith 
Norman C o  Francis 
. (Gib'son & . 
TOWN OF.'KENTON . Obion) -W- 1,095 F .. Yr o6/30 Elec.6/63 Phone PI·9-5767 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p omo , at City Hall 







R .  c �  Tilghm,an 
Ray Hollomon 
Ro w .  Ne�on 
c .  R!  Houston 
L o  A. Baucom 








Joe Mo Warren 
A o  F o  Newmon 
Bo  Lo  Mullins 
Lo  A,. Baucom 
R .. D .  Story 
R o  Wo Newmon 
TOWN OF HUNTLAND (Franklin) -M- 500 F.Yr.12/31 Elec . Phone 2711 
First Monday each month, 7:30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Ray M. Johnson Ald Gordon Pogue 
Ald c .  R .  Jones CR Lindsay Donaldson 
Ald Ernest Stovall CD W .  P. Greene 
Ald Lindsay Donaldson CoP Floyd Jones · 1 
Ald D .  G.  Lee I .\ -r iLvJ�l--�� -� t)wtJ 't)f fA<!Zll e tTY l�wveh. �t;,; .rric "f ' .,, ·v �  1 ).. � -r:v J ')_� OiiiQ �\"t\ -- �.bh I t.<C) 1 6 6 7 511 l.. �" � Joe.<,\ CITY OF JACKSON Madison) -W- 4 6 (/F .Yr . 6  30 Elec . 3 Phone - y 











Quinton Edmonds (CF,CFin,CP) 
R. L. Patey (CH,CE) 
R. E. Bailey (CPW) 
B.  F .  Graves 
w .  T. Diamond , Jr. 















D. w .  Allen 
Ben L. Warlich 




W. H. Hearn 
Otto Melsa _ C f ..n0na:1:d::!l.:. II"V'.-in..J aw1 1s W. IA.\" >"1
.\. 1'\.  
Harry Thomas 
TOWN OF JAMESTOWN Fentress -M- 1 2 F .Yr.6 30 Elec .11 62 Phone TR 9-43
15 








� /(\AY"'i-OY\ f"fC.�'Mb\'\ 












J. D. Wright 
David Hancock 
Joe Fowler 
Bob G .  Ledbetter 
Arthur Dayhuff 
Henry South 
TOWN OF JASPER Marion -E- 1 4 0 F.Yr. Elec.12 61 Phone 
First and third Monday each month, 7 ;30 p .m. , at Town Office 










A.  c .  Condra, Jr . 
Mrs . Jo Ann Jones 
Ralph w .  Piercy 
TOWN OF JEFFERSON CITY Jefferson -E- 4 O F .Yr.5  31 Elec .5  63 Phone 475-3155 






Lloyd E.  May 












CITY OF JELLICO . (Campbell) ,,..E- 2.210 · F .. Yrol2/31 Elec .;·l/61 Phone 424-6351 
First Thursday each month, 7 :'30 p .. m .. , at City Hall 










HB.rold Moon Atty 
Cecil Brow CoP 
Rogan Teague FC 
Maurice Reeves · PBCh 
MaM11!ee .PrMtme� £)'WIC1Yc!. tfY�il"f\SU ��l'&Redal. t.�Y� 8'. flv< �ws.1(J"<. SS 
Floyd Sharp CD 




w .  c .  Duel 
J.  w .  Bealle 




CITY OF JOHNSON CITY (Washington) -E- 32.275 F.Yr  .. 6/30 Elec .,5/63 Phone WA 6-3142 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 :30 Pomo , at City Hall 















Mrs.  May �oss McDowell 
Dr. Carr.ell Ho  Long 
Ben M. Crumley 
Ross H. Spears, Jro 
David H. Walker 
D .  Ao Burkhalter 
.if �e RtefteorHa-rot � �. \-)o lt-i.. 
Calvin Guthrie 
Walter Lee Price 
Col., Clarence W • .  Taylor 
David M. Guinn 
Howard Johnson 
Bobby D.  Jobe 
















C .. E .. Mullenix 
Ivan Wo  Ward 
Ao E.,  Cornett 
Charles F. Stine 
I:.., L .,  Geisler 
Ho B., Cupp 
Carl A. Jones 
Frank Lamons 
Raymond. Huff 
C .  Ho Mccorkle 
Robert L.  Jobe 
·p. · B� . Therrell 
J'\<.k \3 . .5 1v"i c ).> ! """ j 
TOWN OF JONESBORO (Washington) -E- i-.148 F .. Yr .. 4/30 Elec .. 4/62 Phone PL 3-33ll 






Robert M .. May \ f.-P ��etm'ln!p/1\ 'itc�l\ rJtP'j �fop 
Lyle T .,  Haws SS-SWW 
��a:hei+ '/i. �. !YI j 1 1  e Y" FC 
W o C "  Allison CR 
' 
Clarence W o  Taylor 
Scott Vines 
Hugh H o  Campbell 
Grady Smith 
Norman C o  Francis 
. (Gib'son & . 
TOWN OF.'KENTON . Obion) -W- 1,095 F .. Yr o6/30 Elec.6/63 Phone PI·9-5767 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p omo , at City Hall 







R .  c �  Tilghm,an 
Ray Hollomon 
Ro w .  Ne�on 
c .  R!  Houston 
L o  A. Baucom 








Joe Mo Warren 
A o  F o  Newmon 
Bo  Lo  Mullins 
Lo  A,. Baucom 
R .. D .  Story 
R o  Wo Newmon 
CITY OF KINGSPORI' (Sullivan) -E- 26,314 F �Yr� l2/31 Elec. 6/63 ?hone�_5"-_5'j 1 b 
First and third Tuesday each month·, 7:00 P.•m ,,  . at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor W .  w .  Cawood 
V-May Morton H. Duffer 
Ald Ben M. · Brown 
Ald Dr. Hugh Rule 
Ala w. Chamberlain Hale 
Mgr c .  K. Marsh 
DFin -J:�-tft bnlM8'ib 
CR E .  L .  Shelor 
Atty William E. Weber 
CoP G .  W .  Fletcher 
DPW M.  L .  w·est 
CD James Welch 













Donald D. Pomerleau 
R.  L .  Collins 
S .  K .  Jones 
c .  M .  Kenner 
s .  K .  Addington 
James Edwards 
Dr. Dana F.  Swick 
Lewis Long 
H. Marvin Parsons 
Mrs. Anne Summers 
F .  S.  Key 
A .  G .  Coffin, Jr. 
CITY OF KINGSTON (Roane) -E- 4 ,319 F . • yr·.6/30 Elec. Ph. Harriman FR 6-6584 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 












W �  L .  Harwell 
J.  B.  Sykes 
Robert Brooksbank (CH) 
Alton Byrd 
w .  B.  Logan 
Harry P .  Templeton (CF,CP) 
C .  R. Fultz (CFin) . 
Robert L. Badger 
R. H.  Crowder 














w .  L. Harwell 
J .  B .  Sykes 




R. - B. Derryberry 
T .  A .  Tutterow 
Wm • . B .  Browning 
R. H.  Crowder 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall · 



















John J.  Duncan SqS Thomas N .  Johnston 
Cas Walker FC R.oy Conner 
William E .  Padgett, Jr. Eng James P.  Futrell 
U. G .  Turner PA Cha�les o .  Currier 
Julian V.  Link PCCh W. E .  Cole 
Max Friedman :1(: h W rY1 c.c . Lib John F.  Anderson A, Ls-<:fM.i.ie-beoo9e.ffy ' - � l  Le. Jg Charles G .  Kelley 
Ernest J .  O ' Connor TA John R.  Boring 
Ralph Longmire · SSP James · w .  Whisman, Jr . 
'!P, Hael'>?" Bl!e:el�&i &\SeC> �. M1> ./1'011,lt.RD Maynard Glenn 
Raymond E .  Oglesby C... P . H u� h &. rYe / / 
Roy I .  Gentry · Knoxville Util:!t'ies Board 
w .  H .  Peters, Jr. Chm Jo H .  Anderson 
J. G .  Walls GenMgr M .  B. Whitaker 
French Harris EMgr c .  E. Tarwater 
Leonard Dow SG P.  B .  Winchel 
c. M .  Long SWW · Ernest D .  Hawkins 
Dr. L. A .  Brendle SAccts R .  w .  Mathiason 
.,.36-
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon) -M- 1,900 F .Yr • 6/30 · Elec .5/62 Phone 666-2194 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Burford H .  Tooley Coun B .  D .  Polston 
V-May c .  R. Jent CR �  
Coun James Russell Atty c .  R. Jent 
Coun Robert White CoP Herlon Cox 
Coun Dick White SWW-SG Guy Carter 
Coun Lee Waldron FC-CD F .  O .  Harris 
CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) -E- 7,130 F �Yr.10/1 Elec .11/61 Phone 562-3731 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor- �Jh;£=A'tl_.:he;yi 'f'Ye d './, Lo� : \B \ J;, CoP �emmV- � am-&, St;panget,�a Sh:nf'1 c,.\ d . EMgr 
Comm -A::btre'P·� iQ_t1�c 11e. C . fY- ) S i  FC 
Comm -s::W..::H--Ra"l'xcx�Rion � fr'. .  l bv'� ts1'Yi 
Comm Charles H .  Russell Jg 
CR-TA --Hugb-W-:-He.�heM-y ... :f..� I? a\ e is li CD 
Atty -G�nr..aa ':Dr0ut'� fr;ycc G..-;ff Wf:I 
Austin Harmon 
Carl B.  Lyle 











F .  M.  Parham 
W .. E .  Burch 
W.  B .  Franklin 
J.  F .  McNamee 
James Cowan 





Tom R.  Beasley 
John McNeill 
T.  W .  Rives 
Dan Talley 








Phil C • Mason 
T .  L .  Hollas 
Bob Hatmaker 
Ira D .  Queener 
Theordore Foust 
Leonard Miller 
Charles E .  Albright 
CITY OF *LAKEWOOD Davidson -M- 1 8 6 F . Yr . 6  1 Elec. 5  63 Phone TH 7-218 





�l'!��y\�} \5Y'V�I'\ -HMgr-CR 
�aJ?l:es· BP&\ffi'f'r"YI-<? �1- � ,  C&Y"le.y  Jg 
...E-m&e-i1-R;-e0�CX . L .  Fe.-rY�)\ FC-CD 
H .  Phillip Saddler 
Guy Smith 
Thomas F . - Barnes 
Guy Smith 
*Address: 2005 Hadley Avenue, Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Address: 3236 Lakeshore Dr., Old Hickory, Tennessee 
-31-
CITY OF KINGSPORI' (Sullivan) -E- 26,314 F �Yr� l2/31 Elec. 6/63 ?hone�_5"-_5'j 1 b 
First and third Tuesday each month·, 7:00 P.•m ,,  . at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor W .  w .  Cawood 
V-May Morton H. Duffer 
Ald Ben M. · Brown 
Ald Dr. Hugh Rule 
Ala w. Chamberlain Hale 
Mgr c .  K. Marsh 
DFin -J:�-tft bnlM8'ib 
CR E .  L .  Shelor 
Atty William E. Weber 
CoP G .  W .  Fletcher 
DPW M.  L .  w·est 
CD James Welch 













Donald D. Pomerleau 
R.  L .  Collins 
S .  K .  Jones 
c .  M .  Kenner 
s .  K .  Addington 
James Edwards 
Dr. Dana F.  Swick 
Lewis Long 
H. Marvin Parsons 
Mrs. Anne Summers 
F .  S.  Key 
A .  G .  Coffin, Jr. 
CITY OF KINGSTON (Roane) -E- 4 ,319 F . • yr·.6/30 Elec. Ph. Harriman FR 6-6584 
First Tuesday each month, 7:30 p . m . ,  at City Hall 












W �  L .  Harwell 
J.  B.  Sykes 
Robert Brooksbank (CH) 
Alton Byrd 
w .  B.  Logan 
Harry P .  Templeton (CF,CP) 
C .  R. Fultz (CFin) . 
Robert L. Badger 
R. H.  Crowder 














w .  L. Harwell 
J .  B .  Sykes 




R. - B. Derryberry 
T .  A .  Tutterow 
Wm • . B .  Browning 
R. H.  Crowder 
Every other Tuesday, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall · 



















John J.  Duncan SqS Thomas N .  Johnston 
Cas Walker FC R.oy Conner 
William E .  Padgett, Jr. Eng James P.  Futrell 
U. G .  Turner PA Cha�les o .  Currier 
Julian V.  Link PCCh W. E .  Cole 
Max Friedman :1(: h W rY1 c.c . Lib John F.  Anderson A, Ls-<:fM.i.ie-beoo9e.ffy ' - � l  Le. Jg Charles G .  Kelley 
Ernest J .  O ' Connor TA John R.  Boring 
Ralph Longmire · SSP James · w .  Whisman, Jr . 
'!P, Hael'>?" Bl!e:el�&i &\SeC> �. M1> ./1'011,lt.RD Maynard Glenn 
Raymond E .  Oglesby C... P . H u� h &. rYe / / 
Roy I .  Gentry · Knoxville Util:!t'ies Board 
w .  H .  Peters, Jr. Chm Jo H .  Anderson 
J. G .  Walls GenMgr M .  B. Whitaker 
French Harris EMgr c .  E. Tarwater 
Leonard Dow SG P.  B .  Winchel 
c. M .  Long SWW · Ernest D .  Hawkins 
Dr. L. A .  Brendle SAccts R .  w .  Mathiason 
.,.36-
TOWN OF LAFAYETTE (Macon) -M- 1,900 F .Yr • 6/30 · Elec .5/62 Phone 666-2194 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Burford H .  Tooley Coun B .  D .  Polston 
V-May c .  R. Jent CR �  
Coun James Russell Atty c .  R. Jent 
Coun Robert White CoP Herlon Cox 
Coun Dick White SWW-SG Guy Carter 
Coun Lee Waldron FC-CD F .  O .  Harris 
CITY OF LAFOLLETTE (Campbell) -E- 7,130 F �Yr.10/1 Elec .11/61 Phone 562-3731 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m., at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor- �Jh;£=A'tl_.:he;yi 'f'Ye d './, Lo� : \B \ J;, CoP �emmV- � am-&, St;panget,�a Sh:nf'1 c,.\ d . EMgr 
Comm -A::btre'P·� iQ_t1�c 11e. C . fY- ) S i  FC 
Comm -s::W..::H--Ra"l'xcx�Rion � fr'. .  l bv'� ts1'Yi 
Comm Charles H .  Russell Jg 
CR-TA --Hugb-W-:-He.�heM-y ... :f..� I? a\ e is li CD 
Atty -G�nr..aa ':Dr0ut'� fr;ycc G..-;ff Wf:I 
Austin Harmon 
Carl B.  Lyle 











F .  M.  Parham 
W .. E .  Burch 
W.  B .  Franklin 
J.  F .  McNamee 
James Cowan 





Tom R.  Beasley 
John McNeill 
T.  W .  Rives 
Dan Talley 








Phil C • Mason 
T .  L .  Hollas 
Bob Hatmaker 
Ira D .  Queener 
Theordore Foust 
Leonard Miller 
Charles E .  Albright 
CITY OF *LAKEWOOD Davidson -M- 1 8 6 F . Yr . 6  1 Elec. 5  63 Phone TH 7-218 





�l'!��y\�} \5Y'V�I'\ -HMgr-CR 
�aJ?l:es· BP&\ffi'f'r"YI-<? �1- � ,  C&Y"le.y  Jg 
...E-m&e-i1-R;-e0�CX . L .  Fe.-rY�)\ FC-CD 
H .  Phillip Saddler 
Guy Smith 
Thomas F . - Barnes 
Guy Smith 
*Address: 2005 Hadley Avenue, Old Hickory, Tennessee 
**Address: 3236 Lakeshore Dr., Old Hickory, Tennessee 
-31-
CITY OF LAVJ'RENCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 8,042 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/64 Phone SO 2-4450' 
Tuesday each week , 2 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Dr. M. L. Lumpkins 
Comm H. A .  Mathis 
Comm W .  c .  Powell 
CR Wm. E. Boston 
FC Bobby Brewer 
Atty John F .  Morrison 
Lib Martha Potts 
C f k -IY R. '  G- '  0 \A. \'\'t\ I ' 
CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 10,512 











Charles D. Loyd 
Dr. Bill s .  Howard 
J .  c .  Johnson 
Harry Beard , Jr . 
""tfee R. Elre:ves-





EMgr D .  H .  Truitt 
SS Ira Johnson 
HO ff Dr. J. w .  Danley 
PCCh Robert Hood 
SU J. w .  Daniels 
CD James W .  Crawford , Jr . 
BI-Eng Howard L. Tabor 
F.Yr . 6L30 Elec . Phone HI 4-3652 










Haynie o .  Tribble 
Jack Bixler 
Dr . Kenneth Tilley 
George Harding 
Joe G .  Atkinson 
Jesse Coe 
John J .  Martin, Sr.  
George Hodges 
Chester S .  Hatcher 
A\d. � (�./'(\ '(\4.th, () I Lf.. .s+t l" l 3 '(" . 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 4,979 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/62 Phone 986-2227 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Lenoir City U�ilities Building 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Guy F.  Tallent Atty T .  F .  Ingram 
Ald Fred Nelson CoP John w. Wilkerson 
Ald Erskine Foshee ScS J .  Guy Buckner 
Ald Arnold Jenkins FC J. S .  Huffman 
Ald Nathin Tinder SU Lester C 4  Brabson 
Ald Don Kelly Lib Mrs ., T. E. Mills 
Ald Jerry Fritts CD James Sowards 
CR H. c .  Foster RD Ed Osborne 
CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 6,338 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone EL 9-1544 











Preston Hopkins FC 
Folk Lambert PCCh 
Ervin M. Miller PBCh 
Edward Roberts SG 
Roger Brown SWW 
James W .  Endsley d �l<).'f""S RD 
Forrest Gates vf\:a< <e 1. CD 
� .::f� n  ,; , &-t.K""'ll\SS 
•$-��n1ey;-I;\elng-ramii'j b: I? C kn el�Mgr 
Stanley L. Ingram ' · RBCh 
-32-
Thomas H. Liggett 
Kenneth L. Brown 
Dick Davis 
Fred She 1 ton 
Vance Wiles 
Lloyd Eldridge 
F .  H. Minturn 
TOWN OF LEXINGTON (Henderson) -W- 3,943 F .Yr.9/30 Elec . 9/61 Phone WO 8-2701 
First Tuesday after_ first Monday, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Jack Hay CoP James G .  Stanfill 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Floyd Smith Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb sww W .  P .  Veteto 
Ald L. M. Powers ; Jr . SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald H. E .  Baker EMgr H. B ,  Austin 
Ald .Sam-As bew-ft�"''u I. Ro �<.:Y-'tJ CD A.  R.  Wallace ,  Jr . 
CR H. B. Bagwell WBCh L. T .  Hay 
DPZ J".eW8;'j'•He� �'�'  w�i  IL)' BI E.  L. Buck 
SG John E .  Lewis 
TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 293 F.Yr.7Ll Elec.  9L62 Phone LE 6-3471 













E .  D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
E .  D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry) -W- 1,086 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12L61 Phone 589-2336 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Jesse G .  Tate Mar Boyd Garner 
Ald Taft Horner CR Arvell Ezell 
Ald W .  J .  Edwards Atty Thomas Harris 
Ald Harold Savage SS-SWW Earl Jackson 
Ald S .  B ·  Tatum SG Edward Trull 
Ald James Tucker SSP Howard Williams 
Ald B .  L. Holladay 
TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton) -M- 2,817 F .Yr.8L31 Elec . 6/62 Phone TA 3-4400 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor John Sadler 
Ald Clarence Davis 
Ald William L .  Holman 
Ald J .  B .  Averitt 
Ald Wallace Goolsby 
Ald , Hoy Gillentine 








B .  F .  Speck 
John F � Sadler 
� C.\ a.V\ll.. vf �tkl l'I S  
E .  B .  Gray, Jr. 
E .  S o  Pryor 
..Ra&ea-Ua.wk1:nsL(i.ns f,  ,.. d D\.\ bY' e e. 
�cj hrw'\l Q., � 1' n{j l e.  )I 
C ITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 449 F .Yr .1/31 Elec . 6L63 Phone 











A. w .  Ashton 
CITY OF LAVJ'RENCEBURG (Lawrence) -M- 8,042 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/64 Phone SO 2-4450' 
Tuesday each week , 2 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Dr. M. L. Lumpkins 
Comm H. A .  Mathis 
Comm W .  c .  Powell 
CR Wm. E. Boston 
FC Bobby Brewer 
Atty John F .  Morrison 
Lib Martha Potts 
C f k -IY R. '  G- '  0 \A. \'\'t\ I ' 
CITY OF LEBANON (Wilson) -M- 10,512 











Charles D. Loyd 
Dr. Bill s .  Howard 
J .  c .  Johnson 
Harry Beard , Jr . 
""tfee R. Elre:ves-





EMgr D .  H .  Truitt 
SS Ira Johnson 
HO ff Dr. J. w .  Danley 
PCCh Robert Hood 
SU J. w .  Daniels 
CD James W .  Crawford , Jr . 
BI-Eng Howard L. Tabor 
F.Yr . 6L30 Elec . Phone HI 4-3652 










Haynie o .  Tribble 
Jack Bixler 
Dr . Kenneth Tilley 
George Harding 
Joe G .  Atkinson 
Jesse Coe 
John J .  Martin, Sr.  
George Hodges 
Chester S .  Hatcher 
A\d. � (�./'(\ '(\4.th, () I Lf.. .s+t l" l 3 '(" . 
CITY OF LENOIR CITY (Loudon) -E- 4,979 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/62 Phone 986-2227 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at Lenoir City U�ilities Building 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Guy F.  Tallent Atty T .  F .  Ingram 
Ald Fred Nelson CoP John w. Wilkerson 
Ald Erskine Foshee ScS J .  Guy Buckner 
Ald Arnold Jenkins FC J. S .  Huffman 
Ald Nathin Tinder SU Lester C 4  Brabson 
Ald Don Kelly Lib Mrs ., T. E. Mills 
Ald Jerry Fritts CD James Sowards 
CR H. c .  Foster RD Ed Osborne 
CITY OF LEWISBURG (Marshall) -M- 6,338 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone EL 9-1544 











Preston Hopkins FC 
Folk Lambert PCCh 
Ervin M. Miller PBCh 
Edward Roberts SG 
Roger Brown SWW 
James W .  Endsley d �l<).'f""S RD 
Forrest Gates vf\:a< <e 1. CD 
� .::f� n  ,; , &-t.K""'ll\SS 
•$-��n1ey;-I;\elng-ramii'j b: I? C kn el�Mgr 
Stanley L. Ingram ' · RBCh 
-32-
Thomas H. Liggett 
Kenneth L. Brown 
Dick Davis 
Fred She 1 ton 
Vance Wiles 
Lloyd Eldridge 
F .  H. Minturn 
TOWN OF LEXINGTON (Henderson) -W- 3,943 F .Yr.9/30 Elec . 9/61 Phone WO 8-2701 
First Tuesday after_ first Monday, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Jack Hay CoP James G .  Stanfill 
V-May Curry Sullivan FC Wyatt Threadgill 
Ald Floyd Smith Jg Jack Hay 
Ald Edward Bailey ScS Paul Caywood 
Ald James Holcomb sww W .  P .  Veteto 
Ald L. M. Powers ; Jr . SS Guy Hodgin 
Ald H. E .  Baker EMgr H. B ,  Austin 
Ald .Sam-As bew-ft�"''u I. Ro �<.:Y-'tJ CD A.  R.  Wallace ,  Jr . 
CR H. B. Bagwell WBCh L. T .  Hay 
DPZ J".eW8;'j'•He� �'�'  w�i  IL)' BI E.  L. Buck 
SG John E .  Lewis 
TOWN OF LIBERTY (DeKalb) -M- 293 F.Yr.7Ll Elec.  9L62 Phone LE 6-3471 













E .  D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
E .  D .  Givan 
Brown Murphy 
TOWN OF LINDEN (Perry) -W- 1,086 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec . 12L61 Phone 589-2336 
First Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Jesse G .  Tate Mar Boyd Garner 
Ald Taft Horner CR Arvell Ezell 
Ald W .  J .  Edwards Atty Thomas Harris 
Ald Harold Savage SS-SWW Earl Jackson 
Ald S .  B ·  Tatum SG Edward Trull 
Ald James Tucker SSP Howard Williams 
Ald B .  L. Holladay 
TOWN OF LIVINGSTON (Overton) -M- 2,817 F .Yr.8L31 Elec . 6/62 Phone TA 3-4400 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor John Sadler 
Ald Clarence Davis 
Ald William L .  Holman 
Ald J .  B .  Averitt 
Ald Wallace Goolsby 
Ald , Hoy Gillentine 








B .  F .  Speck 
John F � Sadler 
� C.\ a.V\ll.. vf �tkl l'I S  
E .  B .  Gray, Jr. 
E .  S o  Pryor 
..Ra&ea-Ua.wk1:nsL(i.ns f,  ,.. d D\.\ bY' e e. 
�cj hrw'\l Q., � 1' n{j l e.  )I 
C ITY OF LOBELVILLE (Perry) -W- 449 F .Yr .1/31 Elec . 6L63 Phone 











A. w .  Ashton 
TOWN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN Hamilton) -E- 1,817 F .Yr.7 31 Elec . Ph.Chatt .TA 1-4373 
First Monday each month , : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall 
· 
Mayor cli0bsn;r41 Ha 6'1!'f:f'iblf Clk w .  Layne Verlenden 
Comm Pemberton Cooley, Jr. CR Albert L. Hodge 
Comm Nick F.  Senter SS cecil Vaughn 
Comm w .  Layne Verlenden CoP-FC Kenyon A. Green 
Comm Charles W.  Wheland RD Raymond Stamps 
Atty Folt s ,  Bishop & Thomas 
CITY OF LORETTO Lawrence -M- 2 Elec . Phone 
Second and fourth Thursday p .m. ' at City Hall 
M8;;Y'or Roy Matthews Atty Boston & Harvell 
Comm O. S.  Beecham CR 
Comm John Neide;rt 








Nat H. Campbell 
A. C .  Dukes 
Dr. w .  T. McPeake 
Joe V .  Watkins 
Bud Sewell 








TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 396 F.Yr.9/30 Elec . 






Roy H. Parks , Jr . 
Carl Copeland 





Charles Va�ner, Jr. 
To M. Cook 
Otis Purdy 
Glenn Goodwin 
I .  H. Watson 
Dr . w .  T .  McPeake 
Phone 
Ed Martin 
Dr. F .  H. Booher 
Conner Motlow 
Conner Motlow 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles )  -M- 362 F .Yr .3/31 Elec .4/63 Phone 












CITY OF McEwen (Humphreys ) -M- 979 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .  






Basil Florence, Ald 
�le reeB:e J. Bak0; 0\1\ t L�" V Q. T\--t. y WBCh 
..E.Y.gene WiJ:Ham:sf\o'f& \-\ �"'c.\ CR� 
Ham Patterson Mar-SWW 
Dewey Ridings FC 
-34-
Robert H. Dunnavant 
James H. Boyd 
Grady Head 
Phone JU 2-6211 
Wilbur Dick ./) .He :re fie 1 H, II oai! N · P. · { a.-<c-h "'!>.°'I'\ �l 
BarelEI LiBe'een:'3�·.� s Ah n Lvow 
..1.e eR Seb!'e iL'b e »-
Malcolm Ridings 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 3,780 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 
't; o,  � v_ y� 
Mayor �J_::iiemme. 
V-May Lawton Brush 
Coun H. B .  Brummit 
Coun W .  D .  Richardson 
Coun Joe Miller 
Coun Burnish O. Booth 
Coun Cannon Holmes 
Atty W .  R. Stobbe 
WBCh John Mccadams 
F.Yr.2/28 Elec.2/62 Phone EL 2-2264 
7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
CoP Aaron Pinson 
FC Frank Ridley 
ScS W o  O. Warren 
Clk w .  H. Dinwiddie 
SWW Luther Brewer 
Jg Homer Bullock 
CD W o  To Ingram 
HOff Dr. J. T. Holmes 
Lib Mrs o Mary Hines 
TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) -W- 285 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .3/63 Phone 





B .  Clifton Blow 






Willi.am Eo O 'Neill 
James V .  Smith 
James V o  Smith 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) �M= 9,013 F .Yro6/30 Elec .J2/61 Phone 2452 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 











W .  V .  Jones 
George Mayes 










Harley Roach Kermit Turner 
Lee Whitworth 
��W&P-Pen.La. k e... 5 �IC.I'\. p 
�ool'e:-1'3.: :S. C: . 1Y1 'j .(. .,,.. .s 
c .  E .  Haston 
Magness Elkins 





S o  S .  Stanton 
Ro D o  Marshall 
Marvin McGee 
Clarence E .  Safley 
Edward Yager III 
Ho D.  Mitchell 
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe) -W- 1,812 F .Yr.9/30 Elec .9/62 Phone 2622 









J. Harvey Arp 
Raymond Mason 
M. Ho Hawkins 
Taylor Howard 
Paul' Sloan 





HOff : , 




C o  s .  Harris 
J. Ro Lewis 
Dr. Ho Mo MG-Q.Uire 
1' Raymond Mason 
Mo Ho Hawkins 
Taylor Howard 
TOWN OF LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN Hamilton) -E- 1,817 F .Yr.7 31 Elec . Ph.Chatt .TA 1-4373 
First Monday each month , : 00 p .m. , at Town Hall 
· 
Mayor cli0bsn;r41 Ha 6'1!'f:f'iblf Clk w .  Layne Verlenden 
Comm Pemberton Cooley, Jr. CR Albert L. Hodge 
Comm Nick F.  Senter SS cecil Vaughn 
Comm w .  Layne Verlenden CoP-FC Kenyon A. Green 
Comm Charles W.  Wheland RD Raymond Stamps 
Atty Folt s ,  Bishop & Thomas 
CITY OF LORETTO Lawrence -M- 2 Elec . Phone 
Second and fourth Thursday p .m. ' at City Hall 
M8;;Y'or Roy Matthews Atty Boston & Harvell 
Comm O. S.  Beecham CR 
Comm John Neide;rt 








Nat H. Campbell 
A. C .  Dukes 
Dr. w .  T. McPeake 
Joe V .  Watkins 
Bud Sewell 








TOWN OF LYNCHBURG (Moore) -M- 396 F.Yr.9/30 Elec . 






Roy H. Parks , Jr . 
Carl Copeland 





Charles Va�ner, Jr. 
To M. Cook 
Otis Purdy 
Glenn Goodwin 
I .  H. Watson 
Dr . w .  T .  McPeake 
Phone 
Ed Martin 
Dr. F .  H. Booher 
Conner Motlow 
Conner Motlow 
TOWN OF LYNNVILLE (Giles )  -M- 362 F .Yr .3/31 Elec .4/63 Phone 












CITY OF McEwen (Humphreys ) -M- 979 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .  






Basil Florence, Ald 
�le reeB:e J. Bak0; 0\1\ t L�" V Q. T\--t. y WBCh 
..E.Y.gene WiJ:Ham:sf\o'f& \-\ �"'c.\ CR� 
Ham Patterson Mar-SWW 
Dewey Ridings FC 
-34-
Robert H. Dunnavant 
James H. Boyd 
Grady Head 
Phone JU 2-6211 
Wilbur Dick ./) .He :re fie 1 H, II oai! N · P. · { a.-<c-h "'!>.°'I'\ �l 
BarelEI LiBe'een:'3�·.� s Ah n Lvow 
..1.e eR Seb!'e iL'b e »-
Malcolm Ridings 
CITY OF McKENZIE (Carroll) -W- 3,780 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, 
't; o,  � v_ y� 
Mayor �J_::iiemme. 
V-May Lawton Brush 
Coun H. B .  Brummit 
Coun W .  D .  Richardson 
Coun Joe Miller 
Coun Burnish O. Booth 
Coun Cannon Holmes 
Atty W .  R. Stobbe 
WBCh John Mccadams 
F.Yr.2/28 Elec.2/62 Phone EL 2-2264 
7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
CoP Aaron Pinson 
FC Frank Ridley 
ScS W o  O. Warren 
Clk w .  H. Dinwiddie 
SWW Luther Brewer 
Jg Homer Bullock 
CD W o  To Ingram 
HOff Dr. J. T. Holmes 
Lib Mrs o Mary Hines 
TOWN OF McLEMORESVILLE (Carroll) -W- 285 F.Yr.6/30 Elec .3/63 Phone 





B .  Clifton Blow 






Willi.am Eo O 'Neill 
James V .  Smith 
James V o  Smith 
TOWN OF McMINNVILLE (Warren) �M= 9,013 F .Yro6/30 Elec .J2/61 Phone 2452 
First and third Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 











W .  V .  Jones 
George Mayes 










Harley Roach Kermit Turner 
Lee Whitworth 
��W&P-Pen.La. k e... 5 �IC.I'\. p 
�ool'e:-1'3.: :S. C: . 1Y1 'j .(. .,,.. .s 
c .  E .  Haston 
Magness Elkins 





S o  S .  Stanton 
Ro D o  Marshall 
Marvin McGee 
Clarence E .  Safley 
Edward Yager III 
Ho D.  Mitchell 
TOWN OF MADISONVILLE (Monroe) -W- 1,812 F .Yr.9/30 Elec .9/62 Phone 2622 









J. Harvey Arp 
Raymond Mason 
M. Ho Hawkins 
Taylor Howard 
Paul' Sloan 





HOff : , 




C o  s .  Harris 
J. Ro Lewis 
Dr. Ho Mo MG-Q.Uire 
1' Raymond Mason 
Mo Ho Hawkins 
Taylor Howard 
TOWN OF MANCHESTER (Coffee) -M- 3,930 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .5/62 Phone PA 8-2112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Clarence . H. Farrar FC Floyd Fetzer 
V-May Sam Keele HO ff Dr . J.  H. Farrar 
Ald Dr . v .  L. Rhodes ScS Clyde EVans 
Ald B . F .  Shelton Atty Richard Harrison 
Ald E.  T.  Dickerson CD Leander Cory 
Ald Richard Boers CoP B .  C .  Kendrick 
Ald Charles E. O ' Neal WBCh Allen Crick 
CR-Jg John Collins , Jr . DPW Bud Winton 
CITY OF MARTIN (Weakley) -W- 4,750 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/62 Phone 313 








Jack Vincent \ _\ FC 
�rtC) i f-f \('(� o 17n SS ;2Q.BAy-W&l:-0ob- L . E' . f \.A. i:.. \� e. tt' HO ff 
�� f.ye d Wo d L.  Atty 
Willard Rooks SWW-SSP 
Max Burchard SG 
�.A'.t!b:hrgJ' 
Cec/i\ (_q_v\ � -r 
Arden McClain 
Tom Winston 
H. G.  Edmonson 
-Qe&rge=R@w3:6W H c. 'i-O \ d. E Y v-"' di Se. 
Charles Vowell 
Leon Williams 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 10,348 F .Yr.8/31 Elec . Phone YU 3-4012 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
Mayor Sam H. Robefso� HOff Dr. Julian c .  Lentz 
V-May �Luther M. Kidd (CF,CP) ScS J. P. Stewart 
Comm,............ �Ben L. Cate (CFin) Lib Mrs . Frank Nance 
Comm H ;,  H. Greer (CPW) SU Frank Allen 
Atty Hugh E.  Delozier UBCh Sam Roberson 
CoP John R. Bluford CD J.  M. Lobetti, Jr . 
Eng ..... BI GeeTge tr�n-\1a.'f'Yl\oY\ \3e.5-f' SWW-SSP Joe B .  Irwin 
FC Robert R. Locke PCCh W .  C .  Kennedy 
CR Lynn Shasteen 
TOWN OF MASON (Tipton) -W- 407 F .Yr.12/31 Elec.4/62 Phone 







J. A. Whitaker 
c .  E.  Nash 
w .  M. Williamson, Jr . 
Doyle Morris 
N .  R. Seay 








Mrs . Laura P .  O ' Kelley 
w .  c .  Tipton 
C .  E. Nash 
.A,.. L�8lile:f e: I e-' w e...d d c. H 
TOWN OF MAURY CITY (Crockett) �W� 624 F .Yr.4/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone OL 6-2720 
Last Friday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 









J.  M. Riddick 
Ben Buford 







B .  G. Snider 
.Ji �Bllffs::f..ie�&-H�YV'-':1 tcJ-bo 
Cecil Turnage 
TOWN OF MAYNARDVILLE (Union) -E- 620 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 






Grader L. Johnson 






Paul E .  Byerley 
T.  L. McDonald 
E .  J.  Ailor 
· John P .  Huddleston, Sr. J.  H. Collette 
TOWN OF MEDINA (Gibson) -W- 722 F.Yr.12/31 Elec oll/61 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at Mayor' s Office 
Mayor Walter R. I:i�an. Joh"n SW\ifJ., CR Robert Senter 
Ald ..Qa F. Benne"b'b- h')O �d)' M a\.s FC -W.....-BT"-E:l!em :JOE. C��Y.!. 
Ald ..Re:nMek=MaI:;;em@NC-Jartl"ICC. S'�'il'\SS-SWW-Jg · · We.ltte'. RV"1B��mare1'u�\o\ �1t'>. 
Ala BiJ..ly Knolton Mar .�ne Spence I . .::ro� 11)\,\)>tyJ a.}<4 Ald J.Q� BM��lbU·Jt;'· w �'kt "i" G- '('c\ v� J' CD w • A.  Edwards 
Atty <(fli'P'pY Bteii£e J,...L"y4 f?, tJtl e.y(M)la�) 
TOWN OF MEDON Madison -W- F.Yr.6 30 Elec .6 62 Phone Jackson 2-1063 












Mrs . Griff McDaniel 
Sammie Wilson 
CITY OF MEMPHIS (Shelby) -w-497,524 F.Yr.12/31 
MtA �t\tl \ 
Phone JA 7-6621 Elec . 
Tuesday each week, 2 :30 p.m. , at Courthouse 



















Henry Loeb PCCh 
Claude A. Armour (CP,CF) PA 
Wm. w .  Farris (CPW) DH 
James w .  Moore (CFin) BI 
John T. Dwyer PI 
Frank B o  Gianotti, Jr. ElecI 
J. C .  MacDonald ScS 
·Wri-rJ:.:tam=B; _Foiv-le r1'h 'ltnM l�. M�w;ov.'(g 
Fred W .  Davis Jg 
W .  H. Hugo Jg 
Marion Hale RBCh 
H. S o  Lewis TA 
Lamar Wallis CD 
Eddie Hamilton Lie;htz 
Edgar P .  Lovell. Pres 
w .  A. Ryan sww 
Charles Crutchfield EMgr 






w .  A. Taylor 
Harry L. Thomas 
E .  c .  Stimbert 
Beverly Boushe (City) 
John c .  Colton (City-traffic ) 
William Ingram 
Harry Pierotti 
Joe s .  Hicks 
Col. John F.  Sommers 
Gas & Water Division 
James Raymond Morton 
J. J. Davis 
c .  L. Osenbaugh 
H. s .  Jones 
TOWN OF MANCHESTER (Coffee) -M- 3,930 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .5/62 Phone PA 8-2112 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Clarence . H. Farrar FC Floyd Fetzer 
V-May Sam Keele HO ff Dr . J.  H. Farrar 
Ald Dr . v .  L. Rhodes ScS Clyde EVans 
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�rtC) i f-f \('(� o 17n SS ;2Q.BAy-W&l:-0ob- L . E' . f \.A. i:.. \� e. tt' HO ff 
�� f.ye d Wo d L.  Atty 
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Max Burchard SG 
�.A'.t!b:hrgJ' 
Cec/i\ (_q_v\ � -r 
Arden McClain 
Tom Winston 
H. G.  Edmonson 
-Qe&rge=R@w3:6W H c. 'i-O \ d. E Y v-"' di Se. 
Charles Vowell 
Leon Williams 
CITY OF MARYVILLE (Blount) -E- 10,348 F .Yr.8/31 Elec . Phone YU 3-4012 
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Sammie Wilson 
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Tuesday each week, 2 :30 p.m. , at Courthouse 



















Henry Loeb PCCh 
Claude A. Armour (CP,CF) PA 
Wm. w .  Farris (CPW) DH 
James w .  Moore (CFin) BI 
John T. Dwyer PI 
Frank B o  Gianotti, Jr. ElecI 
J. C .  MacDonald ScS 
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w .  A. Taylor 
Harry L. Thomas 
E .  c .  Stimbert 
Beverly Boushe (City) 
John c .  Colton (City-traffic ) 
William Ingram 
Harry Pierotti 
Joe s .  Hicks 
Col. John F.  Sommers 
Gas & Water Division 
James Raymond Morton 
J. J. Davis 
c .  L. Osenbaugh 
H. s .  Jones 
TOW?f OF MICHIE {McNairy)· -W- 330 F .Yr.6/l Elec. Phone SH 9-3113 
Fourth Monday each month , 7:30 p .m . ,  at Michie High School 
Mayor 
Ald 





<If\ v-.s . H . M 4 Y'!c.i..e I 
CITY OF MIDDLETON (Hardeman) -W- 461 F.Yr.6/30 Elec.3/63 Phone FR 6-2521 





W .  M .  Sain 
Jasper Phillips 





w .  J. Cornelius 
Harry Shelly 
C .  M .  Campbell 
CITY OF MILAN (Gibson) -W- 5,208 F .Yr.6/30 Eleco12/61 Phone MU 6-3301 
Second Tuesday each month , 7 :30 p . m ., at City Hall 
Mayor H .  Steger Webb CoP . Aubrey Hammonds 
V-May Paul Anderson EMgr Jo To Thompson 
Ald E.1.eg Pewe¥e-I-\ e..,. � J::bv I s  FC Howard Tl'l-ylor 
Ald Jo M o  Jones SS Harry Jones 
Ald Irby Jones Jg H o  Steger Webb 
Ald Frank L o  Carroll Lib Mrs . Odell Fields 
Ald Bennett Holmes TA John McNail 
CR Mrs . Jean Daniels BI James . Royer 
Atty Currie Drake CD K o  A .  McRee 
(Hardin , Chester 
TOWN OF MILLEDGEVILLE . & · McNai 





Joe L .  Hutton 
H .  D .  Bridges 
Alton Brown 
H .  W .  Ellis 
-W- , 0 F .Yr. Elec. 








TOWN OF MILLINGTON Shelb F.Yr.5 31 Elecol2 64 Phone CA 3-3334 










Thomas F .  Hall 
c .  c .  Hollingsworth 
Charles Baker ' 
Leonard ' Dunavant 
w- �  V .  Forsythe 
�e;d{lad.Co \g_ m� YJ .S""' ;ti., 
. c .  w .  Maley 











Mrs . Lois Uffelman 
James w .  Watson 1 
��Don M\>h-c.) �y 
Victor. Pitts 
Charles W .  Pruitt 
Thomas Lo Goin 
Thomas H .  Hall 
L o  W. Miles 
TOWN OF MITCHELLVILLE (Sumner) -M- . 184 F .Yr .6/30 Elec . 11/62 Phone 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at City Hall 
Mayor George Coker Ald Otho Wright 
Ald H .  L .  Cardwill Ald Elmore Brown 
Ald Robert Gilliam Clk John Garrett 
Ald James Keen "�. � JA�) CoP Otho Wright � 
9 r  1rr1::1'�L �(��I\ · �, \ � to � �1 
TOWN OF MONTEREY (Putnam -M-2 06 F.Yr.q2, 31 ec .12 1 Phone TE 9-2211 









Robert L .  Cate Ald 
Bill Wiggins CR 
-;reo.m G�j. C .  M·� 10 O t"\ � \d Atty 
Percy Gilmore FC 
G�Rand©'3:¥lh-fta. YI')\ tl. 13'. nw� \ I Mar 
Dr. C .  A .  Collins � SWW 
H .  T .  Officer WBCh 
J S .-M0wnWq_ k\.. 'r) O'f'rt SS 
TOWN OF MORRISON (Warren) -M- 294 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 






Joe T. Lawrence 








Ric hard Milligan 
N. K .  Matthews 
John L .  Sampley 
W .  J. Pugh , Jr . 
Bill Vanderpool 
Phone ME 5-2421 
J .  R .  Dearman 
Luther Rogers 
J .  N .  Smoot 
TOWN OF MORRISTOWN Hamblen) -E- 21 26 F.Yr.12 31 Ele c . 12 62 Phone 586-3021 













C .  Frank Davis Eng 
Herbert M .  Bacon FC 
Dr. John L .  Pearce PCCh 
Charles K .  Smith ScS 
Calvin Reinhardt SP 
H --· "-(--u.a:c©-1.I{�w,v. r\'ic./-:eYBr-PI 
Charles E .  Smith TA 
E. H .  Winstead Lib 
Joe Reed HBCh 
R.  W .  Pritchard SS 
Herbert S. Walters CD 
Dr. Y .  A .  Jackson 
B .  G .  Brock 
J .  E .  Burke 
H .  C. Jesse 
Charles L. Ross 
Horace Quinton 
Dick Bireley 
W .  D. Carver 
Mrs . Carrier Stuart 
Lon Price 
David Watts 
I .  W .  Hale 
TOWN OF MOSCOW (Fayette) -W- 368 F .Yr. Elec .1/62 Phone 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at Moscow Savings Bank 
Mayor Mrs . Cloteal G .  Morton Ald Harold F .  Ashford 
Ald Mrs . Billie o .  Flannigan Ald Henry Boswell 
Ald J.  T.  Hurdle Sec Mrs . Billie o .  Flannigan 
Ald J .  R. Morton FC R.  L .  Tacker 
Ald s .  A.  Browning Mar s .  T .  Berry 
:{UWN � r  J��VN'T C..A� M 62:. (r\�w\<.jrH) ::r¥tc.-<"lf �/1fb l) �'f-e\°4. ae"' 1 �-W . 
lndlfN"' w ,  -:r M�v.sh 1.- l  I Or$i+. $ ..... 'f"1'; c��r0 �'-�9-�00"' ) �: ... �sl".,,.1 f'v, s� 
F7·\d C,�V'\t.$ lt\U�i <:.N 'fol j No� � e \� '1 � � Id t?. �. E I  l 1' � t1-i .Jr' . A\c! Ti-ol"""o.S e-. oe.� Yl, .Jf'. J\\d H�\.\.I :r. �rl-< e.r �\6 l-\ 1A b e.Y'r [... , R.e.y n o fd.J  (ir.uw') 
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:{UWN � r  J��VN'T C..A� M 62:. (r\�w\<.jrH) ::r¥tc.-<"lf �/1fb l) �'f-e\°4. ae"' 1 �-W . 
lndlfN"' w ,  -:r M�v.sh 1.- l  I Or$i+. $ ..... 'f"1'; c��r0 �'-�9-�00"' ) �: ... �sl".,,.1 f'v, s� 
F7·\d C,�V'\t.$ lt\U�i <:.N 'fol j No� � e \� '1 � � Id t?. �. E I  l 1' � t1-i .Jr' . A\c! Ti-ol"""o.S e-. oe.� Yl, .Jf'. J\\d H�\.\.I :r. �rl-< e.r �\6 l-\ 1A b e.Y'r [... , R.e.y n o fd.J  (ir.uw') 
TOWN OF MOUNT PLEASANT (Maury) -M- 2 ,921 F.Yr . 5/31 Elec .7/63 Phone DR 9-3201 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
Mayor John Petty FC J. E .  Hardison 
Coun S .  M. McGaw PBCh Raymond Sims . .  
Coun R. J. Grissom PC Ch John Petty 
Mgr Ed Little ss-sww Burgess Ralston 
Atty w .  G. Hardin SSP w . B .  Ralston 
CoP Homer Copeland . EMgr Herman Hill 
RBCh s .  M. McGaw CD Harry G .  Paul 
RD Jack Lightfoot 
TOWN OF MOUNTAIN CITY (Johnson) -E- 1,379 F.Yr . 6/30 Elec .3/63 Phone PA 7-3611 






Chester F .  Blevins 






Lewis w • .  May 
T. w .  Wilson rz ?-"\ - ! � bi 
J. Kermit Reece 
Hill Ward 
-W- 1 014 F .Yr.6  30 Elec . 5  63 Phone TE 7-4341 
First Monday each month, :00 p .m. , at Munford Union Bank 
Mayor George R .  Elli s ,  Jr . Ala J. M. Crigge r ,  Jr . 
Ald E. c .  Pritchett CR Henry Bass 
Ald J .  R. Bibb Atty Walker Gwinn 
Ald c .  D.  Demery HO ff A. s .  Witherington 
Ald H .  N .  Haddad Mar-SS H. E .  Ranks 
Ald Tom Barnes TA Harry Woodberry 
CITY OF MURFREESBORO (Rutherford ) -M- 18,991 F .Yr . 12/31 Elec . 4/62 Phone 893-5210 
Thursday each week, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor A. L. Toaa ,  Jr. 
V-May E .  C .  Fite 
Coun George Campbell 
Coun Rollie Holden 
Coun Herman Jones 
Coun Barton Dement, Jr . 
Mgr H. L. McCullough 
CR Albert Williams 
BI Chas . H. Smotherman 
RD Raymond L .  Duffy 
Jg Charles J. Raper 













A. B .  Huddletson 
Claude Vance 
w. E. Landers 
B. B .  Qualls 
Clyde Fite 
Hicks Neal 
H. E .  Hobgood 
Joe W .  Love 11 
John D .  Barber 
H .  Miller Lanier 
Jennings Jones 






























Ben West Coun 
H. Sanders Anglea Coun 
John B .  Robinson Coun 
Lewis Payne Clk 
Miss Frances Doyle CoP 
D .  E .  Gaskey DPW-Eng 
.Qh�'e�E� �V\t.. :la.c.-Q �.sRD 
Robert E. Lillard DPZ 
Mrs . James c .  Bartlett Atty 
George w .  Carlisle FC 
A .  Wesley Dixson PA 
Glenn Ferguson ScS 
Taylor Austin : PBCh 
Malcolm Barrett SP-RBCh 
Earl Shacklett Compt 
Tandy Wilson EMgr 
Scott Fillebrown DFin 
Gilbert Bryant HO ff 
Ewin Warmack FM 
Sherman Hunt PC Ch 
Harold Love sww 
George c .  Farris Lib 
w .  Y.  Draper BI 
c .  R. Bramwell PI 
A .  D .  Gillem SS 
z .  Alexander Looby TA 
Mrs . J.  R. Mansfield 
w .  H. Morgan 
Jg 
Lynn P .  · Bramblett 
Ernest Craft 
H .  Porter Smith 
Alfred Woodroof 
W .  M. Carr, J{< \ S lttlg� ·v�l"'lk 'ef. N\�\ er1 r, 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J.  Spore, Jr. 
Charles w .  Hawkins · 
Robert H. ' Jennings , Jr. 
John Ragsdale 
E .  B .  Smith 
W .  H .  Oliver 
Leon Gilbert 
F .  w .  Pickens 
w .  F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
Joe E. Torrence 
<tD.r_� .oedMRg 
Dan Hicks 
w .  P .  Hoffman 
R. L.  Lawrence, Jr. 
Marshall Stewart 
J. Douglas Roach 
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Edd Jones 
Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
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Lawrence Ault 
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Coun George Campbell 
Coun Rollie Holden 
Coun Herman Jones 
Coun Barton Dement, Jr . 
Mgr H. L. McCullough 
CR Albert Williams 
BI Chas . H. Smotherman 
RD Raymond L .  Duffy 
Jg Charles J. Raper 













A. B .  Huddletson 
Claude Vance 
w. E. Landers 
B. B .  Qualls 
Clyde Fite 
Hicks Neal 
H. E .  Hobgood 
Joe W .  Love 11 
John D .  Barber 
H .  Miller Lanier 
Jennings Jones 






























Ben West Coun 
H. Sanders Anglea Coun 
John B .  Robinson Coun 
Lewis Payne Clk 
Miss Frances Doyle CoP 
D .  E .  Gaskey DPW-Eng 
.Qh�'e�E� �V\t.. :la.c.-Q �.sRD 
Robert E. Lillard DPZ 
Mrs . James c .  Bartlett Atty 
George w .  Carlisle FC 
A .  Wesley Dixson PA 
Glenn Ferguson ScS 
Taylor Austin : PBCh 
Malcolm Barrett SP-RBCh 
Earl Shacklett Compt 
Tandy Wilson EMgr 
Scott Fillebrown DFin 
Gilbert Bryant HO ff 
Ewin Warmack FM 
Sherman Hunt PC Ch 
Harold Love sww 
George c .  Farris Lib 
w .  Y.  Draper BI 
c .  R. Bramwell PI 
A .  D .  Gillem SS 
z .  Alexander Looby TA 
Mrs . J.  R. Mansfield 
w .  H. Morgan 
Jg 
Lynn P .  · Bramblett 
Ernest Craft 
H .  Porter Smith 
Alfred Woodroof 
W .  M. Carr, J{< \ S lttlg� ·v�l"'lk 'ef. N\�\ er1 r, 
Karl B .  Stallings 
John J.  Spore, Jr. 
Charles w .  Hawkins · 
Robert H. ' Jennings , Jr. 
John Ragsdale 
E .  B .  Smith 
W .  H .  Oliver 
Leon Gilbert 
F .  w .  Pickens 
w .  F .  Burton 
Leonard Sisk 
Joe E. Torrence 
<tD.r_� .oedMRg 
Dan Hicks 
w .  P .  Hoffman 
R. L.  Lawrence, Jr. 
Marshall Stewart 
J. Douglas Roach 



















Cecil c .  Pepper 
Edd Jones 
Mrs . Doris Schneider 
Scott Porch 
















Harry B .  Rowe 
Lawrence Ault 
TOWN. OF .NEWBERN - (Dyer) -W- 1:,695 : F .Yro12/lst Tuesday Elec .11/61 Phone 









.5. 12'. '  c.. �> h d-u \ ' �'('" . . oMi-f>o=J�hn.sGn�,.,-� Y, Al\·o, Atty 
��en. e .  . flt ic'h-o)  s FC 
Franklin Parne.J:..l 
:W.�M\u.u--a.,y (-;i"'-\ \-\�'f"M" j_r 
R. Lo Cole 
J;).Quglas=R4.aa f' h�t..,... tYl c P ril­
J�  N� Johnson 






John · M. Drane, Sr. 
W. H. Robertson 
Joe Louis Mullins 
C .  Burt Hicks 
John M. Drane , Jr. 
Arthur Wiles 
Howard Ad ams 
TOWN OF NEWPORT (Cocke) �E- 6,448
. F .Yr.6/30 Elec .12/62 Phone 4323 
Second.Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 


















J.  c .  Mcsween 
CoP 










J.  Lacey Vinson 
Hugh Gray 
Hollis Cody 
James S .  Franks 
Fred Jones 
C .  L. Boley 
CITY OF NIOTA (McMinn) -E- 679 F oYr.6/30 Elec ol0/62 Phone 
Second . Monday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices open Wednesday and Saturday 2 :00 p .mo , til 4 :00 p .m. 
Mayor C o  Lo Knox Comm Bill Snyder 
Comm Arthur Hicks *Atty Kenneth Higgins 
Comm Lane Dilbeck sww Arthur Hicks 
Comm Eugene Collins (CFin) CR Ben Dewitt 
Comm Sam Woods (CF,CP) SS Lane Dilbeck 
*Address : Athens , Tennessee 
TOWN OF NORMANDY (Bedford) -M- 119 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 11/62 Phone 





Joe B .  Barton 




P .  w .  Prince 
Joe B .  Barton 
MA 7-3221 
Elec .11 62 Phone 445 
Second and fourth Tuesd�y each month, 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 
p .m. , at Community Building 
Mayor Paul D .  Neumann CoP Virgil McKamey 
V-May Ro G.  Crossno FC Douglas s .  Bean 
Coun Floyd Mo Glass PC Ch James O. Artman 
Coun Elmer C o  Reaves WBCh Rex A.  Elder · 
Coun Milo Do  Wilson · Jg David G .  Schultz 
Clk-BI Armond Arnurius TA George Kirby 
*Atty James M. Underwood RBCh Thomas Crabtree 
RD Jack Ho  Crouch 
*Address : Clinton, Tennessee 
CITY OF *OAK HILL (Davidson) -M- 4,490 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/62 Phone CY 7-6153 




George M. Green, Jr. 
Paul C .  Simpson 
Edward E.  Schiel 
Mgr-CR-CD F .  E .  Kent 
**Atty Andrew D.  Tanner 
PCCh Granbery Jackson, Jr. 
*Address : 
**Address : 
West Melrose Building, 2535 Franklin Road , Nashville 4 
507 American Trust Building, Nashville 3 ,  Tennessee 
(Anderson 
CITY OF OAK RIDGE & Roane -E- 2 16 F.Yr.6 30 Elec . 6  63 Phone 483-5671 
First and third Thursday each month, :00 p .m. , at Municipal Building 
Offices close Saturday all day, all year 














B .  H.  Thompson DFin 
W o  C o  Tunnell FC 
A. Ko Bissell Atty 
--Ed,fa'! d U"iiB@&oo P¢. � \ Cf v-.' "' \ e Y Eng 
L. P .  Cater Jg 
Harry C .  Francke Clk 
John Norris CoP 
H o  Clifton Savage DPW 
Washington Butler, Jr. RD 
T o  Ro Livingston HOff 
Bert M. Kelly ScS 
_Ei'e:c=wm.�(j:loc 4. y 1 h 'r\ 12.. · I; Lib 
Alexander Ro Nowicki ' IYf ·ht 11)) ,' h 
TOWN OF OAKDALE (Morgan) -E- 470 F .Yro6/30 Elec . 






Louis T .  Mills 
Henry Watson 
Joe Johnson 







W .  Withers 
Charles H. Oakley 
Troy Richardson 
Luther Reed 
M. C • Allgood 
Roland Prince 
Louise E .  Murphy 
C .  T.  Vettel 
O. K. Rickman 
Carl Yearwood 
Edward Puscas 
�.� p, eu�f�w�rJ L.Wh ishh� 
E. Postell 
Phone EM 9-4400 
J. R. Storey 
w .  L .  Headrick 
D .  J. Northern 
E .  c .  Leopper 
TOWN. OF .NEWBERN - (Dyer) -W- 1:,695 : F .Yro12/lst Tuesday Elec .11/61 Phone 
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George M. Green, Jr. 
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B .  H.  Thompson DFin 
W o  C o  Tunnell FC 
A. Ko Bissell Atty 
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Henry Watson 
Joe Johnson 
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Troy Richardson 
Luther Reed 
M. C • Allgood 
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J. R. Storey 
w .  L .  Headrick 
D .  J. Northern 
E .  c .  Leopper 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette -W- 306 F .Y r . 12 31 Ele c . 5  63 Phone HO 5-2253 






William N .  Doss 
Ernest Houston 





C .  F �  Eisinger 
L. W .  McKinstry 
T .  W .  Tomlin 
Ernest Houston 
TOWN OF OBION (Obion) -W- 1,097 F .Y r . 4/30 Elec . 4/63 Phone NE 4-3131 






















Mrs . Jimmie Durr 
Ben W .  · Morris 
Lawrence l<'ox 
J .  o .  Horner 
Chester Thompson 
John R. Huffstutter 
(Anderson 
TOWN OF OLIVER SPRINGS & Roane ) -E- 1.163 F .Yr . 5/31 Elec . 5/6} Phone · . 


























G .  A .  Bailey 
s .  J .  VanHooks 
TOWN OF ONEIDA .(Scott ) -E- 2,480 F .Y r . 9/30 Elec . 11/61 Phone LO 9-4295 
First and third J<'riday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at C ity He.11 










CoP Re. n t.6.Vt.. WBCh 
�mo.�n Gve"<�\"\- Lwet\-
Carson & Wilson 




James W .  Barnes 
Ruth Smith 
E .  c .  Freeman 
F .Y r .  
SWW-CD 






Ele c .  
H�Ri6:a Seaee-tt ��V\V':} 
R. H. West 
Arlie M .  Lay 
Vester E.  Blevins 
George Bales 
·�rt� UT. 8 �lo.oli 
c I \.. 1 "ii aj''te..V--j 




W .  T. Goff 
TOWN OF PALMER (Grundy) -M- 1,069 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 8/62 Phone 











Theodore L. Long 
C ITY OF PARIS (Henry) -W• 9, 325 . F oYro J2/31 Elec . 12/62 Phone 173 
First Monday each month ,  7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Bruce Fields Atty Hugh McLean fj 
V-May Lawrence King PBCh < ' - J e...)l 
Comm Solon Hutson PC Ch John Reeves . 
Comm Paul Newman FC John C .  McClure 
Comm V irgil M. Baker,  Sro  CoP Luther Ellison 
CR Milton Brown ScS W .  O. Inman 
Mgr M. G .  Isbell SS Jake Marr 
BI Jo  D.  Lee SU James Huffman 
TOWN OF PARROTTSVILLE (Cocke) -E- 91 F .Y r. 6/30 Elec . Phone 




Charles F. Barger 
Sam D .  Easterly 




S .  D .  Easterly 
J .  C • Mcsween 
George Blazer 
LS ) )  i'.s 
. TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) -W- 1,859 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone VI 7-3761 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 































Jack French -.-- \ .J"·:bm�Biiliiaee-.) a c k  �X-W(}.. J t 
Jerry Dickson 
J .  L. Lancaster \ .�� �Q..c k F'f"'-YI C.- 1/ 
.....,f�  
Harold Segraves 
TOWN OF PETERSBUffi ' & Lincoln) -M- 423 F .Y r . 12/31 Ele c .  Phone OL 9-8311 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p . m. , at Petersburg Club Room 
Mayor J .  L .  Scott Ald Odell Pack 
Ald George Lee Redd CR George Lee Redd 
Ald Paul Hastings CoP-SS 'rhomas Wiseman 
Ald Herman Scott sww Bruce Wells · 
Ald John Rutledge CD John Johnson 
Ald Lyndell Davis 
C ITY OF PIGEON FORGE (Sevier) -E- 917 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 4/64 Phone 













Dan B. Conner 
Kyle Cole 
Charles C .  C labo 
TOWN OF OAKLAND (Fayette -W- 306 F .Y r . 12 31 Ele c . 5  63 Phone HO 5-2253 
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Ernest Houston 
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·�rt� UT. 8 �lo.oli 
c I \.. 1 "ii aj''te..V--j 
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TOWN OF PARROTTSVILLE (Cocke) -E- 91 F .Y r. 6/30 Elec . Phone 




Charles F. Barger 
Sam D .  Easterly 




S .  D .  Easterly 
J .  C • Mcsween 
George Blazer 
LS ) )  i'.s 
. TOWN OF PARSONS (Decatur) -W- 1,859 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/62 Phone VI 7-3761 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at C ity Hall 































Jack French -.-- \ .J"·:bm�Biiliiaee-.) a c k  �X-W(}.. J t 
Jerry Dickson 
J .  L. Lancaster \ .�� �Q..c k F'f"'-YI C.- 1/ 
.....,f�  
Harold Segraves 
TOWN OF PETERSBUffi ' & Lincoln) -M- 423 F .Y r . 12/31 Ele c .  Phone OL 9-8311 
First Monday each month, 7 :00 p . m. , at Petersburg Club Room 
Mayor J .  L .  Scott Ald Odell Pack 
Ald George Lee Redd CR George Lee Redd 
Ald Paul Hastings CoP-SS 'rhomas Wiseman 
Ald Herman Scott sww Bruce Wells · 
Ald John Rutledge CD John Johnson 
Ald Lyndell Davis 
C ITY OF PIGEON FORGE (Sevier) -E- 917 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 4/64 Phone 













Dan B. Conner 
Kyle Cole 
Charles C .  C labo 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE (Bledsoe ) -E- 951 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 12/61 Phone G I  7-4555 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at C ity Hall 





c .  E .  Mccollum 
Alden Boynton 
Joe Hatfield 









TOWN OF PLEASANT HILL (Cumberland ) -E- 267 F .Yr. 12/31 Ele c .4/62 Phone 484-5741 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . ,  at Community Center Craft Shop 
C' I � ,.  � 1· 14 'j Ald }km,on Cole d1.� \ l 9 e.h. W� 0 d Mayor J. J,.. Maj::aa.� fY"t.d G� � ... K I .I\ \.> Ald -Jsee:J:x�!l?8� �"�"'r /V' .  }� yf C R  '"'q \ '4-,.,.t N, \��'t +" 
Ald Earl Clark 
f1'v� ., &�o'f"'�.Q. L;� \e.. 
TOWN OF PORTLAND (Sumner)  -M- 2,424 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 5/63 Phone 235-3434 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . ,  at City Hall 








w .  T. Hardison 
Harold Wilkinson 
Billy Johns 
Paul A. West 
Robert L. Shannon 
J.  D.  Patton 








*Addre s s :  Gallatin, Tennessee 
w .  B .  Dye, Jr. 
s .  w .  Dorris 
Harsh & KelJey 
J .  W .  Brown 
Harold Austin 
w .  T.  Hardison 
William Glover 
CI'l.Y OF PULASKI (Giles) -M- 6,616 F .Y r . 12/31 Ele c . 11/61 Phone 363-2516 
Third and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
(J!:;..[J;f<.?J/rftl:.v,.f·errri e. Y- CoP Sam Yarbrough Mayor 'FI_,... /) \.. Ald .s, w. B:r>-�:rD� l'I l \ojOl-iY-r\ SP Foster Gordon 
Ald Foster Gordon FC Ned Odeneal 
Ald Tommy w .  Harrison SWW W .  R.  Abernathy 
Ald Parmenas Cox Jg W .  Howell Forrester 
Ald Walter Foster EMgr-CD W .  L. Anderson 
. .. Ald James Sims RBCh Thomas W .  Harrison 
Atty Tom Moore RD Jim Bonner 
CR w .  M .  Rainey HOff James Tredwell 
Eng T.  R.  Williamson PI S. W. Brindley 
TOWN OF PURYEAR �Henry) -W- 408 F .Y r . 6L30 Elec . 5L63 Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m ., at Town Hall 
Mayor Richard L .  Crank Ald Barchall Doran 
Ald J. W .  Parker CR Lacy Downey 
Ald Milton Smith Mar Taylor Owens 
Ald Philip A. Harding 
-46-
CITY OF RAMER (McNairy) -W- 358 . F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/62 Phone Selmer 2215 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at C ity Hall 
Mayor 
Comm 
L. N .  Hamm 
C .  H. Gibson 
Comm 
CR 
James E. Boucher 
C .  L .  Majors 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK (Hamilton) -E - 10 ,777 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Ph.TR 7-2045 




J. E �  Brown 
R.  H. Landers 




Dallas Y .  Rucker 
Marion Seagle 
Richard Barton 
*Ad d ress : 3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5, Tennessee 
C ITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon) - M- 597 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec.5/63 Phone 699-3025 
First Thursday each month, 7 :00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Edgar Hagan Coun J.  P .  Driver 
v.:.May Charles Windle Atty c .  R� Jent 
Coun Scott Wood Clk-Jg W .  P .  Biles 
Coun Bill Green CoP Thomas R. Gann 
Coun Ray Witcher FC Charles Jordan 
Coun Clifford Carver sww F .  E .  Parkhurst 
TOWN OF RICHARD C ITY Marion -E- 224 F.Y r . 6  30 Elec * Phone TE 7-7332 




F .  C .  Crumbliss 
M .  Kilgore 
Troy L. Flowers 
CR 
CD 
Miss Viola Johnson 
R.  A .  Dobbins 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake) -W- 1,464 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone AM 4-5182 
First Tuepday each month, 7 :30 p . m . ,  at C ity Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Carl S .  Miller CR 
Ald w .  B .  Acree Atty 
Ald w .  E. Dunlap CoP 
Ald R.  D .  Argo FC 
Ald P .  E .  Leonard SS-SWW 
Ald E. R .  King CD 
Ald Paul Willingham PC Ch 
-47-
Q .  T .  West 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H. G .  Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus 
C .  R� Dodd 
Orbie L. Hickman 
TOWN OF PIKEVILLE (Bledsoe ) -E- 951 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . 12/61 Phone G I  7-4555 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
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-46-
CITY OF RAMER (McNairy) -W- 358 . F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/62 Phone Selmer 2215 
Fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p . m . ,  at C ity Hall 
Mayor 
Comm 
L. N .  Hamm 
C .  H. Gibson 
Comm 
CR 
James E. Boucher 
C .  L .  Majors 
CITY OF *RED BANK-WHITE OAK (Hamilton) -E - 10 ,777 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Ph.TR 7-2045 




J. E �  Brown 
R.  H. Landers 




Dallas Y .  Rucker 
Marion Seagle 
Richard Barton 
*Ad d ress : 3005 Dayton Boulevard, Chattanooga 5, Tennessee 
C ITY OF RED BOILING SPRINGS (Macon) - M- 597 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec.5/63 Phone 699-3025 
First Thursday each month, 7 :00 p . m . ,  at City Hall 
Mayor Edgar Hagan Coun J.  P .  Driver 
v.:.May Charles Windle Atty c .  R� Jent 
Coun Scott Wood Clk-Jg W .  P .  Biles 
Coun Bill Green CoP Thomas R. Gann 
Coun Ray Witcher FC Charles Jordan 
Coun Clifford Carver sww F .  E .  Parkhurst 
TOWN OF RICHARD C ITY Marion -E- 224 F.Y r . 6  30 Elec * Phone TE 7-7332 




F .  C .  Crumbliss 
M .  Kilgore 
Troy L. Flowers 
CR 
CD 
Miss Viola Johnson 
R.  A .  Dobbins 
TOWN OF RIDGELY (Lake) -W- 1,464 F . Y r . 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone AM 4-5182 
First Tuepday each month, 7 :30 p . m . ,  at C ity Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Carl S .  Miller CR 
Ald w .  B .  Acree Atty 
Ald w .  E. Dunlap CoP 
Ald R.  D .  Argo FC 
Ald P .  E .  Leonard SS-SWW 
Ald E. R .  King CD 
Ald Paul Willingham PC Ch 
-47-
Q .  T .  West 
Noel Hugh Riley 
H. G .  Thurmon 
Aubrey Wood 
Horace Phebus 
C .  R� Dodd 
Orbie L. Hickman 
CITY OF *RIDGESIDE (Hamilton) -E- i�48 F .Y r . 10/31 Elec . 11/62 Phone 
Third Tuesday each Quarter, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Chairman ' s  Home 
Chm P .  B .  Sheperd Sec John G. Kain 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
1· TOWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson) -M- 372 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  7/63 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 














John "L• :  Callis 
Mrs • . Margaret Edging 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale ) -W- 3.782 F .Yr.3/31 Ele c . 4/62 Phone 103 
First Monday each month,  7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April thru August 
Mayor ��::e�·,!�t-c-�v-!)h Atty 
Ald Richard Douglas EMgr 
Ald -SooFgo �fft s •. ���.J. Sn-.·1th FC 
Ald ...Jilct'a:tm-elM!ll�n�..,.\c. J F �·s ht'f' Jg· 
Ald -Pa�Ma.111.'re"!'"��'Z.e. \ \4 (,y-\ YI t.Y' CD 
Ald Leon Hargett CR 
Ald Hal Wilson CoP 
Joe Walker, Jr. 
Oneal Weaver 
John Kennedy 
C .  Wilson Viar 
Wir'"1\wt• 81nLmee-.:Jo c /7icke Yi �. 
Mrs . J.  T .  Escue . 
�� BQ b  W\.\1te.. 
TOWN OF RIVES (Obion) -W- 291 F .Y r . 1/1 Elec . 1/62 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Bonne r ' s  Drug Store 
Mayor J.  c .  Weatherford Ald Druie Black 
Ald J.  M. Fisher Ald Floyd Flack 
Ald John Gillean CR c .  Bonner 
Ald Willie C rowell CoP R. G .  Barker 
Ald c. Bonner 
C ITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane ) -E- 5,345 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 6/65 Phone EL 4-0163 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 








Russell E .  Simmons 
John H. Albertson, Jr . 
William H. Haren 
Alvin Nelson 
L. G .  McCluen ' 










c .  A. Harmon 
Fred Eachus , Jr . 
J .  H. Albertson, Sr.  
Willard w .  Wilson 
Hollus L. Knight 
Donald P .  Yates 
Ned c .  Monger 
TOWN OF ROGERSVILLE (Hawkins) -E- 3·,121 F .Yr . 2/15 Elec .2/62 Phone 4361 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 





W .  F .  (Bill) Phipps Atty 
Bill Davis CoP 
�w� :J. M .. y Q..s 
-Jame:s-S-hankS' fY"...._YI k r\G>w � 









Dr. J .  S .  Lyons BI 
J. D. Marion FC 
.J@hn-I!!l:ne'tta�k- H a:·r) e y l=l o::>.,... d:./.:J .,,  s cs 
����'.lmlan R�e.ci . �re y , ... y ss 
�Pa�:hth !(\ e.. ) v ; "' So h 4· � .::J r-, sww 
H .  D.  Heck CD 
W .  B .  Hale , Jr. Lib 
Hugh Moles RBCh 
Frank Farris 
Noah �ritton, Jr. 
Ben A .  Cunningham 
J .  D .  Marion 
Robert Cloyd 
w .  R. Altom 
Mrs . J. M .  Summers 
Bill Davis 
Seco.nd Tuesday each month :00 p.m. , at Bank Building Offices close Thursday afternoon, January 1 thru August 1 
Mayor J .  W .  Boyd Ald s .  R. Bulle 
Ald - A. K .  Morrison Ald M. L. Baker 
Ald S ." Y .  Chambers Ald John F .  Pulliam 
Ald E .  P .  Waller Clk M. L� Baker 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 983 F .Yr.5/31 Ele c . 5/63 Phone 5-5085 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Broeck Cummings Ald Harold White 
Ald Fred P .  Elrod *Atty Gayle Malone 
Ald Max H .  Crouse CR-SWW Fred P .  Elrod 
Ald T .  B .  Karnes SS Max H .  Crouse 
Ald c .  D .  McDaniel FC Crockett Bell 
*Address : Trenton, Tennessee 
TOWN OF RUTLEDGE (Grainger)  -E- 793 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone TA 8-3111 





Earl E .  Shirley 
Coy Lyons 






Creed A. Daniel 
W .  I .  Daniel 
Clem R. Wester 
Lee E .  Cate 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hard in) -W- 397 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 8/62 Phone 














A •. L. Ross 
L. E .  Willis 
Cecil Smith 
CITY OF *RIDGESIDE (Hamilton) -E- i�48 F .Y r . 10/31 Elec . 11/62 Phone 
Third Tuesday each Quarter, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Chairman ' s  Home 
Chm P .  B .  Sheperd Sec John G. Kain 
*Address : Chattanooga, Tennessee 
(Davidson & 
1· TOWN OF RIDGETOP Robertson) -M- 372 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  7/63 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 














John "L• :  Callis 
Mrs • . Margaret Edging 
TOWN OF RIPLEY (Lauderdale ) -W- 3.782 F .Yr.3/31 Ele c . 4/62 Phone 103 
First Monday each month,  7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday all day, April thru August 
Mayor ��::e�·,!�t-c-�v-!)h Atty 
Ald Richard Douglas EMgr 
Ald -SooFgo �fft s •. ���.J. Sn-.·1th FC 
Ald ...Jilct'a:tm-elM!ll�n�..,.\c. J F �·s ht'f' Jg· 
Ald -Pa�Ma.111.'re"!'"��'Z.e. \ \4 (,y-\ YI t.Y' CD 
Ald Leon Hargett CR 
Ald Hal Wilson CoP 
Joe Walker, Jr. 
Oneal Weaver 
John Kennedy 
C .  Wilson Viar 
Wir'"1\wt• 81nLmee-.:Jo c /7icke Yi �. 
Mrs . J.  T .  Escue . 
�� BQ b  W\.\1te.. 
TOWN OF RIVES (Obion) -W- 291 F .Y r . 1/1 Elec . 1/62 Phone 
First Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at Bonne r ' s  Drug Store 
Mayor J.  c .  Weatherford Ald Druie Black 
Ald J.  M. Fisher Ald Floyd Flack 
Ald John Gillean CR c .  Bonner 
Ald Willie C rowell CoP R. G .  Barker 
Ald c. Bonner 
C ITY OF ROCKWOOD (Roane ) -E- 5,345 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c . 6/65 Phone EL 4-0163 
Second Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 








Russell E .  Simmons 
John H. Albertson, Jr . 
William H. Haren 
Alvin Nelson 
L. G .  McCluen ' 










c .  A. Harmon 
Fred Eachus , Jr . 
J .  H. Albertson, Sr.  
Willard w .  Wilson 
Hollus L. Knight 
Donald P .  Yates 
Ned c .  Monger 
TOWN OF ROGERSVILLE (Hawkins) -E- 3·,121 F .Yr . 2/15 Elec .2/62 Phone 4361 
Third Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at City Hall 





W .  F .  (Bill) Phipps Atty 
Bill Davis CoP 
�w� :J. M .. y Q..s 
-Jame:s-S-hankS' fY"...._YI k r\G>w � 









Dr. J .  S .  Lyons BI 
J. D. Marion FC 
.J@hn-I!!l:ne'tta�k- H a:·r) e y l=l o::>.,... d:./.:J .,,  s cs 
����'.lmlan R�e.ci . �re y , ... y ss 
�Pa�:hth !(\ e.. ) v ; "' So h 4· � .::J r-, sww 
H .  D.  Heck CD 
W .  B .  Hale , Jr. Lib 
Hugh Moles RBCh 
Frank Farris 
Noah �ritton, Jr. 
Ben A .  Cunningham 
J .  D .  Marion 
Robert Cloyd 
w .  R.  Altom 
Mrs . J. M .  Summers 
Bill Davis 
Seco.nd Tuesday each month :00 p.m. , at Bank Building Offices close Thursday afternoon, January 1 thru August 1 
Mayor J .  W .  Boyd Ald s .  R.  Bulle 
Ald - A. K .  Morrison Ald M. L. Baker 
Ald S ." Y .  Chambers Ald John F .  Pulliam 
Ald E .  P .  Waller Clk M. L� Baker 
TOWN OF RUTHERFORD (Gibson) -W- 983 F .Yr.5/31 Ele c . 5/63 Phone 5-5085 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Broeck Cummings Ald Harold White 
Ald Fred P .  Elrod *Atty Gayle Malone 
Ald Max H .  Crouse CR-SWW Fred P .  Elrod 
Ald T .  B .  Karnes SS Max H .  Crouse 
Ald c .  D .  McDaniel FC Crockett Bell 
*Address : Trenton, Tennessee 
TOWN OF RUTLEDGE (Grainger)  -E- 793 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c .  Phone TA 8-3111 





Earl E .  Shirley 
Coy Lyons 






Creed A. Daniel 
W .  I .  Daniel 
Clem R. Wester 
Lee E .  Cate 
TOWN OF SALTILLO (Hard in) -W- 397 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 8/62 Phone 














A •. L. Ross 
L. E .  Willis 
Cecil Smith 
First Saturday each mon h, :00 p .m. , at Spicer Fish Market , .- - . 
Mayor ��Ji R���le,� � �H-l&R- � · MdCo��  L-ee 4o-Ye. .s Atty �barJ.e-s-B"f""'lil!l:elee- jj',,\, rl'')'.' M-dC()""""- .c.Cotton Smitaj}e.\\).tyi- Wf\\ \ �V¥..S CR ..E.lim.ep J!lapl!;;e:P i?i.t"r'c.h t�\'\'\'W\OYl.S 
� f,ee Hayes-- FC J,J,, J;,.cS-� 
Md .Je.&rr-V-ancleave-- CoP Everett Hutchcraft 
1d:d J.. J, Defttett--
M �� /(\�Y--V i 'O  \-\���.s 
TOWN OF SARDIS (Henderson) -W- 274 F .Yr.8/1 Ele c .  Phone 
First Friday each �onth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor A. J .. Little Ald 
Ald H. N. Montgomery CR-TA 
Ald J. E .  Corbitt Atty 
Ald G �  M. Stanfi.11 CoP 
Ald Jo Ho Ross 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY (Hardeman) -W- 141 F .Yr. 





W .  E.  Floyd 
C o  E .  Cox 
V .  c .  Daniel 




J. A. Hanna 
J .. H. Jones 
Joe -- C .  Davis 
Jim Meek 
Elec .  Phone 
E .  J.  Cox 
R.  A .  Emerson 
c .  E.  Cox 
TOWN OF SAVANNAH (Hardin) -W- 5,530 F .Yr .9/30 Elec .4/63 Phone 3521 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 










Kirk M. Carroll 
H. J. Williams 
Bobby Adkisson 
Dennie R. Tyler 











Ray May � r . 1 �ames 8ee:ttiy"'A\YJ , �\'\k M- °"'l 'r"> J-ty 
James M. Howell 
t<  �h-e:eke-3."fO"l"d � a"' C � v t J 
�� J?.��r."'-Y� �\-t,'( 
TOWN OF SCOTTS HILL Henderson) -W- 298 F .Yro7/l Elec .8/62 Phone LI 9-7727 






A. c .  Tarlton 










J. w. Robbin 
Bill Snider 
M. L .  Stephens 
Samuel L. Duck 
A .  c .  Tarlton 
_ TOWN OF SELMER (McNairy) -W- 1,897 · F .Yr.12/1 Elec . 11/61 Phone 
Friday after first Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 









.W�o-Aeern&�. � ,'(/';' 'k-. i 'r'\ J O r.. FC 
..qi,.�w ... -Me-B-l14oo f. 8'" .  �1.-1-P c>'t'd Pcch Dr. R. E .  Barr SS 
..:D--rE . Wilki-nson L.. e. f.. ..Jo""e..:s SWW 
·� -�eb.:c:knson-Ge�. E' .v(1t.�Tkf.vft>1l:PD 
C .  C .  Smith CoP 
W .  T.  Abernathy RBCh 
c .  c.. . .$ \""t\ \ \-� 
C .  D. Ammons 
T .  R.  Barr 
T. W .  McBride 
Arch Whitaker 
J. Louis Adams 
G .  L. Browder 
W. L. Moore 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2 ,890 F .Yr .12/31 Elec . 5/63 Phone 453-2742 














E .  T .  King 
CoP Manson L. Ogle 
PBCh Rex Ingle 
WBCh A.  c .  Schmutzer 
SU H. C .  Blair 
FC Thurman Ownby 
SS Carl H. Roberts 
CD Gene Catlett 
TOWN OF SHARON (Weakley) -W- 966 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 119 
First Monday ea�h .month, 7 : 30 p .m. 
Mayor Russell Jones CR w .  w .  Roberts 
Ald Jack Simmons sww J • H. Parham 
Ald Eugene Gordon Mar Reece Cole 
Ald Dell W.  Taylor CD Jerry Cannon 
Ald Dr. Robert Moore 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,466 F .Yr.8/31 Ele c .  
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Phone 
Mayor ' Eugene D�c. Parks Atty 
Coun Henry G.  Walls CoP 
Coun Lee Blanton FC-BI 
Coun O. L. Jones SS 
Coun Lloyd Payne CD 
Coun :F_,:red . j� _ :Ta¥lor SU 
Coun Shi�J.d_s . Ratnbo__ Eng 
Mgr-CR-Jg Jee • llPown.A ) h• r'f W. 1}1 l/f\ ) cJc. r RBCh 






M. L. King � P.. J:_, aeu8e9"a?1he Y TN>  y.a,ce./ 
V.  A.  Cline 
o. L. Jones 
Frank Walheiser 
First Saturday each mon h, :00 p .m. , at Spicer Fish Market , .- - . 
Mayor ��Ji R���le,� � �H-l&R- � · MdCo��  L-ee 4o-Ye. .s Atty �barJ.e-s-B"f""'lil!l:elee- jj',,\, rl'')'.' M-dC()""""- .c.Cotton Smitaj}e.\\).tyi- Wf\\ \ �V¥..S CR ..E.lim.ep J!lapl!;;e:P i?i.t"r'c.h t�\'\'\'W\OYl.S 
� f,ee Hayes-- FC J,J,, J;,.cS-� 
Md .Je.&rr-V-ancleave-- CoP Everett Hutchcraft 
1d:d J.. J, Defttett--
M �� /(\�Y--V i 'O  \-\���.s 
TOWN OF SARDIS (Henderson) -W- 274 F .Yr.8/1 Ele c .  Phone 
First Friday each �onth, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor A. J .. Little Ald 
Ald H. N. Montgomery CR-TA 
Ald J. E .  Corbitt Atty 
Ald G �  M. Stanfi.11 CoP 
Ald Jo Ho Ross 
TOWN OF SAULSBURY (Hardeman) -W- 141 F .Yr. 





W .  E.  Floyd 
C o  E .  Cox 
V .  c .  Daniel 




J. A. Hanna 
J .. H. Jones 
Joe -- C .  Davis 
Jim Meek 
Elec .  Phone 
E .  J.  Cox 
R.  A .  Emerson 
c .  E.  Cox 
TOWN OF SAVANNAH (Hardin) -W- 5,530 F .Yr .9/30 Elec .4/63 Phone 3521 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 










Kirk M. Carroll 
H. J. Williams 
Bobby Adkisson 
Dennie R. Tyler 











Ray May � r . 1 �ames 8ee:ttiy"'A\YJ , �\'\k M- °"'l 'r"> J-ty 
James M. Howell 
t<  �h-e:eke-3."fO"l"d � a"' C � v t J 
�� J?.��r."'-Y� �\-t,'( 
TOWN OF SCOTTS HILL Henderson) -W- 298 F .Yro7/l Elec .8/62 Phone LI 9-7727 






A. c .  Tarlton 










J. w. Robbin 
Bill Snider 
M. L .  Stephens 
Samuel L. Duck 
A .  c .  Tarlton 
_ TOWN OF SELMER (McNairy) -W- 1,897 · F .Yr.12/1 Elec . 11/61 Phone 
Friday after first Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at City Hall 









.W�o-Aeern&�. � ,'(/';' 'k-. i 'r'\ J O r.. FC 
..qi,.�w ... -Me-B-l14oo f. 8'" .  �1.-1-P c>'t'd Pcch Dr. R. E .  Barr SS 
..:D--rE . Wilki-nson L.. e. f.. ..Jo""e..:s SWW 
·� -�eb.:c:knson-Ge�. E' .v(1t.�Tkf.vft>1l:PD 
C .  C .  Smith CoP 
W .  T.  Abernathy RBCh 
c .  c.. . .$ \""t\ \ \-� 
C .  D. Ammons 
T .  R.  Barr 
T. W .  McBride 
Arch Whitaker 
J. Louis Adams 
G .  L. Browder 
W. L. Moore 
TOWN OF SEVIERVILLE (Sevier) -E- 2 ,890 F .Yr .12/31 Elec . 5/63 Phone 453-2742 














E .  T .  King 
CoP Manson L. Ogle 
PBCh Rex Ingle 
WBCh A.  c .  Schmutzer 
SU H. C .  Blair 
FC Thurman Ownby 
SS Carl H. Roberts 
CD Gene Catlett 
TOWN OF SHARON (Weakley) -W- 966 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 119 
First Monday ea�h .month, 7 : 30 p .m. 
Mayor Russell Jones CR w .  w .  Roberts 
Ald Jack Simmons sww J • H. Parham 
Ald Eugene Gordon Mar Reece Cole 
Ald Dell W.  Taylor CD Jerry Cannon 
Ald Dr. Robert Moore 
CITY OF SHELBYVILLE (Bedford) -M- 10,466 F .Yr.8/31 Ele c .  
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Phone 
Mayor ' Eugene D�c. Parks Atty 
Coun Henry G.  Walls CoP 
Coun Lee Blanton FC-BI 
Coun O. L. Jones SS 
Coun Lloyd Payne CD 
Coun :F_,:red . j� _ :Ta¥lor SU 
Coun Shi�J.d_s . Ratnbo__ Eng 
Mgr-CR-Jg Jee • llPown.A ) h• r'f W. 1}1 l/f\ ) cJc. r RBCh 






M. L. King � P.. J:_, aeu8e9"a?1he Y TN>  y.a,ce./ 
V.  A.  Cline 
o. L. Jones 
Frank Walheiser 
TOWN ·o F SIGNAL MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) .;.E- 3z413 F· �Yr.9/30 Elec �5/63 Phone/�ai:i;6�g-a 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , ·at Town Hall --
Mayor C.  E. Dodd CoP-FC R. M. Kells , Sr. 
comm Alfred E .  Smith Eng John w. Peerson 
Comm Bruce C.  ·Bishop PCCh c. H. Anderton 
Comm Earl B .  Shaw, Jr. RBCh Cas M. Davidson 
Comm Ne�l C.  Bennett RD Miss Mary Will Zeigler 
Jg C. E. Dodd SS Maurice G .  Millard 
Supt Donald Whithorne sww Robert A.  Bass 
Atty Joseph c.  Wagner 
TOWN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -W- 84 F .Yr. Elec.  Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Schoolhouse 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o .  J. Hopper 
Ald J • Ro Fitts Ald A.  E .  Fitts 
Ald J. s .  Mccann CR A. E. Fitts 
Ald J .  Lo Beshiers Mar c .  P. Siler 
. Ald James Wo  Cupplies SS J. B .  Weaver 
Ald J.  B. Weaver 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN (Dickson) -M- 101 F .Yr.3/1 Elec.  Phone Vaill�er 3253 : 










B .  E. Osburn 
Max Davenport 
Odie Proctor 
TOWN OF SMITHVILLE (DeKalb) -M- 2,348 FoYr.6/30 Elec.2/63 Phone LY 5-4745 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Othel Smith Atty 
Ald Jim Amonett FC 
Ald Hobert Hendrixson TA 
Ald H. Do  Hibdon CoP 
Ald J. Ao Hobson CD 
Ald N. F .  Webb , Jr. SSP 
CR-SWW Fred Mo Tramel 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 3,612 F .Yr.7/31 






John S .  Ridley Clk 
Silas Coleman CoP 
Thurman Francis FC 
w. R. Culbertson sww 
-aeo·�ugheoy .:ro�" G-. /(fitc.neJJ lt'l+f 
-52-
McAllen Foutch 
B .  E .  Thomas 
J.  F .  Roy 
Bobby Hall 
Charles E .  Gentry 
Ralph Wood 
Elec . Phone : 459-2323 
Howard L. Coleman 
Robert Joyner 
W .  E .  Carter 
Eugene Odorn 
� ·,1 Y1'1Y S't'tt.8 (,\,\ I 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 3561 . 
Second Tuesday eac h
_ 
month, 7 : 30 p ,m. , at Turner' s Drug Store 
Mayor Charles W .  Turner Ald Randall W .  Greene 
V-May o .  R. Henry CR Mrs . Arkie L. Seal 
Ald Lloyd Jones Jg James M. Oaks 
Ald Mrs . Arkie L.  Seal Mar Charles Collins 
Ald Howard w .  Rhea Atty Howe.rd W.  Rhea 
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette) -W- 1,820 F.Yr .5/30 Elec . 5/62 Phone HO 5-3379 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Recorder ' s  Office 
Offices close Thursday all day, all year 
Mayor I .  P .  Yancey 
Ald J. P. Morton 
Ald W .  H. Cocke 
Ald Lebert Howse 
Ald Preston Parks 
Ald w .  B .  Wilkinson 







D .  D .  Parsons 
Clay Mccarley 
Hugh Starks 
J .. T .  Greer, Jr. 
Dr � J. w. M:>rris 
Roy 0 a O&ibe&9Ro $. \-\ � J. d cl d 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2,512 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 12/61 Phone 116 









Milton Counce Atty 
O.  L. Bushart CR 
�Ha.-;o\l- ,\«!.Y\4�v�o"' CoP .&1-Nee-� & , \.. , l. 21.. 'M..� s c v. � FC 
-Robe-P..-0.Fa-.=.Mtrlmoight. R� )( �1,1, d,d I t SS 
R. L. Matthews SG 
.M.-M�loett- 0 J N'e.a- \ .:Jo"' e..s. CD 
John Cruce 
Charles Fields 
Mrs. Emily Dame 
Elmer Mansfield 
Neal Clinard 
Ric h  Gardner . 
Jones Dickerson 
Marvin Sanders 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBUIU (Marion) -E- 4,130 F.Yr .9/30 Ele c .12/64 Phone TE 7-7511 











, L. W.  Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH)·-­
Leonard Wynne (CFin) 
Scott Hampton (CP,CF) 
Parker Layne (CPW) 
Ralph A. Keown 
Reed Huckabee 














R.  R. Carter 
E .  D. Burrow 
A. A .  Kelly 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
Joel Parham 
Holman Walker 
W .  H. Graham 
Mack Nation 
TOWN ·o F SIGNAL MOUNTAIN (Hamilton) .;.E- 3z413 F· �Yr.9/30 Elec �5/63 Phone/�ai:i;6�g-a 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , ·at Town Hall --
Mayor C.  E. Dodd CoP-FC R. M. Kells , Sr. 
comm Alfred E .  Smith Eng John w. Peerson 
Comm Bruce C.  ·Bishop PCCh c. H. Anderton 
Comm Earl B .  Shaw, Jr. RBCh Cas M. Davidson 
Comm Ne�l C.  Bennett RD Miss Mary Will Zeigler 
Jg C. E. Dodd SS Maurice G .  Millard 
Supt Donald Whithorne sww Robert A.  Bass 
Atty Joseph c.  Wagner 
TOWN OF SILERTON (Hardeman) -W- 84 F .Yr. Elec.  Phone 
Second Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at Schoolhouse 
Mayor Noel Siler Ald o .  J. Hopper 
Ald J • Ro Fitts Ald A.  E .  Fitts 
Ald J. s .  Mccann CR A. E. Fitts 
Ald J .  Lo Beshiers Mar c .  P. Siler 
. Ald James Wo  Cupplies SS J. B .  Weaver 
Ald J.  B. Weaver 
TOWN OF SLAYDEN (Dickson) -M- 101 F .Yr.3/1 Elec.  Phone Vaill�er 3253 : 










B .  E. Osburn 
Max Davenport 
Odie Proctor 
TOWN OF SMITHVILLE (DeKalb) -M- 2,348 FoYr.6/30 Elec.2/63 Phone LY 5-4745 
First and third Thursday each month, 7 :30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Othel Smith Atty 
Ald Jim Amonett FC 
Ald Hobert Hendrixson TA 
Ald H. Do  Hibdon CoP 
Ald J. Ao Hobson CD 
Ald N. F .  Webb , Jr. SSP 
CR-SWW Fred Mo Tramel 
TOWN OF SMYRNA (Rutherford) -M- 3,612 F .Yr.7/31 






John S .  Ridley Clk 
Silas Coleman CoP 
Thurman Francis FC 
w. R. Culbertson sww 
-aeo·�ugheoy .:ro�" G-. /(fitc.neJJ lt'l+f 
-52-
McAllen Foutch 
B .  E .  Thomas 
J.  F .  Roy 
Bobby Hall 
Charles E .  Gentry 
Ralph Wood 
Elec . Phone : 459-2323 
Howard L. Coleman 
Robert Joyner 
W .  E .  Carter 
Eugene Odorn 
� ·,1 Y1'1Y S't'tt.8 (,\,\ I 
TOWN OF SNEEDVILLE (Hancock) -E- 799 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone 3561 . 
Second Tuesday eac h
_ 
month, 7 : 30 p ,m. , at Turner' s Drug Store 
Mayor Charles W .  Turner Ald Randall W .  Greene 
V-May o .  R. Henry CR Mrs . Arkie L. Seal 
Ald Lloyd Jones Jg James M. Oaks 
Ald Mrs . Arkie L.  Seal Mar Charles Collins 
Ald Howard w .  Rhea Atty Howe.rd W.  Rhea 
TOWN OF SOMERVILLE (Fayette) -W- 1,820 F.Yr .5/30 Elec . 5/62 Phone HO 5-3379 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Recorder ' s  Office 
Offices close Thursday all day, all year 
Mayor I .  P .  Yancey 
Ald J. P. Morton 
Ald W .  H. Cocke 
Ald Lebert Howse 
Ald Preston Parks 
Ald w .  B .  Wilkinson 







D .  D .  Parsons 
Clay Mccarley 
Hugh Starks 
J .. T .  Greer, Jr. 
Dr � J. w. M:>rris 
Roy 0 a O&ibe&9Ro $. \-\ � J. d cl d 
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON (Obion) -W- 2,512 F.Yr.6/30 Elec. 12/61 Phone 116 









Milton Counce Atty 
O.  L. Bushart CR 
�Ha.-;o\l- ,\«!.Y\4�v�o"' CoP .&1-Nee-� & , \.. , l. 21.. 'M..� s c v. � FC 
-Robe-P..-0.Fa-.=.Mtrlmoight. R� )( �1,1, d,d I t SS 
R. L. Matthews SG 
.M.-M�loett- 0 J N'e.a- \ .:Jo"' e..s. CD 
John Cruce 
Charles Fields 
Mrs. Emily Dame 
Elmer Mansfield 
Neal Clinard 
Ric h  Gardner . 
Jones Dickerson 
Marvin Sanders 
CITY OF SOUTH PITTSBUIU (Marion) -E- 4,130 F.Yr .9/30 Ele c .12/64 Phone TE 7-7511 











, L. W.  Loyd 
Paul Braden (CH)·-­
Leonard Wynne (CFin) 
Scott Hampton (CP,CF) 
Parker Layne (CPW) 
Ralph A. Keown 
Reed Huckabee 














R.  R. Carter 
E .  D. Burrow 
A. A .  Kelly 
Russ Hawk 
Mrs . Joe Kirkpatrick 
Joel Parham 
Holman Walker 
W .  H. Graham 
Mack Nation 
TOWN OF SPARTA (White) '."M- 4,510 · F .Yr.4/1 · · Elec .4/63 Phone 2361 
First and third Friday each month; 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Malvin L. Brown CoP William Hickey 
V-May A. L. Kirby FC Oscar Bennett 
Ald w . D .  Cooper HO ff Dr. Charles A. Mitchell 
Ald Wilfred E.  Mills ScS Charles Golden 
Ald Clure Brei� SS Paul Thompson 
Ald Beecher Pollard TA Will Broyles 
Ald . J :  W � Cayce CD Mrs . Joe Stanakas 
Atty S .  G .  Butler RBCh J.  W .  Cayce 
CR-SWW Gleason Officer RD Frank Williams 
TOWN OF SPENCER (Van Buren) -M- 870 F .Yr.6/30 Elec . 5/63 Phone WH 6-2351 







w .  s .  Maynard 






J. H. Ward 
Curtis Templeton 
H. L. Hollingsworth 
TOWN OF SPRING CITY (Rhea) -E- 1,800 F .Yr.6/30 Ele c .7/63 Phone 6441 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 3d p.m.i at C
ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, a l year 
Mayor Leonard Pack Atty c .  P .  Swafford 
V-May w .  c .  Robinson CoP Raymond Powers 
Comm Fred English SS-SWW Perry Ferguson 
Mgr ¥<�9f:tt'l.e PCCh J.  B .  Torbett 
CR Glenn Metts RBCh H. R. Fowman 
FC w .  P.  Lyons RD Lyn Thompson 
HOff Dr. c .  L. Grabeel 
TOWN OF SPRING HILL (Maury) -M- 689 F .Yr .6/30 Elec • Phone HU 6-2252 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m. , at City Hall 
Mayor R. B .  Toone Ald Ben Andrews , Jr . 
Ald Wilson Daniels Ald Herman Thompson 
Ald Ed Whitwell Ald Vance McMeen 
Ald Dr. B.  H� Woodard CR J. B. Grimes ' 
Ald Martin Langley FC-CD Ed Whitwell 
Ald Robert Parks Mar-SWW W .  M. Hill 
-54-
· .  ' 1 r  
CITY OF ·SPRINGFIELD ' (Robertson) -M- .9.221 F :Yr·.6/30 Elec .6/63 Phone 384·-.4220 · 










J.  Travis Price 
Richard Roark 
E .  M. Beck 
E:r-nest M. · Dillard 
w .  P.  Bryant, Jr . 
c .  H. Hancock, Jr. 
Tom English 
W .  Boyce Smith 









W • .  J{oyce Williams 
Byron F .  Johnson 
Sue -D . Taylor 
Earl Burrow 
Dr. Jack Gunn 
Ford L. Callis 
Raleigh Weaver 
Phillip Bell, Jr. 
CITY OF ST. JOSEPH (Lawrence) -M- 547 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . Phone UL 3 -3200 










TOWN OF STANTON (Haywood) -W- 458 F .Yr.3/31 Elec . 
Offices · close Wednesday all day, May thru August 
Mayor Ed Peeler, Jr . CR 
Ald B .  F .  Beake Atty 
Ald w .  E. Bedford'., Mar 
Ald L. S .  McCook, Sr. FC 
Ald Floyd R • .  Stuart Clk 




B .  F .  Beake 
� \,\ � W , N c ..,_,. �· .s ./'J ..Ji:d-�o-M.-MaM!eoR-Q�c.c.. µb.-Yl'\a It 
Denton Young 
Mary Lou Beake 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins ) -E- 1,132 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . l/63 Phone 





Dr. G.  C �  Lyons 
James Arnott 
Elmer Myers 





*Address :  Rogersville , Tennessee 
Freeman Johnston 
Jimmie N.  Thurman 
Harry D .  Brown 
Winfield B .  Hale , Jr. 
C ITY OF SWEE'IWATER (Monroe) -E- 4,145 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/63 Phone 6151 
First M�nday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Telford A. Lowry EMgr s .  J .  Randall 
V-May D .  N .  McQuiddy (CE) BI Gordon Presley 
Comm Thomas 'R. Haun SS-SG-SWW Clarence Browder 
Comm w .  S .  Hickey I PC Ch Walter B .  Lumsden, Jr. 
Comm c .  c .  Hudson (CFin) ScS E .  C .  Dougherty 
Comm James Wallace (CP) PBCh Joe H. Wright 
CR J. G.  Engleman FC K. E.  Ingram 
Atty w .  E.  Howe CoP Joe R. Wilson 
-55-
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-54-
· .  ' 1 r  
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E:r-nest M. · Dillard 
w .  P.  Bryant, Jr . 
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Tom English 
W .  Boyce Smith 
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Sue -D . Taylor 
Earl Burrow 
Dr. Jack Gunn 
Ford L. Callis 
Raleigh Weaver 
Phillip Bell, Jr. 
CITY OF ST. JOSEPH (Lawrence) -M- 547 F .Yr.12/31 Elec . Phone UL 3 -3200 
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Offices · close Wednesday all day, May thru August 
Mayor Ed Peeler, Jr . CR 
Ald B .  F .  Beake Atty 
Ald w .  E. Bedford'., Mar 
Ald L. S .  McCook, Sr. FC 
Ald Floyd R • .  Stuart Clk 




B .  F .  Beake 
� \,\ � W , N c ..,_,. �· .s ./'J ..Ji:d-�o-M.-MaM!eoR-Q�c.c.. µb.-Yl'\a It 
Denton Young 
Mary Lou Beake 
TOWN OF SURGOINSVILLE (Hawkins ) -E- 1,132 F.Yr.6/30 Elec . l/63 Phone 





Dr. G.  C �  Lyons 
James Arnott 
Elmer Myers 





*Address :  Rogersville , Tennessee 
Freeman Johnston 
Jimmie N.  Thurman 
Harry D .  Brown 
Winfield B .  Hale , Jr. 
C ITY OF SWEE'IWATER (Monroe) -E- 4,145 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/63 Phone 6151 
First M�nday each month, 7 : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Telford A. Lowry EMgr s .  J .  Randall 
V-May D .  N .  McQuiddy (CE) BI Gordon Presley 
Comm Thomas 'R. Haun SS-SG-SWW Clarence Browder 
Comm w .  S .  Hickey I PC Ch Walter B .  Lumsden, Jr. 
Comm c .  c .  Hudson (CFin) ScS E .  C .  Dougherty 
Comm James Wallace (CP) PBCh Joe H. Wright 
CR J. G.  Engleman FC K. E.  Ingram 
Atty w .  E.  Howe CoP Joe R. Wilson 
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TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 1 ,264 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/61 Phone 722 






Joe F .  Essary 
�ra'S'�Neeie,G.9. 5 hoY'(" 
Rome Cardwell 
E .  J. Hard in, III ,, I \ �afte'M."9. .R_ O.� � e. e. Y 
Ald 
Ald 
C R  
CD 
�Ayrr'n �\ �"r'\d�� 
Matt Young 
Douglas Overton 
William R. Standifer 
TOWN OF TELLICO PLAINS (Monroe ) -E- 794 F .Y r . 9/1 Elec . 9/61 Phone CL 3-3000 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p .m . , at City Hall 
Mayor Will Cobb CR B .  L .  White 
Ald Charles Wynn *Atty J .  D ,.  Lee· 
Ald Clarence Berry CoP J .. B .  Wear 
Ald Ernest Plemons CD Ruben Buckner 
Ald Albert Pellom Fe' James Hooper 
Ald Vernon Plemons 
*Address : Mad isonv.ille, Tennessee 
TOWN OF TENNESSEE RIDGE (Hou�ton) -M- 324 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .3/62 Ph. Erin AT 9-3484 











TOWN OF TIPTONVILLE (Lake ) -W- 2 ,068 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 6/63 Phone AL 3-7182 








B illy Donne 11 










TOWN OF TOONE (Hardeman) -W- 202 F .Yr . 6/30 Ele c .  
Second Tuesday each month 
Mayor A. E .  Smith 
Ald E .  F. Murdaugh 
Ald c .  M. Foote 





James H. Smith 





Luther P .  Smith 
Albert L .  Keller 
J, L� Jones 
TOWN OF TOWNSEND (Blount ) -E- 283 F .Y r .  Elec . Phone HI 8-2260 






Alex Webb L:l � ra"""\ 
· John Wilson 
Comm 
C R  
CoP 
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Lillian S .  Myers 
S .  P .  McNeill 
Fred M. Wilson 
TOWN OF TRACY CITY (Grundy) -M- l,577 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 2/62 Phone LY 2-3371 
Second Monday each month, 7 : 30 p . m. , at C ity Hall 







Wm. Kenneth Jones Atty 
� lu;py.-(ul'l'l-J.dd \< '1Y' k CoP 
- Kenne.tb-6o-Jrqu-ettJa.Y\1E � .S l'Yte ..t FC 
George Sitz CD 
1Jack-G4b-s@nt?oy ��""1-\n RD 
Byron D .  Mayes WBCh 
John H .  Marable 
E .  J .  Hunziker 
Carl Crisp 
James E .  Cheek 
Ray Kelon 
Earl .Geary 
CITY OF TRENTON (Gibson) -W- 4,225 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 9/61 Phone 182 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p . m . , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, February thru August 
Mayor ��j}e,�Y\\..S ��c!� Eng-EMgr w .  Y .  Howell 
Ald Glen Hurt FC Horace May 
Ald Clyde Page HOff Dr . M. D .  Ingram 
Ald E .  T. King PBCh Glen Hurt 
Ald �a-P&w��ezrJ- H ()\ W\b.'t'\ SS Paul Powell 
Ald Edward C .  Tilgham Lib Leslie w .  Smith 
Ald Billy H o  Taylor CD Jack Alston 
CR-TA Evelyn w .  Harwood PCCh Joe H .  Wilson 
Atty Robert P o  Adams 
TOWN OF TREZEVANT C arroll -W- F .Yr . 3  15 Ele c . 3  62 Phone �Q. 9-3900 
Second Tuesday each month, : 00 p . m. ,  at City Hall 





-w...sw W�ttffjr .fct.wi D. w: i l  '.\m.S 
� C.h�'r' lt. s. >'•te..i 
Arthur Argo , Jr. 
W .  o .  Scott 
TOWN OF TRIMBLE (Dyer) -W - 581 F o Yr o 9 /30 Ele c • 9 / 61 Phone 









� Jt u  /(.. fr!o�r'e. CoP 
·John Asbridge FC 
Byron Alexande r  ScS 
Eo Ro McDavid SWW 
Fred Wright TA 






C .  c .  Thompson · 
Ho J � Coffer 
Lloyd Jenkins 
TOWN OF TAZEWELL (Claiborne ) -E- 1 ,264 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 12/61 Phone 722 
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B illy Donne 11 
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Comm 
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George Sitz CD 
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Mayor ��j}e,�Y\\..S ��c!� Eng-EMgr w .  Y .  Howell 
Ald Glen Hurt FC Horace May 
Ald Clyde Page HOff Dr . M. D .  Ingram 
Ald E .  T. King PBCh Glen Hurt 
Ald �a-P&w��ezrJ- H ()\ W\b.'t'\ SS Paul Powell 
Ald Edward C .  Tilgham Lib Leslie w .  Smith 
Ald Billy H o  Taylor CD Jack Alston 
CR-TA Evelyn w .  Harwood PCCh Joe H .  Wilson 
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TOWN OF TREZEVANT C arroll -W- F .Yr . 3  15 Ele c . 3  62 Phone �Q. 9-3900 
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-w...sw W�ttffjr .fct.wi D. w: i l  '.\m.S 
� C.h�'r' lt. s. >'•te..i 
Arthur Argo , Jr. 
W .  o .  Scott 
TOWN OF TRIMBLE (Dyer) -W - 581 F o Yr o 9 /30 Ele c • 9 / 61 Phone 









� Jt u  /(.. fr!o�r'e. CoP 
·John Asbridge FC 
Byron Alexande r  ScS 
Eo Ro McDavid SWW 
Fred Wright TA 






C .  c .  Thompson · 
Ho J � Coffer 
Lloyd Jenkins 
TOWN OF TROY (Obion) -W- ·587 F .Yr � 6/30 Elec .5/63 Phone WE 2-3521 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 






Thomas M. Cunningham 
O. C �  Berry 
· w .  B.  Forrester 
Everett Watson 






H. L. Vaughn 
c .  w .  Hart 
w .  E .  Kersey 
Klyce Muse 
Everett Watson 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA Coffee -M- 42 F .Yr. 6  30 Elec . Phone GL 5-2
648 











Dr. Jack T. Farrar DPW-BI 
James H.  Peters SU 
Albert Glasgow · _ CoP 
.Q.Aaittr&es..&.a.R� lf, �y�"� h"!>FC 
T. L. Fletcher � "·HOff 
0 .  B .  Carroll _&, ��\l>�Jf""?�cS 
..v+-.-J. ofJMJ&eT�:t..1": L . W'PBCh 
Miss Alice Berry PCCh 
Riehe...pd-Robe'!'i>son C Yi�>.f. 'A )c. HlY.$0"-CD 
Fred Grider, Jr. · RBCh 
��-%:3�i� 
A. H. Sanders 
Frazier McEwen ... I .S·, ilh=lf9\M f'f"�y.. \l. [", OV� V'W\b.'A 
Dr. B .  s .  Swindoll 
R. E. Lee 
L. L. Poe 
Jack Thoma 
Charles Reeves 
F.  A. Greene, Jr. 
CITY OF *TUSCULUM (Greene) -E- 1.804 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone ME 8-6962 









*Address :  Greeneville , Tennessee 
Robert Park 
Frank Alexander 
CITY OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 8 ,837 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .11/64 Phone TU 5-1341 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May thru August 
Mayor James L. Rippy Eng Tommy Cloys 
V-May Dixon Williams FC Charles Quillin 
Coun Hollis Oseman ScS Joel L. Shore 
coun Charles H. Adams SS Ernest Craig 
Coun Dave M. Shatz Jg E. H. Lannom 
coun Dr. Alfred M. Creswell TA-BI Coy Green 
Coun w .  B .  Robinson EMgr Malcolm Sellers 
Mgr w .  David Frizzell SWW Leonard Lynch 
Clk Miss Mildred Roberts SSP Al Strub 
Atty George C .  Cloys CD Robert Wood 
CoP John Ki�{?; Q ?Y'I ::Jj >-11 r YJ <:? 
.D \-\ :f '.,.-; '('('\ t'n. 4. -r $ p 0 f) -"' 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 234 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .6/62 Phone 2321 















James A. Cooksey 
Robert Caldwell 
W .  T.  Berry 




Howard B .  Ramsey 





Elec . Phone 
Willard Talley 
R. E .  Bonner 
O .  P.  Butler 
TOWN OF WARTRACE (B�dfu�dt -M- 545 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec .9/61 
Second Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Phone FU 9-6144 
Offices close Friday all day, all year 
(.<s>� e.'\> '- L . .S h1'1 h � Y'I s Mayor -H-r-K�t-�  Ald 
Ald Joe C .  Ashley CR 
Ald �ttl��� °kv...f h 'r\"d�t.Y...if'c 
Ald Alan Bomar CoP 
Ald Gust Johnson 
-�vf:r-oa ft, Wv i8Y..t­
�liiM!e-�M!!L lf,e, v: JI;" ... � 
Roy Ferguson q »t 
A. D. Ferrell 
CITY OF WATAUGA Carter -E- 0 F.Yr.l 31 Elec . l  63 Phone Johnson Cit WA 8-3201 
Second and fourth Thursday each month, : 00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Mayor Wiley H. Blevins Atty M. S .  Bangs 
V-May Charles Fair CoP Willard Gibson 
Comm Frederick Farr TA J. G .  Rumbley 
Mgr W .  E. Reel PI Walter Bennett 
CR G .  W .  Lane SS Denver Blevins 
Jg J .  H. Shipley BI Floyd Fair 
CITY OF WATERTOWN (Wilson) -M- 919 F .Yr.12/31 Elec .12/61 Phone BE 7-9781 
First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 









George w .  Griffith 
J. D .  Givens 
Johnny Durham 
Ed Luck 














George w .  Griffith 
W.  D .  Sparks 
Edsel Floyd , 
J. H.  Chumbley 
TOWN OF WAVERLY (Humphreys) -M- 2 ,891 F .Yr. 6/30 Elec .  Phone CY 6-2101 









Dr. James Powers 
w .  T.  Parker 
Victor D.  Asbury 
Robert H. Akins 
R. P.  White 
Lloyd McNeil 
T. E. Bowman 










James T. Porch 
Bruce Williams 





TOWN OF TROY (Obion) -W- ·587 F .Yr � 6/30 Elec .5/63 Phone WE 2-3521 
First Thursday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 






Thomas M. Cunningham 
O. C �  Berry 
· w .  B.  Forrester 
Everett Watson 






H. L. Vaughn 
c .  w .  Hart 
w .  E .  Kersey 
Klyce Muse 
Everett Watson 
CITY OF TULLAHOMA Coffee -M- 42 F .Yr. 6  30 Elec . Phone GL 5-2
648 











Dr. Jack T. Farrar DPW-BI 
James H.  Peters SU 
Albert Glasgow · _ CoP 
.Q.Aaittr&es..&.a.R� lf, �y�"� h"!>FC 
T. L. Fletcher � "·HOff 
0 .  B .  Carroll _&, ��\l>�Jf""?�cS 
..v+-.-J. ofJMJ&eT�:t..1": L . W'PBCh 
Miss Alice Berry PCCh 
Riehe...pd-Robe'!'i>son C Yi�>.f. 'A )c. HlY.$0"-CD 
Fred Grider, Jr. · RBCh 
��-%:3�i� 
A. H. Sanders 
Frazier McEwen ... I .S·, ilh=lf9\M f'f"�y.. \l. [", OV� V'W\b.'A 
Dr. B .  s .  Swindoll 
R. E. Lee 
L. L. Poe 
Jack Thoma 
Charles Reeves 
F.  A. Greene, Jr. 
CITY OF *TUSCULUM (Greene) -E- 1.804 F.Yr .6/30 Elec . Phone ME 8-6962 









*Address :  Greeneville , Tennessee 
Robert Park 
Frank Alexander 
CITY OF UNION CITY (Obion) -W- 8 ,837 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .11/64 Phone TU 5-1341 
First and third Tuesday each month, 7 :00 p.m. , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, May thru August 
Mayor James L. Rippy Eng Tommy Cloys 
V-May Dixon Williams FC Charles Quillin 
Coun Hollis Oseman ScS Joel L. Shore 
coun Charles H. Adams SS Ernest Craig 
Coun Dave M. Shatz Jg E. H. Lannom 
coun Dr. Alfred M. Creswell TA-BI Coy Green 
Coun w .  B .  Robinson EMgr Malcolm Sellers 
Mgr w .  David Frizzell SWW Leonard Lynch 
Clk Miss Mildred Roberts SSP Al Strub 
Atty George C .  Cloys CD Robert Wood 
CoP John Ki�{?; Q ?Y'I ::Jj >-11 r YJ <:? 
.D \-\ :f '.,.-; '('('\ t'n. 4. -r $ p 0 f) -"' 
TOWN OF VANLEER (Dickson) -M- 234 F .Yr .6/30 Elec .6/62 Phone 2321 















James A. Cooksey 
Robert Caldwell 
W .  T.  Berry 




Howard B .  Ramsey 





Elec . Phone 
Willard Talley 
R. E .  Bonner 
O .  P.  Butler 
TOWN OF WARTRACE (B�dfu�dt -M- 545 F.Yr. 12/31 Elec .9/61 
Second Monday each month, 7 :00 p .m. , at Town Hall 
Phone FU 9-6144 
Offices close Friday all day, all year 
(.<s>� e.'\> '- L . .S h1'1 h � Y'I s Mayor -H-r-K�t-�  Ald 
Ald Joe C .  Ashley CR 
Ald �ttl��� °kv...f h 'r\"d�t.Y...if'c 
Ald Alan Bomar CoP 
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First Friday each month, 7 : 30 p.m. , at City Hall 
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Johnny Durham 
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James T. Porch 
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C ITY OF WAYNESBOR� (Wayne ) -M- 1,343 F .Y r . 6/30 Ele c . 2/62 Phone 7-4412 
Second and fourth Monday each month, 7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Mayor Joe H. Sevier, Jr . CR Harvey Bailey 
Comm R� D .  Beatty Atty R.  R.  Haggard , Jr . 
Comm M. L .  Haggard CoP 
Mgr-RBCh Joel R. Morrison TA Roy Morrow 
RD Guy Buchannan FC Harold Edwards 
TOWN OF WESTMORELAND (Sumner) -M- 865 F .Y r . 6/30 Elec . 12/62 Phone MI 4-2371 
Third Monday each month, 7 :00 p . m. i' at C ity Hall Offices close Friday afternoon, al year 













TOWN OF WHITE BLUFF (Dickson) -M- 486 F .Yr.4/30 Elec . Phone 9174 








George Brown, Jr . 
Leslie Daugherty 
Garner Harvey 
Walter C .  Jones 
James Vandivort 
CR;ff'1$w vJ ��r-J.-s- �. W .  D� /.� n e S 
SS-Mar':'�� Re-�� .J""'o. c..k [; '. ��.S  <' 
FC et'fe'S' � 0 \ \ I i. i3. E h) .J'y-, 
� ..... l,ll;r:iJ.;m\lal:l: 
-IDA '.trg�.au.t-11� 
C'() 3'. \< . 5 ;-�c (�i >' 
TOWN OF WHITE PINE (Jefferson) . -E- 1,035 F .Yr.6/30 Elec .6/63 Phone 674-2978 
First Tuesday each month, 7 : 30 p .m� , at City Hall 
Offices close Wednesday afternoon, June thru October 
Mayor H. L .  Gooch, Jr . CoP Richard Reed , Jr. 
Ald Boyd Chandler FC Carl Snodderly 
Ald William E. Bell sww T .  J.  Wall 
Ald Tom Carter SS J. A. Fox 
Ald Jeff Fox CD Henry Surrett 
CR W .  R. McNabb 
TOWN OF WHITEVILLE Hardeman -W- 757 F .Yr.2 1 Elec . l  62 Phone Jackson 4121 
First Monday each month, : OO p . m. ,  at C ity Hall 
Offices close Thursday all day, April thru September 
Mayor R� P. Bas s ,  Jr. Ala E .  c .  Williams 
Ala A. c .  Sammons CR J.  w. Griffin 
Ald Gentry Parker *Atty E .  J· . Harris 
Ala Dr. C .  C .  Free land Mar Sam Downey 
Ala Van Pettigrew Mar W .  H. Wiles 
Ala R .  P .  Bas s ,  Sr. 
*Address : Bolivar, Tennessee 
-60-
CITY- OF WHI'IWELL (Marion) -E- 1,857 F .Yr . 6/30·  Elec . 11/62 Phone OL 8-5210 
Second and fourth Tuesday each month,  7 : 00 p .m. , at C ity Hall 
Offices close Thursday afternoon, all year 
Mayor Dr. W .  G .  Shull Comm Paul Dykes 
Comm Willie Turner Mgr Robert Privett 
CITY OF WINCHESTER (Franklin) -M- 4,760 F.Yr.8/31 Elec . .. Phone WO 7-2532 




















� L C �  
Sam Hall . 
-F�rank Htek�Jl r/il'f� t .le�f le +oil 
ill, G •™Sk-e-ggs� 1/4-v I .;\  6-r <'\ s w·eJ J 
Sam Bowling 
J.  B .  Buchanan 
J .  R. Jordan 
-Pa:Y'R4Y :5c�.1a1 b&¥" w ;\. \ ; �"""' \� �"" \-e. � 
it" 'f\<\e. .st M�-r+ in 
TOWN OF WOODBURY (Cannon) -M- 1,562 F .Yr . 6/30 Elec . 5/6} Phone LO 3-422.l 


















A .  M .  Armstrong 
F .  M. Lester 
White Patrick 
Marvin Jennings 
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